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SUMMARY 

In recent years there has been an increasing requirement in the 

bio-medical field for multi-channel telemetry systems. 	The 

telemetry sources are required to be small, light in weight, and 

of low-power consumption. 	Recent advances in micro-electronics 

have made it possible to implement micro-power digital systems, 

thus (as far as the writer is aware), it has been possible for the 

first time to apply digital techniques to bio-telemetry. 	In 

particular, the present analysis is concerned with the application 

of such techniques to near-field bio-telemetry from an implanted 

source. 

Of the possible transmission systems, PCM/continuous-wave FSK is 

shown to have the most suitable characteristics for these conditions. 

Discriminator detection of FSK is chosen to be the reception 

technique on the basis of an investigation of the performance of 

the feasible receiver systems. 	For test purposes, the transmitter 

source is implemented using available MSI and thin-film devices. 

The FSK detector is implemented using a phase-locked-loop frequency 

discriminator. 	Automatic frequency control is incorporated in 

the receiver to overcome conflicting bandwidth requirements and 

frequency stability. 	Inexpensive and unsophisticated bit- and 

frame-synchronisation systems have been developed for data recovery. 

The results obtained from experiments devised to test the operation 

of the telemetry system show good agreement with theoretical 

predictions and, moreover, define an operational threshold for the 

system. 
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IN T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 

In the last decade much effort has been expended in the development 

Of specialised electronic instrumentation which would allow 

quantitative physiological studies to be carried out on undisturbed 

subjects. Radio-telemetry, using progressively smaller electronic 

devices 1 5  2, 3, h 	
was recognised as the most promising path 

towards a physiologically acceptable measurement environment in 

which there is no restriction to the normal movements of the living 

subject. Iore recently, systems for radio-telemetry from sources 

implanted within an animal body' 	6, 7 have been developed to 

facilitate measurements in situations where external wire attachments 

are unacceptable. 

Understandably, because there is a legal as well as a physical 

limit to the volume of implantable material, the radio-telemetry 

systems vary in complexity according to the need to implant. Multi-

channel BJ/N'i, F/AN and PDM/I'N systems are described in the 

1, 2, 3, t literature 	for non-implanted telemetry sources, whilst 

simpler single-channel FM systems are reported' for implanted 

sources. Whether the telemetry sources are implanted or not, 

however, there is a need for practicable multi-channel systems6' '. 

(It is only by monitoring simultaneously the various measurable 

biological parameters that any possible correlations between 

parameters can be found.) The feasibility of a multi-channel digital 

telemetry system for the radio transmission of biological data from 

a! 
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a source implanted within an experimental animal (the domestic fowl 

in particular) is considered in this thesis. 

Digital systems have in the past been disregarded for the transmission 

of biological data because of their extreme network complexity, size 

and power consumption, Es.reri now, an implantable digital telemetry 

source would be impracticable were it not for a recent achievement 

in the micro-electronics industry, vLz 0  the development of a range  

Of COS/Nos (coniplementary_symui1etry/metal_oxide_semicoflduc. Qr) IC's.'  

monolithic integrated circuits containing F- and N- channel 1I0S 

transistors0  These digital IC's, featuring power dissipations of the 

order of 1 OjiW for MSI (medium-scale-integration) circuits with a 

10 Volt power supply, provide a basis for innovation in the field 

of telemetry from biological subjects. The involvement of micro-

electronics firms in custom design and/or fabrication of complete 

systems as LSI (large-scale-integration) circuits provides further 

motivation for consideration of an implantable digital telemetry 

source, since the digital circuitry required could be produced as a 

single 100 

It seems likely, therefore, that the major difficulties of excessive 

power consumption and circuit size in a multi-channel digital 

telemetry system designed for bio-physical purposes can be overcome by 

realising an implantable large-scale-integration Cos/iIos circuit, 

Specifically, this thesis deals with the studies involved in the develop-

ment and evaluation of such a low-power radio-telemetry system as a 

precursor to the necessarily costly fabrication of LSI circuits. 
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CHAPTER. 1 

A DIGITAL BlO-TELEIIETRY SYSTEII 

1 .1 	A characterisation of telemetry systems 

'Telemetry' has previously been defined9  as the science of transmission 

of otherwise inaccessible data to accessible locations. 'Bia-

telemetry', in particular, is defined as the science of transmission 

of otherwise inaccessible data from biological subjects to 

accessible locations. However, since the transmission of information/ 

data can be accomplished by a variety of telemetry systems, these 

require some form of systematic characterisation. 

13 12 11, 	, 	, 1!. Various modulation techniques 10, 	 have been developed 

that increase the efficiency of a telemetry transmission medium by 

allowing a possible exchange of signal-to-noise power ratio 

for transmission bandwidth, and 

allowing more than one information channel to be transmitted 

simultaneously by the same medium. 

Consideration of these modulation techniques is, therefore, an useful 

first step in the characterisation of telemetry systems. 

Several well-known modulation techniques are listed and grouped for 

system/ 
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system characterisation in table 1 .1 .1 • Two basic types of 

modulation system can be distinguished and characterised in terms 

of modern information theoryib. These are 

analogue systems, which involve the transmission and 

detection of an infinite number of messages, and therefore 

waveforms, not all of which are known, and 

digital  systems, which involve the transmission and detection 

of a finite number of messages, and therefore waveforms, all 

of which are known. 

Analogue systems fall into two groups, A.1 and A.2(say).Group A.1 

consists of the continuous-wave modulation techniques AN, n1 and 

PN. These modulation techniques are obtained by allowing the 

transmission signal parameters of amplitude, frequency and phase 

respectively to vary individually as direct analogues of an 

information signal or message waveform (considered to be continous-

wave and band-limited in this text) which has an infinite nuither of 

possible values and therefore messages associated with it. 

Group A.2 consists of the 	pled-data modulation techniques PAN, 

PflI, PDM and PPiI. These modulation techniques are based on the 

10, 11, 12, 13 Sampling Theorem 	 ; according to which an information 

carrying signal can be recovered from a series of periodic samples 

of that signal, provided the sampling frequency is greater than or 

equal to twice the bandwidth of the original information signal. It 

should/ 
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should be noted that this group of modulation techniques is 

essentially analogue in character, the pulse parameters of amplitude, 

frequency, duration and position, as the case may be, being varied 

individually as direct analogues of the information signal at the 

sampling instants. 

In view of (ii) above, however, the implementation of a digital 

telemetry system (for the transmission of a continuous-wave inform-

ation-carrying signal) requires some preliminary process for 

selecting a finite number of waveforms from the infinite available. 

This is achieved in practice by the 'quantisation' (loosely defined 

here as the approximation of a variable to the nearest of a set of 

allowed discrete values) of the information signal in both time and 

signal value, since both are required to define the information 

available. Accordingly, two groups of digital modulation techniques, 

D.1 and D.2 (say), are produced by similarly applying the process 

of quantisation to the analogue modulation techniques (discussed 

above) in both time and modulation-parameter value. 

Group D.1 consists of the diGitaa ke 	technicues ASK, FSK, and 

PSK obtained by thus quantising the continuous-wave modulation 

techniques of group A.1. The sampled-data systems of group A.2 are 

quantised in time through the periodicity of the sampling so that 

group D.2 consisting of QPMI, QPEi, QPDM, and QPPI.I, is obtained by 

simply quantising the relevant pulse-modulation parameters. 
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A third group of digital modulation techniques D.3 comprises PCN,10' 

11, 	
12 DH (1_  bit  16 17 and n- bit coded 18), and D-M (1 -bit 19  

and flit coded). These techniques have better transmission 

properties than the quantised sampled data techniques of group D.2. 

As an indication of this, let us compare PCM and QPPN. Say 100 

quantisation levels are required to give the required accuracy in 

the transmitted information signal, then the pulse period in QPPI4 is 

divided into at least 100 time intervals. On the other hand, if 

these levels were coded as in PCM, using two levels to represent 

the binary digits (bits) 'l' and 101, then only seven time intervals, 

allowing 128 combinations of seven bits, would be required. If the 

same sampling period is used for both techniques, the transmission 

bandwidth 	12 (which is dependent upon the inverse of the 

time interval or bit period) is smaller by at least a factor of 10 

when using PCiI. The various quantised sampled-data systems referred 

to find application mainly as intermediate modulation stages in the 

generation of PCM and n-bit coded DM. 

The concept of coding a fixed alphabet (e. a collection of allowed 

message symbols) for information transmission is not new. Probably 

the best known of all digital techniques is the keying of alpha-

numeric data by means of morse code which appeared early in the 

history of electric telegraph systems. 

So far, the modulation techniques have been considered for the 

transmission of information from a single source only. Most 

telemetry/ 
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telemetry . veemei.ry systems., however., require to be nultpexed, 10,11,12  

(ieee designed so as to transmit more than one channel of information 

simultaneously). There are two basic techniques of multiplexing, 

viz0 frequency-division multiplex (FDN) and time-division multiplex 

(TDN)O Characterisation of telemetry systems will be incomplete, 

therefore, without consideration of these multiplexing techniques. 

In FDM, the spectra of the various modulated signals occupy different 

bands in the frequency domain and can therefore be separated by 

appropriate filters. The signals to be transmitted are continuous 

and mixed in the time domain whilst maintaining their identity in the 

frequency domain. Signals in sampled-data and digital systems, on 

the other hand, are time-division multiplexed. Here, different 

signals occupy pre-determined distinct time slots, and can therefore be 

separated by appropriate switching. To make most efficient use of 

the frequency spectrum of the transmission medium, .FDi'i and TDM sampled-

data systems normally employ the continuous-wave analogue modulation 

techniques for transmission, whilst the digital systems normally employ 

the keying techniques listed above. 

It is apparent that a great variety of teienetry systems are available to 

meet the requirements of a given information source and transmission 

medium. Definition of the type of telemetry system, appropriate 

in any context, either analogue or digital, is probably best achieved 

by considering the final receiver-end function. If an attempt is 

made to recognise a received signal as part of a finite alphabet of 

signals the system is considered to be digital. Alternatively, if 

no/ 



no such attempt is made and the received signal is accepted at face 

value as a possible signal, the system is considered to be analogue. 

A receiver may in fact be asked to perform both tasks, in which 

case the telemetry system will be, in general, a hybrid analogue-

digital system. 

Digital telemetry systems, and in particular their application in 

the transmission of biological data, are considered in greater 

detail in the rest of this chapter. 

1.2 	Digital bio-telemetry 

The design of a biological radio-telemetry system involves circuit 

design problems which arise from the wide variety of biological 

phenomena to be monitored and the necessity to investigate some of 

the various possible inter-relationships between these phenomena 

simultaneously. Specifically,, the wide frequency and dynamic 

ranges involved in the measuring process make the task difficult. 

A generalised idea about the scope of the handled data 1
.9  6, 7 can be 

obtained by taking their extreme values. 

The lowest frequencies encountered, viz, of order O'l to 0.2 Hz, are 

observed in the action of the heart and of the respiratory system. 

The clinically meaningful myoelectric potential frequency range 

extends up to 500 Hz, and in some problems frequencies as high as 

5000 Hz are of interest. Electrical brain activity is characterised 

by/ 
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by the lowest biological potential amplitudes, viz, voltages of order 

10 pV, when picked up by external scalp electrodes. On the other 

hand, the greatest biological potentials result from muscle activity, 

and are of the order of a few millivolts. 

Several of these biological signals can be transmitted simultaneously 

by using either TDM or FDN0 	From the practical point of view of 

implementing a biological telemetry system, however, TDM systems 
10 

 prove to have two major advantages over FDM systems:- 

In F1]I a different carrier is required to be generated for 

each channel at the transmitter source. Each channel 

occupies a different frequency band so that different band-pass 

filters need to be designed for the receiver end. TDM systems, 

on the other hand, require identical circuitry for each channel 

consisting of relatively simple analogue gates which are widely 

manufactured now as low-power ICs8' 20, Thus, for low power 

consumption and bulk size at the transmitter source, 

implementation of a TDM system has a very distinct advantage 

over the analogue circuits of modulators and carrier generators 

used in FDN systems. 

(ii) 2)M systems are less prone to inter-channel interference 

such as arises in FDM systems because of amplifier non-

linearities in the transmission path10, The nonlinearity 

bounds for an ]JN system are, therefore, more stringent than 

those for a single channel. In TDN systems the signals from 

different/ 



different channels are not applied simultaneously so that 

amplifier nonlinearity requirements are the same as those 

for a single channel. 

TDM systems are also capable of efficiently accommodating the wide 

variety of frequency ranges associated with the Various biological 

parameters. The structure of a typical TDM/PAN system is given in 

fig. 1.2.1 where five successive PAN samples are arranged serially, 

together with a sample level for receiver synchronisation purposes. 

These six channels define the basic group/frame structure of the '1D1v/PAN 

transmission system and are referred to here as prime channels. The 

structure of this '1D1/PAN system is then described as a six-prime 

channel-per-frame system. 

Supercornmutation is used in TDN system to obtain highw sampling rates 

and therefore allows a higher frequency response on a few channels of 

information, This is implemented by arranging that an information 

signal should feed more than one prime-channel input, taking care (as 

shown in fig. 1 21) that the sampling period remains constant. 

By using subconimutation techniques,on the other hand, many channels of 

slowly varying data can be handled at lower sampling rates. Subcomniutation 

is accomplished by using one prime channel to define a subsystem in 

which successive PAN samples, together with a sample level for receiver 

synchronisation purposes, are arranged serially into a subframe (as 

shown in fig. 1 2.1) with a sampling rate equal to the prime channel 

sampling rate divided by the total number of subchannels per subframe0  

Implementation/ 
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Implementation of subcomnutation techniques is achieved at the 

expense of an increase in system complexity which involves mainly 

an increase in the number of analogue sampling gates. In view of 

(1) above, this is more acceptable in a biological system than the 

increase in the circuitry that would be required to accommodate more 

channels in an nM system. 

The practical attractions of a TDM system with either sampled-data 

or digital-coded modulation techniques are apparent. Also, since 

it now seems possible to overcome the practical drawbacks (viz, power 

consumption and bulk size) of implementing the coded PCM and n-bit 

DM systems by using a large-scale integration COS/MOS circuit, these 

digital coded systems can be considered in their on right as useful 

modulation techniques for bio-telemetry. 

The theoretical usefulness of a modulation technique is measured in 

terms of the exchange between bandwidth and signal-to-noise ratio. 

The channel capacity (i.e. maximum rate of information transfer) 

in a channel contaminated with white Gaussian noise is, according 

to the Shannon-Hartley Lawth,  given by 

C = B log2  ( 1  +) 

where B is the channel noise bandwidth in Hz, and is the average 

signal-to-noise power ratio in the transmission channel. 

7A 



By applying eqn. (1.2.1) at the input and output of an ideal 

demodulator (which has the same channel capacity at both input 

and output) it follows that, when s.>> 1 and Y>>  1, then 

so .(1 .2.2 ), 

where the subscripts 'i' and tot  indicate the input and output 

parameters respectively. The approximation (1.2.2) therefore represents 

the theoretically best exchange law between signal-to-noise power 

ratio and bandwidth. 

The exchange law for digital-coded-modulation techniques is shown in 

10, 11, 12, 13, 19 the literature 	 to be of an exponential nature 

which compares favourably with the square-law exchange found in F1I 

10, 11, 12 	 . 	i 	 13 and PM 	
J. 
and the linear exchange occurring n PDN and PPM 

Accordingly, the implementation of a digital bio-telemetry system can 

be considered to have a sound theoretical, as well as a practical, 

basis. 

The choice of an implantable digital bio-telemetry source is made 

(in the next two sections) by a consideration of the theoretical 

and practical aspects of 

the coded digital modulation techniques, and 

the digital keying techniques which facilitate the radio 

transmission of digital information. 

1.3 The/ 
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1 .3 	The choice of a coded digital modulation technique (PcN) 

A theoretical investigation of coded digital modulation techniques 

depends basically on characterising the effects of quantisatio 

since this is the common feature in these systems. A practical 

investigation, on the other hand, aims at exposing the basic 

characteristics and devising possible methods of implementing these 

techniques. 

Quantisation has been defined (in sect. 1.1) as the process by 

which the infinite number of possible values of an analogue-

modulated signal is reduced to a finite number of allowed possible 

values. As a result, an uncertainty is introduced into the 

transmitted value of the modulated signal which can never be removed. 

On reconstruction from the quantised signal, the original signal 

is obtained together with an error signal, described as quantisation 

noise . 

Expressions indicating the relative noise suppression characteristics 

of the various coded digital modulation techniques, or more 

specifically formulae for their respective signal-to-quantisation-

noise ratios, have been derived at various levels of complexity 

and for several signal inputs10' 11 5  12, 15,  18, 19 The signal-to-

quantisation-noise ratio (q  say) with a maximum amplitude non-

saturating (full-load) sine-wave input signal is given here for 

n-bit DM,18, and 1-bit 
	

respectively, by the 

approximate/ 
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(f5/f)(2nl - 1)2  
q 

__ 

(f/f )(f/f)2(2 - 1 ) 2 0q 	16rr2 	S 

(f S  /f  n'  )3 

(n . 4) 	 .31 ), 

(n 2) 

33), 

where  £ is the signal sampling frequency, f is the maximum 

frequency of the information signal, f is the frequency of the 

sine-wave input signal, and n is the number of binary code bits. 

It can be seen [from (1-3,,1)1  (1.3o2) and (1 .3o3)] that the noise 

suppression performance of both PCM and n-bit DM is significantly 

better than that of 1-bit D-M and 1-bit DM0 In view of this, 

and since no analysis could be found to describe the performance of 

n-bit D-211., further discussion is limited, therefore, to PCM and 

n-bit DM. 

The signalto.quantjsation...flQj5 ratios defined by (1-3.1) and 

(1.32) are plotted in fig. 1.3.1 as functions of f/f in the 

case of n = 7 for sine-wave input signals of frequency f = 	
f 115 

and £ = £. It can be seen that for PCN the 
d   Vs f5/f curve 

has a slope of 3dB per octave whilst the curves for DM have a slope 

of/ 
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1 	 2 	 4 	6 	8 	10 

Fig. 1.3.1 	Signal-to-quanfisation_noise ratio 1q as 

a function of fs/fm for 7-bit coded PCM 

and 7-bit coded DM with full-load sine-

wave input signals of frequency (i) 

f = f/5 and (±i) 1' = f. 



of 9dB per octave. At the lowest sampling frequency (that is f s If = 2), LY 

for DM is seen to be about 3dB better than that for POM in the trans- 

mission of a full-load sine-wave signal with frequency f = f5/1 00 

According to (1.3.2), however, 'q for DIM is dependent on the sine- 

wave signal frequency. In the case of a sine-wave with signal 

frequency £ = £/2, 
'q  for PCN is then about 11dB better than that 

for DM. This figure is reduced at higher sampling frequencies (with 

a cross-over occurring at f/f 	7) as a result of the advantage 

in slope of 6dB per octave in favour of DM. 

In view of these results, there is little to choose between the two 

modulation techniques at low sampling frequencies. A final choice 

between PCM and I)M for the telemetry system being investigated is 

therefore made on consideration of the practical aspects of their 

basic characteristics and techniques of implementation. 

The block diagrams of fig. 10.2 and 1.3.3 show the system requirements 

for the generation of multi-channel n-bit coded riM and PCM respect-

ively. DM is generated by a method of quantised feedback. Information 

contained in the transmitted codes is mainly correlated to changes 

in the input signal and not simply to signal amplitude as is the 

case for PCII. An overloading of the DiI system begins when the rate 

of change of the input signal reaches a certain Emit. For a sine-wave 

of frequency £ applied to the input of a DII sytem, the maximum 

amplitude (Am say) which can be transmitted is given by18 
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Pig. 1.3.2 Block diagram of a multi-channel n-bit DM system. 

qTpTAT. 

PARALLEL 

DATA 

INPUTS 

Pig. 1.3.3 Block diagram of a multi-channel PCM system. 
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A 	= (2r_1)0f/27 

where c5-  is the quantisation step height of the system analogue-to-

digital (A/B) convertor. The corresponding maximum signal 

amplitude for PCI'i is given by 18 

For DM, it is seen [from eqn0 0 3)] that the maximum signal 

amplitude decreases with an increase in the signal frequency to be 

transmitted. DM is therefore well adapted to the transmission of 

signals (such as speech) which contain less energy in the higher 

frequencies than in the lower ones. However, since the spectra of 

various biological data sources are still being investigated, it 

must be postulated that a bio-telemetry system shall be capable of 

the transmission of signals with a constant spectrum in the band 

(o, I,). Accordingly, this raises serious design problems for the 

implementation of a DM system 

Moreover, DM is particularly unsuitable for the transmission of zero 

frequency or slowly changing information (as will now be demonstrated)0  

In a non-ideal channel there is (in addition to the quantisation 

noise) the normal random Gaussian noise. Qantisation and coding 

suppress the effects of this noise below a certain threshold value 

which will be one half the height of the transmitted pulses. Once 

this threshold is crossed, however, the random Gaussian noise causes 

an error in the decision of which bit is being transmitted. These 

errors/ 
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These errors cause the wrong signal values to be decoded; thus 

effectively superimposing a random spurious signal component on the 

demodulated signal and quantisation noise. In PCM these spurious 

signals have no lasting effect. In DM, however, the integration161718 

necessary in the receiver to reconstruct the information signal 

compounds the effects of the spurious signals and so corrupts the 

reconstructed signal permanently. This makes the transmission of 

low-frequency information signals by DM difficult to achieve. 

It can be seen,by comparing figs. 1.3.2 and 1.3.33  that PC14 also 

has a practical advantage over rnulLti_bjt, Dli in that it renuiresuch 

simpler circuitry. (It should be noted here that, although the 

system is to be fabricated as an LSI circuit for implantation, there 

is still no justification in adopting unnecessarily complex techniques 

of implementation.) In view of these characteristics, the preferred 

digital modulation technique is PCMO 

Having thus chosen the digital modulation technique to be implemented, 

the radio transmission system is considered next. 

iou. 	The choice of a digital keying technique (continuous-wave FSK) 

The radio.-frequency source will be modulated by a signal consisting 

of a series of PCN bits. Radio transmission of these digital signals 

is facilitated by the keying techniques of ASK, FSK, and PSK which 

differentiate between the finite number of modulating signal levels. 

In/ 
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In the case of binary signalling, two levels are required, 

corresponding to the binary digits Ill and 101 0 

Since the system is essentially digital, the receiver function is 

to decide on the presence of one of a fixed number of possible 

signals. This decision will be made in the presence of additive 

random Gaussian noise, picked up by the antenna as antenna noise or 

as thermal noise in the radio-frequency (r0) amplifiers or mixer stages. 

This noise changes the transmitted signal characteristics 21  so that 

there is a possibility that the wrong signal will be chosen, For any 

digital reception system, this effect is characterised by a probability 

of error 102 
 12 which depends upon the received signal-to-noise ratio. 

Receiver filters are used to reduce the random noise power, but at 

the same time filter the high-frequency components in the pulse 

profile of the digital signal0  it is necessary, therefore, to allow 

the detected digital signal to have reached a steady-state level 

before making a decision as to its value. To minimise bandwidth (and 

thereby reduce noise power) the reception decision is made at the 

end of each received pulse/bit period, 	[A receiver clock, locked 

to the received bit rate, decides the instant of decision and also 

supplies the timing information for the subsequent decoding of the 

separate channels of information.] 

There are two basic types of receiver system for the detection of 

keyed digital information., viz 0  coherent and noncoherent0  For 

coherent/ 
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coherent systems, there is assumed to be a signal available at the 

receiver which replicates the incoming signal in all respects. 

Coherent systems generally have lower error rates than non.-coherent 

systems. [This should not be surprising, since more a priori 

information concerning the transmitted signal is available,] 

Ideally, the keying technique which will allow the least overall 

probability of error should be chosen. The optimwu  Pe  characteristics 

for several receiver systems have been described in the literature 10P 
12, 22, 23, 21, 25 

0 Some of these are now given*  

For ideal coherent detection of Psic,12' 22, 23 

P 	*erfc(,/') e 

where erfc is the complementary error function, i0e0  

00 

erfc(x)E 1 - erf(x) = _2 	exp  
'rr 

and 'r is the signal-to-noise ratio in the receiver filter, 

For ideal coherent tdualfj1tert detection of FSK12' 22 

erfc 	'r'2  )} 

For ideal noncoherent ?dual-filter' detection of FSK,12' 13, 22 

P e = exp(_ 'r/2) 
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For ideal coherent optimum threshold detection of AS K1 2, 

P= 	erfc(- J') e 

For ideal noncohererit optimum threshold detection of ASK 12  -'  23 

Pe 	*erc (* 	+exp(- ?'r/' 	(r> 1) 00000(1.4.6). 

These characteristics are plotted in fig, 1.4i, where it becomes 
apparent that ideal coherent detection of P3K is the best of the 

detection techniques here considered 0  

Other factors for consideration in the choice of a suitable r0f0 

transmission technique, such as 

(1) 	the r.f. system bandwidth requirements, and 

(ii) the practical aspects of implementation in relation to the 

primary requirements of the telemetry system, 

are of as much importance, in many systems, as the P characteristic. 

In the case of bio-telemetry- systems, bandwidth and performance 

specifications have been laid down by the General Post Office 24,These 

specifications limit low-power, near-field, telemetry devices, with a 

useful range of 1.5 metres, to the transmission band 300KHz to 30MHz 
so that transmission bandwidth does not present major problems. For 

implanted telemetry devices, it is the practical aspects of transmitter 

end design/ 
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Pig. 1.4.1 	Error probability % as a function of 

received signal-to-noise ratio Y.  for 

(1) 	coherent PSK 

() coherent FSK ('dual-filter' detection), 

(±) non-coherent FSK ('dual-filter' detection), 

optimum-threshold coherent ASK, and 

optimum-threshold non-coherent ASK. 

25 -. 
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design that are paramount. 

The digital circuits of the TDN/PcM system can be comprised within 

an LSI circuit. However the circuits for r0f0  transmission are 

essentially 1analogue '0 Some circuits have previously been designed5  

and implemented using thin-film technology for implantation. It is 

proposed, therefore, that the complete transmitter end of the digital 

system being studied, should be finally constructed as an implantable 

hybrid LSI/tbin-film micro-circuit. 

Analogue circuits, even of a very simple nature, require large areas 

of thin-film and a significant amount of power consumption in a 

nominally 'low-powert system0  By necessity, then, the r0f0  oscillator/ 

transmitter circuitry is very simple and therefore prone to drift 

and stability problems due to power-supply voltage and temperature 

changes. 

Of the keying techniques, FSK is achieved most simply by allowing 

the digital P01.1 signal to vary continuously the bias on a varactor 

diode in an r,f, oscillator tank circuit. It is a moot point 

whether this system should be termed PC1VFSK or PCN/FM. For the 

purpose of this thesis, it will be considered as PCI•Vcontinuous...wave 

FSK since PC1vJ/FN normally has some low-pass filtering of the PCN 

signal before r0f, modulation, 

The familiar inter-relationship9' 10, 11, 12 between FM and PM implies, 

however, 
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however, that the PC1Vcontinuous...wave FSK system should not be 

considered in isolation, Specifically, a PCIL/continuous-wave P5K 

system is achieved by first passing the PCM signal through a 

differentiation circuit at the input to the varactor diode. Since 

differentiation is approximated, in practice, by a simple resistor-

capacitor B,-C circuit which is readily implemented, these continuous-

wave techniques of generating FSK and PSK are considered in detail, 

Firstly, however, we investigate some useful FM relationships9 '10 '11 '12 

It is convenient to define a general angle-modulated signal 

Vg(t) E A cos 81(t) 	
00000(lo4s7), 

in which the amplitude A is constant. For a sinusoidal signal, 

V 	
c 

g (t) 	A cos(ci t + e 
o ) 	 (1.4.8), 

simply, where here 

+ e 	, 	de.(t)/dt 1 	C 	0 	C 

and 6
0  is a reference phase angle defined at time t = 0 If the 

frequency of an unmodulated carrier is cJ (no distinction between 

angular frequency in rad 0s' or cyclic frequency in Hz is made 

in this thesis), the instantaneous frequency w. of a frequency
3.  - 

modulated carrier is given by 

= we + kfVf(t) 

where/ 



where v1(t) is the modulating waveform, and k  is the oscillator 

voltage-to-frequency conversion gain. The instantaneous phase 

E). (t) of the modulated carrier is the integral with respect to time 

of the instantaneous frequcy, thus 

e.(t) 	= 	t + e + k c 	o 	f f 
vf  (t)dt 

Cit -f 9 + kv(t) O0000(lo4oli), 

where 

kfJvf(t)dt kv(t) and kfVf(t) E kdv(t)/dt 

The same signal can be regarded as a phase-modulated carrier with 

modulating waveform v(t) and voltage-to-phase conversion gain k, 

It should be noted that (1 )1 2) defines the inter-relationship between 

EM and PM referred to above and substantiates the statement that PCW 

continuous-wave PSK is achieved by first differentiating the PCM signal, 

Since PSK affords the best P e characteristic (cf. fig0l 	the 

PSK system making use of a simple R-C differentiation circuit is of 

particular interest and is now considered in detail. 

If the PCM signal heights are defined as .41/2 and +V/2 volts, the 

response of a simple R-C differentiation circuit to transitions in 

the signal height occurring at t = 0 is given by 

Vf  (t)/ 
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vf(t) = aex(-t/iC) 	 00000(1.4o13), 

where ap 
	 p 

and 	 000000.4-14),- 000000.4-14),), 

for a positive and negative transistion respectively0  From eqns0 

(1.4.1o) and (1.4- 413) the instantaneous frequency becomes 

L).(t) 	= (A)  c + k
f  aexp(.t/RC) 

According to (1-4.11), the corresponding instantaneous phase angle 

is then 

e1(t) = Lit 
+0 

+ kfaRC(1 - exp(-t/RC)} 
	

.1j..16). 

By niald.ng  the time-constant RC small, 11 - exp(-t/RC )J becomes a 

good approximation to a unit-step function. The depth of phase 

modulation is fixed by the value of kfa hO0 Unfortunately, however, 

the varactor diode (which is to be used for the voltage-to-frequency 

conversion) is a nonlinear voltage-dependent device, The two values 

of a [given in (1 0b01 24.)] therefore define two corresponding values 

of kf. In turn, this implies that the depth of phase modulation 

differs for positive and negative pulse transitions. 

This method of implementing continuouswave HE, therefore results in 

an unstable reference phase angle, In fact the reference phase angle 

either increase, or decreases continuously (depending upon the value 

of k1 / 
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kf  associated with the positive or negative pulse transitions) as 

a function of the data to be transmitted. Data retrieval under these 

conditions is more complicated than for conventional P3K which has 

a stable reference phase angle. 

We now consider the generation of continuous-wave FSI(O  In this 

application Vf  (t) is the PCN signal which implies [according to eqn0 

(1-4-10)] that U.  (t) has only two values. Direct coupling (as 

apposed to capacitor coupling) of the PCM signal to the varactor 

diode ensures that the frequency-modulating waveform has two distinct 

voltage levels, which results in the desired keying of two distinct 

frequencies. It should be noted that capacitor coupling blocks the 

average value of the PCM signal (which by definition is data-

dependent) so that the voltage levels of the waveform appearing at 

the varactor diode are in turn data-dependent. Capacitor coupling in 

situations where the average value of thu PCM signal is unknown (or 

is likely to vary in an unknown manner) should therefore be avoided0 

On balance having considered these simple continuous-wave techniques 

of generating PSK and FSK, the latter is preferred0 

The choice of a digital bio-telemetry technique has now been made. 

Further consideration of this system requires a precise knowledge of 

the data transmission requirements. 

15 	The specification of a prototype transmitter source/ 
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1 5 The specification of a prototype transmitter source 

A multi-.channel PC24/continuous-wave FSK system has been proposed as 

a digital telemetry system specifically for the low-power, near-field 

radio-transmission of several channels of biological information from 

an implanted source. The cost of fabricating the proposed transmitter 

source (viz, an implantable hybrid LSI/thin-film micro-circuit) can 

only be justified, however, after a detailed evaluation of the 

performance of a prototype transmitter source and telemetry receiver 

system, 

To maintain as close a connection as possible with the proposed trans-

mitter source, it was decided that the prototype should be built using, 

specifically, the medium-scale-integration COS/NOS devices available  

and an existing thin-film oscillator circuit 53  Since there is no 

definite limitation in the allowed transmission bandwidth (except 

that it should lie within the band 300kHz to 30MHz) and no practical 

limitation can be discussed at this stage, the only transmission 

requirement on the prototype transmitter source is that it should be 

capable of transmitting several channels of information with the 

highest expected range of frequency, viz, 500Hz0 On the advice of a 

prospective user 255  it was decided that five data input channels 

with a minimum  sampling frequency of 1 00011z and a signal resolution 

of one per cent of the signal dynamic range would meet that 

transmission requirement. 

The/ 
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The specification of a prototype telemetry receiver system is not 

made at this stage since (as is shown in the next chapter) several 

systems can be considered0 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE CHOICE OF RECVER DETECTION TECNIQUE 

2.1 	General 

Two classes of receiver function (coherent and non-coherent) for 

the detection of digital keyed signals have been referred to in 

sect. 1.4. Boni fig. 1.04.1, which shows the relative performance 

of some detection systems in terms of their error probability, it 

can he seen that coherent detection is optimal for each of the keying 

techniques (viz. ASK, FSK and P5K) considered. Before choosing 

coherent detection on this basis, however, let us firstly consider 

the practical implications of its application in the detection of 

continuouswave binary FSK, the keying technique proposed for this 

telemetry system. 

Coherent detection of binary FSK is achieved by the direct comparison 

of two base-band message waveforms generated on multiplying the 

received signal with two receiver-based signals phase-locked to the 

two keying frequencies. In practice, the two receiver-based signals 

are generated by monitoring the received signal with two Pats 

(phase-locked-loops) tuned separately to the two discrete keying 

frequencies. Since the noise component in the received signal 

produces a 'phase-jitter' in the phase-locked 26 output signals, which 

could effectively reduce the performance of the coherent detection 

technique/ 
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technique, the PLL bandwidth is therefore reduced until an acceptably 

low-level of phase-jitter is obtained. As the speed at which normal 

PLL operation is then able to track variations in input-signal 

phase is reduced accordingly 26,  practical coherent detection of 

binary FSK requires that the reference phase angles [cf. (1-4.8) above] 

associated with each frequency transmitted remain stable and unchanging 

except, possibly, for extremely slow drifts. 

Theoretically, such a transmission characteristic may be obtained from 

a continuous-wave binary FSK source provided that the keying frequencies 

and 
'2' 

 and the bit-period T satisfy the relation 27
., 28 

(w2 -)T = 2k TT 

where k is an integer. To maintain this condition in practice, however, 

requires elaborate 'analogue' frequency-control circuitry. Since 

such circuitry cannot be implemented in a low-power, implantable 

transmitter source, and furthermore, since any change from the condition 

of (2.1 .1) causes the reference phases associated with each keying 

frequency to be data-dependent (and are therefore not constant), the 

continuous-wave binary FSK signal in this telemetry system is considered 

to be unsuitable for coherent detection. 

Accordingly, the choice of receiver function is limited to the non-

coherent detection techniques, 

To such techniques, viz. 

(i) dual/ 



dual filter envelope detection, and 

discriminator detection, 

are considered in detail in the remainder of this chapter. 

2,2 	'Dual-filter' envelope detection of binary FSK 

A system block diagram 12 for the 'dual-filter' envelope detection 

Of continuous-wave binary FSK is given in fig. 2.2.1 • A series 

of binary pulses continuously modulate a carrier frequency which is 

then transmitted. At the receiver, this signal is passed, together 

with accumulated noise, through the system of band-pass filters and 

envelope detectors. The two envelope detector output signals are 

then compared, at a sampling instant synchronised with the original 

pulse train, and a decision is made on the presence or absence (as the 

case may be) of a particular binary digit according to which 

envelope-detector signal is the larger, Starting with a brief 

characterisation of the accumulated noise, we investigate the perform-

ance of this detection technique in this section. 

There are various sources of noise which can be broadly classified 

as 

(1) 	manmade noise such as might arise due to amplifier non- 

linearities causing distortion, or the pick-up of undesirable 

signals from other sources such as faulty contacts, electrical 

appliances, and ignition radiation; 

(ii) random/ 
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(ii) random natural disturbances such as the atmospheric noise 

picked-up in any telemetry process, and the thermal noise 

effects present in any electronic device. 

For analysis purposes, however, it is assumed that noise corruption 

is due to the random processes of group (ii) [the distortion effects 

of group (i) are difficult, if not impossible, to predict] 

Moreover, it is assumed that these processes produce a random noise 

signal which is wideband and has a constant power spectral density 

(a good approximation in the narrow-band situation to be considered 

here)0  This noise signal is then said to be Gaussian since its 

probability density function will have a Gaussian or normal distribution, 

Rice 21 has shown that a band-limited Gaussian noise signal n(t) 

can be represented by the Fourier series 

n(t) 	= 	Ccos(L) t - O " 
z 	z' 

where C z depends on the band-limited properties of the noise 

defined by W(L)) (the noise-power spectral-density function) and 

has a constant value 12W(Li)c 	;c< is assumed to be a random 

phase angle with a uniform probability distribution  in the range 

(-TT,TT); w is defined by 

Z A w, 	A L) 	2 Tr/TZ 	 0000 (2 2 p2), 

so that in the limit, as T -> °o and LCa -> d,the summation in z 	 z 

eqn. (22.1) then becomes an integration. It is more convenient 

here,/ 
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here, however, to manipulate the series representation. 

It follows from eqn. (221) that 

n(t) 	= 	cos(CO  
z z 
	z 	C 	C 	Z 

x(t)cos (A)et. - y(t)sin c.it 

where 	x(t) 	E ccos { (L) - c)t 	
I 

and 	y(t) 	Csin L(L _u)t 
z 

00000(2.2.3), 

0.000(2.2 .L1. ), 

00000(2 2 .5), 

00000(2 2 6) 

x(t) and y(t) are seen to have exactly the sane form as n(t), with 

all frequencies w reduced by an amount 	The statistical 

properties of x(t), y(t), and n(t) are therefore the same and may be 

summarised by 21 

x(t) = y(t) = n(t) = 0, 	x2(t) = y2(t) = n2(t) = NB 

where N is the noise-power spectral density, B is the system equivalent 

noise bandwidth in Hertz, and a(t) denotes the ensemble average value 

of the function a(t). This representation of n(t) is particularly 

useful in band-pass filter systems in which 	can be considered to 

be the filter centre frequency, so that x(t) and y(t) are then effectively 

low-pass noise signals each having a power-density spectrum W(iJ+ tJ), 

where w() is the power spectrum of n(t) defined by the band-pass 

filter. In this low-pass case, the noise bandwidths of x(t) and y(t) 

become B/2 and their noise power spectral densities become 2N21  0 

Ace ordingly,/ 
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Accordingly, for the 'dual-filter' system considered here, with 

centre frequencies W, and w2  corresponding to the sane binary 

keying frequencies, the noise components n1(t) and n2(t) of the 

filter outputs may be represented in the form 

n1  (t) = 	x1(t)cosu1t - y1(t)sin u1t 

n2(t) = 	x2(t)cos w2t - y2(t)sin Lo 2t 

The 'dual-filter' deterministic output signal components v1  (t) and 

12 v2(t) can be similarly expressed 	Thus 

v1(t) 	A1(t)cosj 1t +(t)j 

= 	A1(t)cos,ø(t)cos Lj lt_A1(t)sin,ø(t)sin1AJlt 

and 

v2(t) = 	A2(t)cos 2t + 	 00000(2 2 012), 

A2(t)cos, (t)cosW
2t 

- A2(t)sinJ(t)sint 2t 

where A1  (t) and A2(t) are time-dependent amplitude response terms 

whilst ,c (t) and ,ø (t) are time-dependent excess-phase (i0e0 phase 

in excess of the carrier component) response terms respectively. 

The total 'dual-filter' output signals r1(t) [= v1(t) + ni(t)] and 

r2(t) [= v(t) + n2(t)] then become 

r, (t)= {A1(t)cos(t) + x, (t)]cos 

_{A1 sin 	t + 1(t)} sin 1t 

and 



X1  (t)cos t 1t 	Y1  (t)siri 

FL(t)cos(CJ1 t + 

and r2(t) 	= IA(t)cos '2(t) + x2(t)j COS 

- J A sin 	(t) + y2(t) 

= 	X2(t)cosW 2t - y2(t)sin tt 

R(t)cos (i2  + 

where 

X, (t).A1(t)cos 	(t) + x1(t) 	 000Go(202020), 

x2(t) 	A2(t)cos 	(t) + x2(t) 

A1(t)san 	(t) + y1(t) 

A(t)sin ,ø(t) + y2(t) 

(t) + Y12(t) 	 QOQ.O(2O2O2), 

+ Y22 (t) 

tan (t) Y1(t)/x(t) 

and tan 2(t) 	2(t)/x2(t) 

The functions R, (t)and R2(t),defined by (2.2.24) and (202025) 

respectively,then represent the envelope-detector output signals which 

are compared at the sample-and-decision instants in order to 

establish/ 



establish the presence of a particular binary digit. From express-

ions (22.20) to (2.2.2), however, it can be seen that the functions 

X1  (t), X2  (t)., Y1  (t), and Y
2  (t), defining }L (t) and R(t), are 

partly deterrnixüstic [in view of their dependence on the signals 

A1  (t), A2  (t), 	(t) and 4(t)], and partly Gaussian [ in view of their 

dependence on the noise signals x1(t), x2(t), y1(t) and y2(t)] 

Accordingly, the combined effect of these various signal components 

in YO and R2(t) is to introduce an uncertainty in the decision 
making process, since errors occur when the noise signal components 

cause a larger output from the 'wrong' envelope detector at the 

sample-and-decision instant. 

As demonstrated in sect0 1 .4., the sample-and-decision process is 

made synchronously with the end of each bit period so as to minimise 

filter bandwidth (thereby reducing the received noise power), the 

filter bandwidth being chosen to allow the deterministic signal 

components in the filter output to attain a steady-state level before 

each sample-and-decision instant(thereby avoiding the effects of 

adjacent-bit interference). For this system, then, one bit period is 

allowed for the deterministic signals v1(t) and v2(t) in the filter 

outputs to attain a steady-state level in both amplitude and phase, 

as both variables appear in the expressions for R1(t) and R2(t) 

[cf0  expressions (2.2.10) to (2.227) ]. Accordingly, at the sample-

and-decision instants the deterministic signal components in 

x1(t)3  x2(t), y1(t) and Y2(t) can be considered to bias the Gaussian 

noise components. Hence for stationary noise, the statistics of 
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X1  (t), X2(t), Y1  (t) and Y2(t) are jointly Gaussian but possibly with 

non-zero means, 

Raving thus characterised the statistical properties of x(t), x2(t), 
(t) and Y2(t), then (in view of the error condition described above), 

the performance of this system may be specified in terms of an error-

rate/error-probability characteristic. In particular, such an 

error-probability P characteristic is found by averaging over the 

ensemble statistics of X1(t), X2(t), Y1(t) and Y2  (t)for the following 

error conditions, viz. 

(1) 	R2(t) > R1(t), when R2(t) represents the 'wongt envelope 

detector output signal, and 

(ii) RI M > R2(t), when R1  (t) represents the 'Tong' envelope 

detector output signal. 

If the binary digits are transmitted with the same relative frequency 

(a good approximation in practice) than the probabilities P(R > R1) 

and P(R1  > R) [denoting respectively the probability of occurrence 

of error conditions (1) and (ii)] are equal and may be combined so 

that 

Pe = P(yR2) +P(R2>R1) F P(R1 R) 	say PI 

as given previously in eqn0 (1 p14) for the ideal system12  This 

ideal system.., however, is subject to certain unrealistic assumptions, 

viz 
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viz. 

that adjacent-bit interference (such as might arise from 

filter transients, or imperfect synchronisation) does not 

occur, 

that there is no external interference (such as might arise 

from the spectral sidebands of other signal sources), 

that the additive random noise components at the outputs of 

the two filters are statistically independent and have equal 

spectral densities, and 

that there is no cross-talk between filter outputs. 

Stein 23  gives an expression for P in the more realistic case which 

includes the effects of adjacent-bit interference, cross-talk between 

the filter output signal components, and correlation between the 

filter output noise components. In the case of identical bandpass 

filters (which is normally an acceptable approximation) Stein's 

expression 23  for P 
e'  as defined by (2228), reduces to 

P 

	

	 * {i - Q(J,) + Q(/d1,Vd2) e 

where Q is the arku1 Q function defined by 

Q(m,n) 	
J 	

*(m2 +2 10( x)} 	mx)x dx 

which/ 



which has the limiting properties 

Q(m,o) = 1 

whilst Q(o,n) = 	( 2/2) 

I signifying the modified Bessel function of zero order, and 

d1 	1 	A,
2 
 (t)2// 4 (t)(t) cos j 2(t) 1  (t)+Ø} 

d2 	 - 1 - TT 	-- 

2(t) - 	2(t) 

V/(, )/2)  

in which 23  is the normalised complex cross-correlation coefficient 

between the filter output signals r1  (t) and r2  (t), and 	is the 

phase angle of Z. 

To obtain the least error probability, the expression given in eqn0 

(2226) must be m!niniised 0  By inspection, as d,-o. so  Q(/d2,V11  )-?i, 

and therefore Fe Q(/di ,1/I2  )° The least value of 	is obtained when 

d1  = o, and then, in view of the limiting properties of (2231)  and 

(2232), 

p= Q(o,Vd2) = e 

Minimisation of the error probability means, therefore, that the filter 

) 

system/ 



system should be designed so that d1  becomes as small as possible, 

whilst d2  becomes as large as possible. From inspection of (2233) 

the requirements are 

that A2(t) is maximised (i0e0 the 'corrects deterministic 

amplitude function be allowed to reach its madmuin/steady-

state level at the time of decision), 

that A1(t)-*o(i0e0  the 'wrong' deterministic amplitude 

function tends to zero), and 

that {I- O 

Practically., requirement (a) is met by the choice of the minimum filter 

bandwidths discussed previously, whilst requirements (b) and (c) 

are both met by increasing the separation between the two keying 

frequencies 23-  

If A represents the maximum value of A2(t),as required. by (a) 

above, then the limiting value of d2  [obtained from (2 2 p33) 

according to (a), (b) and (c) above] may be given by 

d2 	A/2NB 	 00000(2.2.35). 

which essentially represents the received signal-to-noise power ratio è'ro 

Substituting for d2 	in eqn 0  (22) results in the idealised 

error-probability characteristic given by eqn0  (140).j)0  Eqn (I 024 04) 

therefore describes (as might have been expected) the minimum attainable 

error probability for 'dual-filter' envelope detection of binary FSKO  

Since! 
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Since receiver design aims at obtaining as low an error rate as 

possible for a given received signal-to-noise ratio, eqn0 (1 o)4o)4) 

is used later for comparison with the corresponding minimum error 

probability obtained for discriminator detection of binary FSK0 

The detection technique with the better error-reduction 

characteristic can then be chosen for implementation 

2.3 	Discriminator detection of binary FSK 

Etg0 2.3.1 illustrates the block diagram of a discriminator detection 

system for continuous-wave binary FSKO A sequence of binary pulses 

frequency modulates a carrier which is then transmitted. After 

transmission and reception, during which random noise is accumulated, 

the contaminated  signal is passed first through a band-pass filter 

and then through a linear frequency discriminator which essentially 

gives a measure of the instantaneous frequency of the received signal. 

The discriminator output signal is sampled in synchronism with the 

original pulse train, and a decision, as to the presence of a 

particular binary digit, is then made according to whether the sample 

value is larger or smaller than the signal level known to represent 

the unniodulated carrier frequency. 

For the purpose of analysis, it is assumed that the accumulated noise 

signal n(t) at the band-pass filter output is Gaussian (cf. sect. 

22 above) and may be represented mathematically by eqn0 (2.2.1). 

We consider firstly the detection of an unmodulated carrier signal 

v W/ 
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v(t) which is represented, according to the notation of (10408), 

by 

V (t) = Acos(wt+Ø) 
U 	 U 	C 	U 

where A  is constant, Ø is constant and the carrier frequency jc 

corresponds to the centre frequency of the band-pass filter. In this 

case, the deterministic signal at the filter output will be v(t)0  It 

follows from eqn0 (2 2 01) that the total filter output r(t) 

[= v(t) + n(t)] in this case can be written 

r (t) =v (t) + F C cosL. 	-u )t +wt 	_< 	_ u]00000(2o3o2) U U 	 Z z C C U Z z 

= 	A cos(ci t + ,Ø' ) + x (t) Cos (W t + 0' ) 
U c u u 	C /u 

- Y(t) sin  (ut + 

where 	x(t)uCCos I(Cjz - uc 	z _ j 
z 

and 	y(t)Csin 	- 	- oc 
z 

Eqn0 (233) may be further reduced to 

ru(t) = IA + x (t)j cos(t +0u - 	(t)sin(Ci + 	) 

R (t)cos(Ci t + 0' + 	(t)1 
U 	( c 'u 	u i 

where 	R2(t) 	[Au  Xu(t)] 2 + y(t) 

and 	tan 	(t) 	yu(t)/ [ Au  + x(t)} 



If r(t) is passed through first a limiter, to remove any unwanted 

ampld& variations, and then a balanced frequency discriminator 

with sensitivity K  the resulting output voltage dn(t) will be 

d n (t) = Kd ~ k  + 
	

0), 

where the dot signifies differentiation with respect to time. 

However, the phase angle Ø is constant so that 	= 0, and dn(t) 

then becomes simply 

a 

d n (t) = Kd u(t) 	 00000(20oll )5 

in which [from eqn0 (239) 1 iu(t) is given by 

IA
u 	u 

+ x (t) 	(t) - y(t)(t) 
(t) = 	L  

+ )] + Y
2

1, (t) 

Since there is no deterministic carrier modulation, d(t) is 

essentially a noise signal with zero mean in the balanced case 

considered hereo 

Now let us consider the detection of a continuous-wave binary FSK 

signal, In this case the deterministic signal V M. (t) at the band-pass 

filter output is given by 

V (t) = A (t)cos1w t + 	(t)1 in 	in 	 c 	'in 	j 00000(2 03013) 

where/ 
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where the time-dependent amplitude response function A(t) and time- 

dependent excess-phase response function 	t) represent the effect 

of band-pass filtering (with centre frequency u)  on the transmitted 

FSK signal. Following the analysis of the unmodulated case, the 

total filter output signal r(t) [= v(t) + n(t)] can be written 

r (t) v (t) + 	C cos( ( 	- 	)t +u t + % (t) -o - 	(t) m 	in 	 L z c 	c in 	z in J 

00000(203014) 

=A(t)cos(Li t+(t)l +x (t)cos!t+ 	(t)) in 	Lc 	'in 	) 	in 	Ic 	'in 	j 

- y (t)sinu t + 	
.1 

0 (t)) 

	

Lc 	in  

where 	x(t) 	E Ccos (L 	c)t - 
	- &(q 

and 	y(t) 	I Csin 	- Wc)t 	- O(t)J 

0000 0(2-3-15), 

0000 (23 016), 

00 0 00(2 63 1 7 ) o 

Eqn0  (2315) may be further simplified to 

r 	=(t) + x(t)J cos kt + 	(t)J - y(t)sin {0t +(t)1 

0000.(2-3-18) 

= R(t)cos W t + 'vM(t) + Ut)j 

where 	2(t) tA (t) +x (t)1 2 	+ y 2  (t) In J 

00000(2 3 01 9), 

00000(2-3.20), 

and 	tan in(t) y(t)/Lx(t) + A(t)j 

Accordingly,/ 



Accordingly, the output voltage d(t) of the balanced frequency 

detector with sensitivity Kd is now given by 

d(t) = K 	(t) + ~.w] 

in which [ from eqn0 (2321)1 	(t) becomes 

IA (t) •+ x (t)l m(t) - yin 	t (t) 	(t) + x (t)? 
J (t) Lm 	m I 

	

in 	 in 
in 	

+ J 	x (t)I 	+ A (t) ni 	 2 y2(t) 00000(203 23 ) 

In the normal operation of the detection technique considered here, 

d0(t) is sampled in synchronism with the original pulse train and a 

decision on the presence of a particular binary digit is made 

according to whether d0(t) is positive or negative at the sampling 

instant,, To avoid the effects of adjacent-bit interference, the 

deterministic signal components ø(t), and AM (t)in d 	are allowed 

to reach a steady-state level before the sample-and-decision instant. 

As in 'dual-filter' envelope detection, the time allowed for all 

transient effects to cease is limited to one bit period (thus minimising 

filter bandwidth), the sample-and-decision instant being synchronised 

with the end of each bit period. From eqn0 (2322) the value of d(t) 

at each sampling instant (t5 say) then becomes 

d 
O 	s 
(t ) = Kd [Aid s ) 	m (t 	+ 	(t sJ 

)1 

where, for the received FSK signal,w(t) [-= øin(ts )] represents 

the/ 

) 
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the deterministic steady-state frequency deviation from the carrier 

frequency ci at each sampling instant. Furthermore, since the steady-

state level of A(t) is given by A(t) = 0, then it is simply shown 

[ from eqn0 (2323)] that m(t) can be written 

(t) 	
- frm(ts) + x(t)j m(t) - in y (t s ) m(ts) 

Ain (t)+x 
M s
(t)j2+y2(t) s  

Comparison of eqns0 (2.325) and (2312) reveals that 

and (t) are of the same form; the statistical properties of 

depend upon the statistical properties of x (t3), i(t5), y(t) 

and r (t), whilst the statistical properties of (t) depend upon 

the statistical properties of x(t), i(t), y(t) and r (t)o However, 

since the phase angle cK [describing the noise signal n(t) in eqn0 (22.1)] 

was originally assumed to be random with a uniform probability density 

function in the range (-77,7), it follows that 

(i) 	the statistical properties of x(t)and y(t) are independent of 

the value of the added phase component 	[cf. with (203.4) and 

(23.5)] and may therefore be summarised in the form of (227) by 

NUM = y(t) = 	= 0, 	Yu  (t) n2(t) = NB 

and 	 00000 (2326), 

the statistical properties of x(t)and y(t) are independent 

of the value of the phase component %(t) added at each sampling 

instant/ 
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instant t [cf. with (2316) and (23.17)] and may therefore be 

summarised in the form of (227)  by 

Xm(t ) = y(t) = n(t) = 0, x(t) = y 2(t) = n(t) = NB 

Accordingly, the statistical properties of (t) and I(t)  are the 

same and eqn. (2.3024) may be rewritten as 

d o 	s (t ) = Kd d (t  s ) + K d u (t s) 

which becomes 

d (t) 	= 	K 	(-t ) + d (t ) os 	d d s 	n a 

4 

u 
where 	d n  (t  a ) 	Kd 

 (t S )° [ Fqn0 (2311) refers.] 

At the sample-and-decision instants, then, the deterministic signal 

component in d0(t) [viz. KdLd(tS)]  can be considered to bias a noise 

component of zero mean [viz. d(t)]. This noise component introduces 

an uncertainty in the decision-making process since errors occur in the 

balanced detector output when d(t) has a different sign from that of the 

deterministic signal component. The error-probability P 
e  is therefore 

found by averaging over the ensemble statistics of d0(t5) for the error 

condition 

sgn 
I 
 d 0  (t  s  )] 	= 	- 5[d(t5)} 

so that 

P 	= 	[sgn jdo(ts)j = _s 1(t5 )7 e 
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Rice 21  has derived the ensemble statistics of iu. 
t), and through 

these, the ensemble statistics of dn(t)o  Of particular interest is 

the probability density function p jd(t)} [represented in ref. 21 

by eqn0 (5.)4 )], since the error probability for discrirrinator detection 

of binary FSK may be found by integrating p [d n  (ts)]  over the region of 

incorrect decision defined by eqn0 (2330). 

Curves of p fd n  (ts)] integrated over the appropriate region have been 

published by Jieyerhoff and Mazer 29, and are reproduced here as fig. 

232 These curves are of the generalised error probability 

eg =F('d,G) in which Y
d 
 is the signal-to-noise ratio at the limiter 

input, and G is a function proportional to the frequency separation 

between the two keying frequencies. Specifically 

G 2id/(B/B) 

where BE 	

1i
H(w)l 2 d 
 

00 

and 	B 	fIH(-))2(c_cA)2d Lo 	 00000(2004)., 
0 

in which )H(c)j2is the band-pass-filter power characteristic and is 

the same as w()  which defines the noise signal n(t) (cf. sect. 22 

above). It should be noted that B is the band-pass equivalent noise 

bandwidth in Hertz whilst B5  represents the second moment of IH(u-)1 about 

the band-pass centre frequency ci 

This/ 
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Fig. 2.3.2 	Computed curves of F(xd, ). 
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Fig. 2.3.3 Base-band models of the PLLD for 

large values of received signal-to-noise ratio, and 

low values of received signal-to-noise ratio. 
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This analysis has led to the generalised error-probability for ideal 

discriminator detection of binary FSK O  It is well Imowi, however, that 

all practical discriminators have a threshold input signal-to-noise 

ratio below which their operation departs noticeably from the ideal. 

In particular, a threshold level of around 10dB is reuorted3°  for 

simple discriminators, although this level may be reduced by the use 

of FM feedback31' 32, 33, 34, 35 or a phase-locked-loop discriminator 

33,36337 In view of the recent development in PLL integrated- 

circuit devices 38 which afford much simpler circuit design, the PLLD 

is to be preferred in practice, and its performance is considered 

accordingly. 

At high input signal-to-noise ratios, the PLLD performs as an ideal 

discriminator and the base-band model for FSK detection can be 

represented as in fig. 20303a0 The PLLD input-phase signal Ø.(t) 

is given by 

,Ø(t) 	+ m(t) 

Which is the excess-phase component of the modulated-carrier signal 

given by eqn0 (2319) Provided that the filtering effects of the 

PLL transfer function 26 H(s) (s being the complex frequency variable) 

and the post-detection low-pass filter are negligible in comparison 

to the effects of the receiver band-pass filter, then the signal 

appearing at the decision-making unit will be essentially (t), which 

is the signal analysed by Meyerhoff and Mazer29. 

At/ 
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At low signal-to-noise ratios, the model of fig. 2.303a becomes 

inaccurate as the PLLD begins to lose and regain lock, thereby 

causing large bursts of noise in the discriminator output. If the 

PLLD falls out of lock about 	= 0, then it regains lock about 

L7 	= 	2k 	is an integer). In a broad-band loop, this phase change 

can be approdmated as a step function 	41 of amplitude 

± 2k77 0 The time derivative of phase (as seen at the demodulator output) is 

then either a positive or negative impulse of area 2krr 0 Accordingly, 

an approximation to the PLLD in the threshold region is obtained (as shown 

in fig. 20303b)by a dependent noise-spike generator added to the output 

of the base-band model of fig. 20303a0 The occurrence of these noise 

spikes is (to a good approximation) governed by Poisson statistics5' 43, 

provided that the ratio of the PLLD capture range to lock range is approximate- 

ly unity 265  35  

Using the model of the PLLD given in fig. 20303b, Gagliardi44   has 

adapted the generalised error-probability P eg (obtained by Neyerhoff and 

Mazer 29 ) to include the effects of the noise-spike gerator0 

Thus, 

P 	=em 	e 
P geJ() + {i - e(- X)] 

	
00000(2 o3 o36)5  

where P 
em  is the probability of error for the derived model of the 

discriminator, and 
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/(B/B) mn(2Bd/Aud)e(_ Tr 2 r)/2Bd 

where Bd  is the bandwidth of the post-detection filter and 	is the 

received signal-to-noise power ratio. According to Gagliardi44   , the 

effects of the noise-spike generator are not apparent above 	= 4dB0 

This figure for the PLLD threshold supports the values obtained by 

other authors 35,37. 

The generalised error-probability [ 	= F( 	derived for ideal 

discriminator detection of binary FSK therefore holds for practical 

systems provided that 1'> 4dB0 Further analysis to find the minimum 

error probability, however, requires a detailed knowledge of the system 

band-pass filter characteristics. Shaft 	has derived the minimum 

error-probability for discriminator detection with an ideal Gaussian 

magnitude filter. The remainder of this chapter is concerned with an 

investigation of the error probabilities in practical filter systems. 

24 	ELiters for pulse transmission systems 

Pulse transmission systems require (among other things) filters whose 

impulse responses are (a) free from ringing and overshoot and (b) 

symmetrical about the time for which the response is a maximum. These 

characteristics are of importance since they tend 

(i) 	to minimise the system'bandwidtb/pulse-settling_time product', 

which is the determining factor in the Gaussian noise reduction 

properties of such filter systems, 
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to reduce the adjacent-bit interference level found in 

pulse-filter systems of finite bandwidth, and 

to allow the most efficient trade off between the above two 

seemingly incompatible requirements 6' o 

The filter which satisfies the properties (a) and (b) above is known as 

a Gaussian filter. Essentially, the Gaussian filter provides the 

best approximation to a matched filter for pulse systems. Three types 

of filter approximate the ideal Gaussian filter, viz 

the Gaussian magnitude filter, 

the maximaUr-flat group-delay filter, and 

the equi-ripple group-delay filter. 

Since these filters are approximations, there will always he some 

overshoot and asymmetry in the impulse response, the levels of which 

can, in general, be reduced by increasing the order of the approximation. 

To show the effects of approximation on FSK-detector error probability, 

the maximally-flat group-delay filter, also known as the Bessel6' 47 

(or Thomson 8) filter, was chosen since this filter was found to be 

widely documented in the literature,, The Bessel filter approximating 

a linear phase characteristic with unity slope in the frequency domain 

has a low-pass transfer function given by 46 

= 	(s) = /H(s-r 
X_ 	lx 	0000.(2-4.1 ), 

where/ 
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where Bk(s)  is a Icth order Bessel polynomial in s (the complex 

frequency variable), 0lk is a constant normally defined to give 

zero attenuation at zero frequency, rli  are complex roots of Bk(s) 

which are either negative real or distinct complex-conjugate pairs, 

Particularly in the communications field, it is often more convenient 

to define the filter characteristics of eqn0 (2 J1) in terms of a 

characteristic formalised with respect to a unity-3dB bandwidth 6 0  

Specifically, if ci defines the 3dB point of a kth order filter 

in eqn0 (2-4-1), then a normalised complex frequency variable s can 

be defined such that 

s 	 000 00(2 .)4.2 ). 

Values of Uk  are listed in table 2.4.1  for several Bessel filters. 

From eqn0 (2.h01) the low-pass transfer functions with unity-3dB 

bandwidth are then given by 

Lk 
= GlI/Bk(k5fl) = G,Jk (s - 

where 	fix E r])/wk 

For the FSK system being studied, the analogous Bessel band-pass filter 

is required. In this context, the effects discussed earlier refer to the 

envelope and excess-phase response functions of the received signal. 

Thansforniation from a low-pass to band-pass filter is accomplished by 

substituting for 
Sn'  in eqn0 (20403), the expression 

Sn' 
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c.J 

IL̀ b C 

Pig. 2.4.1 Portrayal of the asymmetrical band-pass filter 
characteristic 

k 3 4 5 6 

wk  1.753 2.11 2.424 2.69 

Table 2.4.1 

w/B 101 20130 I 
k=41 C 	3u I 	I 

E 0.43 0.24 0.15] 

Table 2.4.2 

k131415161 
- 30 I I 	I 

E 0.21 0.151 0.141 
I 

0.13 
w 

- B 

a 

Table 2.4.3  
h 	ii e oivslent-area rectangle o height hh()jax is positioned so tht 
rail lateral displacements of its vertical sides about their chosen i9nsi_ 
ions 	ve negligible effect in relation to lIH(w)I 2do. This determins 
sutab1e choice for o 	and a ; whence o. 	- 	+o ) also B 	- (o - 1 	fl2 	 fl 2 2fl1 	 2 2 -q? 
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s 	(s 2 
	2 	

(20405)5 +c )/B s 	 00000 n 	 in 	3t.., 

where 	u(1b2' 	B3 	b2 	'b1 in 

in which 'b1 and Wb2  define the hand-pass 3dB points, and the filter 

centre frequency q is then given by 

L) 	
=C 	(wbl +)b2)/2 
	

00000 (2 	) 

The resulting band-pass filter transfer function Hbk(s) becomes 

= Glk(s B3/k)k/fl(s2 - sr 	2 
B +L) ) 

Iii x=l 	Ix 3w 

which is of the form 

(s -  

where Gbk 	Glk(B3/t.)k)k 

and 	together with its complex-conjugate b. are distinct roots of 

the denominator polynomial in Hbk(s)o 

The band-pass transformation formula of eqn0 (245)  is non-linear, 

and thus produces an asymmetrical band-pass characteristic. This 

effedt is illustrated in fig. 	For certain applications, and 

in particular for the FSK detection systems being considered in this 

chapter, a symmetrical band-pass characteristic is required. However, 

the asymmetry can be reduced to acceptable proportions by increasing 

the/ 
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the ratio of w/B3LO and also by increasing the filter order k0 

A numerical integration program (described in appendix 1) was 

developed specifically for investigating the properties of band-

pass filters. QL particular interest here are the filter parameters 

Wnl 	d Li which define theer and 	limits of the noise 

equivalent band-pass filter, (Fig. 241 refers.) These two 

parameters define the filter noise equivalent bandwidth B in radians 

such that 

B= L) -Li) n2 	ni 

and the filter noise equivalent centre frequency w such that 

w= (w + )/2 n 	n2 	nl 	 00000(2J012)0 

Accordingly, a measure of the filter asymmetry is obtained from the 

values of w and w , and can be expressed as a percentage of B; thus 

B= 100(u -)/B a 	 n c 0.000(2 04.i 3), 

where Ea  is the percentage asymmetry in the noise bandwidth. Examples 

of the computed results are given in tables 2.42 and 204030 Table 

242 shows the values of E obtained for various values of ta/B a 	 c 3w 
in the case of a fourth-order (k = )4) Bessel filter. Table 2043, on 

the other hand, shows the values of E 
a  obtained for various values 

of filter order k in the case of y /B3  = 30. Irgenernl, It is found co 

that for band-pass Bessel filters having k .. 2 and wc/B3  10, the 

percentage/ 



percentage asymmetry in filter noise bandwidth is less than one per 

cent and is considered to be negligible accordingly. 

With this information, the error probabilities in discriminator 

detection can now be investigated for a range of practical filters. 

25 	Minimum error probability in discriminator detection of binary FSK 

The procedure for finding the minimum error probability in discriminator 

detection of FSK follows that given by Meyerhoff and Mazer in their 

derivation of the error probability in PCM/N 9  0 For comparison with 

other detection techniques, the curves of F(d,G)  given in fig. 232 

must be replotted as a function of ?S' (the received signal-to-noise 

ratio), the ratio
d 	representing the reduction in signal power due 

to the filtering of the binary FSK frequencies by the narrow band-pass 

filter. Since G is dependent on the FSK frequency separation [ef. eqn0 (2.331 

the value of G(G opt say) which minimises the function F(',G), moreover, 

defines the optimum FSK frequency separation and gives for the minimum error 

probability 

P 	=e 	F('r Gopt) 
	

) 

The principal task, then, is to derive the dependence of G and 

on the frequency separation for a given realisable filter. 

Several realisable filters were considered here, these being 
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a range of Bessel band-pass filters [denoted by BA (k = 3 to 6), 

where k is the filter order as defined in sect. 	above] , 

the simple, critically-coupled timed circuit (denoted by CCT) 

whose equivalent low-pass transfer function Hit(s) with 

unity-3dB bandwidth is given by 

= 1/(s2 +/2s + 1) 

= i/Is ±1(1 + ji )l 1s +t(i 
- 	ji)) Ln/2 	JLn./2 

The corresponding band-pass transfer function Hbt(s) is obtained from 

eqn0 (25.2) by substituting for 
5ri' according to (2.405), so that 

___ _ -- (sB3 )2 

bt 	
= 	 + 	

s 	2 ~ 	
+2B 	

2 + 
3W 	in 	3W 	3n 	in 

which is of the fom 6 

= 

(s 
- rbl)(s 	°b2 	b2 

	 0 0 0. .(2-0 5.5)5 

where 0000 0 (2 56), 

and the denominator polynomial of Hbt(s) has distinct complex, 

conjugate pairs of roots viz0
fbi' '' b2 and 

It follows from (2.332) that G may be represented as 
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G 	= 	rr(2Lfd/B3)/(C1/C2) 
	

00000 (257 ), 

rr D J(c1 /c2) 	
00000 (258 ), 

where 	B 	2Lf/B3  

01 	B/B3,and. 02 	Bs/B3  00000(2 0501  o) 

The value of m/(C1 /c2) therefore defines the linear dependence of G 

on the normalised FSK frequency separation D for a given filter. The 

values of C and 02 were calculated numerically (with the aid of the 

computer program described in appendix 1) for the range of filters 

defined in (i) and (ii) above0 	These results together with the 

corresponding values of 'AC l/c2) and G/D are listed in table 2.51 

Variationsin d'r as a function of B are determined, on the other hand, 

by the filter attenuation characteristics which are well documented 

for the filters being considered 6' 

For each band-pass filter, therefore, there are associated with 

each value of G corresponding values of B and The curves 

of F('d, G) given in fig. 2.3.2 can be shifted to the right by the 

value of LYdIXr  in dB to obtain F(, G)0 Some of these shifts, 

together with the corresponding values of G, are listed in table 2.5.2 

for the filters considered. The resulting Curves for F(', G) 

in the case of a fourth-order Bessel filter are given in fig. 251 

To/ 
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FILTER 
TYPE* C1 02 j(c1/c2) 

BF3 1.075 8.64 0.353 1.11 

BF4 1.048 7.08 0.385 1.21 

BF5 1.040 6.66 0.395 1.24 

BF6 1 	1.040 	1 6.60 0.397 1.245 

OCT 1.111 10.95 0.319 1.00 ~:] 

Table 2.5.1 

FILTER 	TYPE* 

BF3 BF4 BF5 BF6 OCT 

dr 'd/'1r )'d'r 

dB 
ratio(-) 

dB 
ratio 

dB 
ratio 	,(_) 

i dB 
ratio 	(-) 

dB 
ratio iM 

1.5 0.292 	5.35 0.326 	4.9 0.348 	14.6 0.354 	14.5 0.165 	7.8 

1.2 0.443 	'3.5 0.504 	3.0 0.525 	2.8 0.533 	2.750.325 4.9 

1.1 0.511 	12.9 0.571 	2.45 0.59 	12.3 0.593 	2.2510.405 3.9 

1.0 0.578 	2.4 0.632 	2.0 0.649 	1 1.8B 0.655 	1.80.5 3.0 

0.9 
0.6 

	

0.645 	1.9 

	

0.829 	0.8 

	

0.697 	1.5E 

	

0.858 	10.7 

	

0.709 	1.47 

	

0.865 	0.65 

0.714 	1.44k0.605 

0.865 '0.60.785 

1 2.2 

1 1.05 

Table 2.5.2 

FILTER TYPE* BF3 BF4 BF5 BF6 OCT 

2A f d 
D0t = C 	= B 0.902 0.828 0.806 0.804 1.0 

G=1 	3 

Table 2.5.3 

* BFk denotes Bessel band-pass filter of order k. 

COT denotes critically-coupled timed filter. 

Tables 2.,1/2/ refer to the case 	= 30. 



To find the optimum value of G, curves of the type given in fig020501 

are replotted as in fig. 252, so giving r as a function of G for 

several values of F(', G)0 The optimum value of G(G0t) is considered 

to be the one which defines the minimum value of LY 
r over the largest 

range of F(K, G)0 From fig. 2525 it can be seen that, for the 

filters considered, G o
pt 

= 1. The corresponding optimum values of D 

(D Op
tsay) are then given by 	and are listed in table 253 

It is interesting to note here, however, that a variation of + 5 per 

cent in D about D0t, which causes a 	5 per cent variation in G 

about Gt, will only reduce the performance of the system by about 

OoldB in 'r0 [ Fig. 2.5.2 refers.] 

It has been shown that in the case of G = 1 there is a closed-form 

solution 29 for F(' d, G), viz. 

F(( d, 1) = 2 m.P(4d) 

Accordingly, the minimum, error probability in discriminator detection 

(for the filters considered) is given by 

jexp(_a ~') 	 00000 (205012), 

where 	a a 'd/'Yr 1G=1 
	

00000 (2 0501 3), 

and from the values of 
'd'r I G=1 	(listed in table 252) a is 

seen to be filter-dependent. For the range of Bessel filters 

considered, however, there is (as is to be expected) a definite 

converging effect in the value of a 
c 
as the filter order increases,, 

ME 



ire 

G=0. 6 

1.4 

2 	6 	10 	14 	18 

- 

Pig. 2.5.1 Computed curves of 	'r' G) for a fourth- 

order Bessel band-pass filter. 
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-2 
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61 	1 	I 
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Pig. 2. 5.2 Curves of 'r  vs. C- with 	C-) 

constant for third-and fourth-order 

Bessel filters. 
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By comparing eqns0 (1.4J4.) and (2512), it can be seen that the 

minimum error probability for both 'dual-filter' envelope detection 

and discriminator detection (for the filters considered) have the 

same decaying exponential form viz. 

P =  *exp(-e') e 	 a  

where for 'dual_filtert envelope detection and discriminator 

detection respectively, 

ea E 0•5 , and e 	a a 	c 

Now 	the received signal-to-noise ratio, is given by 21 

= Sr/NB 

where Sr  is the received signal power, N is the received Gaussian 

noise power density, and B is the receiver band-pass filter noise-

equivalent bandwidth which is defined, for both detection techniques, 

to allow the filter deterministic transient response function to 

reach a steady-state level in one bit period (T say). For any given 

filter, the parameter described (in sect. 204) as the filter 'bandwidth/ 

pulse-settling-time product' (in say) relates the filter bandwidth 

requirements to the desired pulse-settling-time T by 

B x T = in 
C 

and 'r may then be rewritten as 

5rTinc  

The/ 
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The error probability given by eqn (2514) then becomes 

P = * e 	 c r 
exp(-e S TIN) 

where 	eelm C 
	a c 

0000.(2-5o19)., 

and is filter-dependent accordingly, 

Since Sr  N and T may be assumed to be the same for comparable 

detection systems, the error-probability performance of 'dual-filter' 

envelope detection and discriminator detection of binary FL-,K can be 

compared, at least for the range of filters given in (1) and (ii) above, 

by evaluating the parameter e0  for each system thus defined. In view 

of (2520), however, the value of the parameter m c must be found 

firstly for each of the detection filter systems to be considered. 

26 	The reponse of band-pass filters to a bin  ary-FSKinput signal 

If the band-pass filter input v(t) and output v0(t) have Laplace 

transforms V.(s) and V0(s) respectively, then the filter transfer a.

function Ps(s) relates 1T(s) and V0(s) through6' 475  50, 51 

VO W 	V 1  
. (s)Hb(s) 

and 	v(t)EL{V(s)J 00000(2 62 ), 

-1 
whereL fX(s)] denotes the usual one-sided inverse Laplace transform 

Of X(s)0 Of specific interest here are the transient responses of 
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a range of band-pass filters [defined by (1) and (ii) in sect. 25 

above] for a continuous-wave binary FSK input signal. 

Simulation of such a filter input signal is achieved simply by 

allowing a continuous change from one frequency either 	or co
2 (as 

the case may be) to the other at some time (t say) which has allowed 

the previous transient response to settle. 	The filter input 

signal v1(t) can therefore be represented analytically in the form 

v.(t) = u(t)cos w1t + u(t - t) [Cos f
W2 (t - t) + w1t} 

- cos 1(t 
- 
t) +wt}] 

= u(t)cos 1t + u(t - t)fcosw1t 
Cos w

2(t - t) 
- Cos 	1(t - t A 

- 	sin 	1t 	{5inw2(t 
- t) - sin ci 	

- 
t0)}] 

where u(t) is the Heaviside unit-step function and is defined here 

by 

UM a 1 	(t > 0) 	, u(t) a 0 	(t < 0) 

The Laplace transform V. (s) of v. (t) is then given byS1 52, 53 

	

1 	a. 

S 	

~Cos t (_
S 	 S V

:1-
(s) 	

= 	
+ e(_st) 
	1 C 	2 	- 2 	2) 

2 

( 	
2 	 c_,_) 	- 

- sin L) t 	 __ 

	

1 c 	2 	- 2 	)j 5 + 

om eqn0 (26.6) the denominator roots of V1(s) are seen to be 
distinct/ 
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distinct complex-conjugate pairs 

S 	= 	1  iL) 	 (x=1,2) 
	 00000(2 67 ) 

In view of this, and since the denominator roots of H(s) for the 

filters of interest also occur in distinct complex-conjugate pairs 

(cf. sect. 24 and 2.5 above), it follows that the denominator roots 

of V0(s) P Vi(s)Hb(s)J are distñict complex-conjugate pairs. Now a 

function F(s) of the forni 

	

F(s) 	N(s)/B(s) = N(s)/B1(s) (s o- j)(s - o+j 

where N(s) and B(s) are real coefficient polynomials in s, with 

5 = C><+ 	as distinct roots of B(s) such that 

	

D(s) 	D1(s) (s 	< j)(s 	oc+j) 
	 0000(2 69), 

reduces, after partial—fraction analysis, to 

Ic1 	 K2  
F(s) = 	 s_o<+j3 

N1(s) 

+ D,TsT - 

in which N1  (s)/D1  (s) is the remainder, 

K1 	N(oc+J 	)/2jD1 ( CD(  +J) 

and 	K2  a N ( o -3 )/-2j D1  ( - j ) 

It can be shown that the constants K1  and K2  associated with 

conjugate roots are themselves conjugate so that, writing 

00000(2 61 2)o  

K1  / 
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= 	a +jb 	= 	-Nexp(je) 	 00000 (2o6o13 ), 

where*M 	/(a2 + b2) and tan 0 	b/a 	 0 0000 (2 6 1)4), 

we have K2 = a - j b = Mexp (- j 0) = K' 

The inverse Laplace transform f1 (t) of the complex-conjugate terms 

in eqn0 (261o) is then given byS1 52, 53 

1 	Ki 
+ 
__ 

- 	 - N +jP ) 
= 	e(t) j 	exp 	+ 	ec(_jt)} so o so (2o6o17 

so that, on substituting for K1 and K' according to eqns. (2613) 

and (2,615), we obtain 

11(t) =-2'Mexp (t) 	eJj(Pt + e)J + ef-j(pt + 0)1] 

= Nexp(o(t)cos( t + 0) 

Similarily, by applying this general technique to Vj(s)Rb(s), we obtain 

k+1 / 
v(t) = 	( u(t)A ii exp(cx

ii t)cos(.1t + ei) 
i=1  

+ u(t 
- tos1t {A2eJ1 	(t - t )812(t - t ) + c 	612j 

- A. efo( ii (t - t 11 	 )} cos 	.1(t 
- 
t) + e,,]j c 

- u(t - t )sin w tBi2e[o.2(t 
- 
t)j cos.2(t 

- 
t) 

+ 	i21 
c 	1  

- 	exp 	
- 
tc)J cosfr ii (t - t c ) + ~-i ~) 	 o o o o o (2 o6 a 20), 
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where the response terms associated with the cosine and sine-wave 

input signals [defined in eqn0 (26 14)] have constant amplitudes 

A. and B. , and constant phase displacements 0. and 1r. respectively; 
Ix 	 lx 	/ lx 

the subscript x( 1, 2) denotes terms associated with cosine and sine-

wave input frequency u 1  or w2; the subscript i is a dummy variable 

to facilitate a summation to (k + 1); k represents the band-pass filter 

order (cf. sect. 204 above) and the summation to (k + 1) results from 

the combined effect of Vj(s)}lb(s) producing a denominator polynomial 

of order 2(k + 1) Since the complex-conjugate roots of V (s) 

defined in (26.6) are included in the 2(k + 1) roots, it is worth 

noting, therefore, that one of the i subscripts (say j ) defines the 

following, 

w 	 c'(. 
31 	1' 	32 	2' 	31 

A.1  B 1  A 2  B2, 031 = 

 

+T1/2, 
0i2 = t  +Ir/2 

) 

For the practical filters of interest here, o<. ix  (i 3 ; x = 1,2) 

is negative so that exp(ot)- O as t-o°0 Accordingly, for t>> 

eqn0 (26.20) reduces to 

v 0  (t) 	= 	A 1  cos(j1t + 0j1) 

+ cos CO t {Aj2cos 	(t - t) + 0321 - A1 cosLj1 (t - t c 	
0 ) + . 31 

- sin wi c  {B 2cos {2(t - td +&I - B 1  cos {j1(t - t)+ 

00000(2 622 ) 0 
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By applying the results of (2621) to eqn0 (206022),it follows that 

v 0  (t) 	A•Ji cos fw2(t - t) + 	+ w1C) t I 	(t*t 
C) 

which is the residual filter output signal after all the transient 

effects have settled; i.e. A represents the steady-state level 

of the envelope response, and (e32  + Wits) represents the steady-state 

level of the excess-phase response taken with respect to a frequency 

(J 
2°  

Since the time of switching t is variable, the excess-phase reference 

level in eqn0 (26.23) is deemed to be 02° The transient effects 

in the excess-phase response after the switching time t are therefore 

derived with respect to O32 this being achieved by adding and subtracting 

- t) + 0j2} to the phase angle of each cosine term in eqn. 

(2620) These cosine terms have the general form g(t) given by 

9c  (tI)= 	cos (. t' + )¼ix) ) lx 	 0000 

where t is either t or (t - ta), and 	is either 0. or ix 	 3-X 
hx 

After adding and subtracting the phase term [ 2(t - t) + 032] 

g0  (t') becomes 

g0(tT) 	= 	cos putt - w2(t - t) + 	ix - e} cos(t - t0 ) + e 2J 

-sin 	
l

(P. ti- 
W2 (t 2 c 	x )+ ex X

i 	- e.Ts(tt J2j t.2 c 	32 

0 0 0 0 0 (2 6 025)0 

Re subs tituting/ 
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Resubstituting for g(t!)[as given by eqn0 (206025)]in eqn0 (2620) 

and collecting like terms, we find that v0(t) may be represented by 

v 
0 	OC 
(t) = r (t)cos JLJ2 (t - t) + e 	

Os 
2J_ 	r (t)sin tLi 2(t 

- t) + ei2l 

S 0 00(2 6 p26), 

where 

r (t) oc 	k+1 cos 

Os 
r 	(t) = 	

U(t)A ii . e(oHt)sin IC il 
+ 0i1 	2(t - t)- 0j2 

+ u(t - t )cos W t IA.2eI. (t 	t)T°?5 ~(~i2
_w2)(t

- t)+e±2_e2c 	ic i2 	c)sin  

- A. 	1 3.1 
e{  o.1 (t - 

t)1C?5((
,il 

- 2)(t - t) + e1 
- Oj2} cJsint  

- u(t - t )sin i t [B.2
foci2

exP(t - t )} cos(  c 	sin -w2 )(t - t c ii 
)+lk

2 - 0j2] C 	'Ic 

- Be(o 	(t - t)sin° ~(Vil - 2)(t - t 
C +./ 11 - edJ J2 

The envelope response e0(t), excess-phase response ,ø(t) and time 

derivative of the excess-phase response ,ø(t) (which is of particular 

interest in discriminator detection) are then found by further 

simplifying eqn0 (2626) to 

v (t) = 	e (t)cosw2(t - t1 ) + e 2 +(t) 
0 	 0 	Oo 

where 

e (t) Jf
ro 
2 (t) + r 2(t)

0 	 C 	 OS J 

and/ 



and 	,% (t) 	tan-' l
r os(t)/r o(t) a 	 1 co.. (2 63O), 

then being given by 

r (t) 	(t) - r (t)r (t) 
00 	05 	OS 	00 

r 2(t)+r 2(t) 
OS 	OC 

From the form of r0(t)  and r os 
 (t) given in (26.27),  it is obvious 

that the final expressions for e0(t), , (t) and , (t) become extremely 

complicated; they are not therefore reproduced here. 

A digital computer program (described in appendix 2) was developed 

to carry out the tedious mathematical computations required to 

evaluate to e0(t), 0(t) and /6 0(t) as functions of time for the band-

pass filter systems of interest. The filter responses investigated 

may be classified as those obtained for a continuous-wave binary 

FSK input to 

a discriminator detection filter system with the keying-

frequency separation optimised [according to D opt  (=2fd/B3), 

as listed in table 2531  for the filters being considered, and 

a 'dual-filter' envelope detection filter system with the 

keying-frequency separation chosen, for the same range of 

filters as in (i), to give an approximately 20dB difference 

between the 'in-band' and 'out-of-band' signal power levels0 

Pt is tentatively assumed that this condition gives a good 

approximation to the ideal 'dual-filter' envelope detection 

system (discussed in sect. 22)] 

) 

Let! 
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Let us consider firstly the filter responses for the discriminator 

detection systems defined by (i) above. According to the discussion 

of sect. 23, e 	and %(t) are of particular interest in this 

detection technique. These responses are illustrated. in fig. 2.6.1 

for two of the filter systems being considered, viz 

a fourth-order Bessel band-pass filter (denoted by BFLt), and 

a critically-coupled tuned band-pass filter (denoted by COT), 

both filters having B3  = 1 Hz and f = 30H  (thus satisfying the filter 

symmetry requirements of sect. 20L1)0 In both cases, the input signals 

are switched continuously from a low to a high frequency at a time 

(which has allowed all previous transient effects to setle), the signal 

frequency separation being chosen according to (i) above. 

From the curves of fig. 261, it can be seen that a turning point due to 

some overshoot (which is virtually indistinguishable from the steady-state 

level) occurs in the corresponding e0(t) and '0(t) responses at the same 

measured time (say td) after time tco Since this feature is found for 

all the filter systems considered, the time periods td - t measured for 

each filter are therefore deemed to be the transient settling times for those 

filter responses. The ftandwidth/pulse -settling -time product' m0  is 

then found for them discriminator detection filter systems as 

m 	=C 	 d 
B(t -t C  ) 
	

00000(2 632 ) 

Substituting/ 
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(b) 	 seconds 

Pig. 2.6.1 
	

The responses (a) e0(t), and (B) Ø0(t) for optimum 	- 

discriminator detection incorporating the filter types 

(i) COT, and (ii) BF4 with B3  = 1Hz. 

-7 
0. 

FILTER 
* 

TYPE 

W 
2_W1 

B 
3W 

MO 

'2 
max. 

BF3 0.902 1.31 - 1.32 1.32 

BF4 0.28 1.37 1.37 1.37 

BPS 0.806 1.45 1.44 1.45 

BF6 0.804 1.53 1.52 1.53 

CCT 	1 1.0 	11.25 1 	1.25 1.25 

Table 2.6.1 

* 
BFk denotes Bessel band-pass filter of order k 

OCT denotes critically-coupled tuned filter 



Substituting for B according to (2510) results in 

m 	= c 	c 1 B (t - t ) 	= 	c 3d 	c 	1 in 
 c3 

where 	in 3 	B3(t - t) 

Since the filter transfer functions are defined with respect to 

their 3dB bandwidths B3, it is more convenient at this point, 

therefore, to evaluate in c3 

The values of in c3  found for the discriminator detection filter 

systems considered are listed in table 261. Since the filters 

are asymmetrical (although only slightly so) In3  is evaluated for 

both frequency steps cil  to cj2  and w2  to wi . The niaxijrruxn value of 

in 3  obtained for each filter may then be used to describe its 

comparative quality as a discriminator detection filter system. 

Now let us consider the filter responses for the 'dual-filter' envelope 

detection systems defined by (ii) above. According to the discussion 

of sect. 22, e0(t) and (t) are of particular interest in this 

detection technique. These responses are illustrated in fig. 2.6.2 for 

the same filter types considered in fig. 261 

From the curves of fig. 2625  it can be seen that a turning point due to some 

overshoot (which, again, is virtually indistinguishable from the steady-

state level) occurs in the e(t) response at a time t   (say) after 

t/ 
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Fig. 2.6.2 	The responses (a) e(t), and (b) 0(t) for 'dual-filter' 

envelope detection incorporating the filter types 

(i) CCT, and (ii) EF4 with B3  = 1Hz. 

FILTER 
TYPE* 

W2-W1  

B3  

m 3  

max. 

BF3 2.6 1.46 1.29 1.46 

BP4 2.0 1.48 1.32  1.48 

BF5 1.8 1.52 1.36 1.52 

BF6 1.6 1.56 1.40 1.56 

CCT 3.0 1.41 1.12 1.41 

Table 2.6.2 
* 
BFk denotes Bessel band-pass filter of order k 

CCT denotes critically-coupled tuned filter 

1.0 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0.0 

3 



t, whilst the ,'(t) response is seen simply to decay to a steady-state 

level (viz, zero in the cases considered). It is found, for the filter 

systems considered, that the time required for ,O(t) to decay to within 

11/100 rads of the steady-state phase angle is less than the time period 

t 
e 	C 	 e 	c 
- t o The time period t - t is therefore deemed to be the transient 

settling time and m03  for these 'dual-filter' envelope detection systems 

is then given by 

m 3 	= 	B3(t - t) 	 0 0 0 0 0 (2 06 035 ) o 

The values of In 3  found for the 'dual-filter' envelope detection 

systems considered are listed in table 262. As with the discriminator 

detection systems exaaitLned,m 3  is evaluated for both frequency steps 

to w2  and cj2  to W1. The maximum value of m 3  obtained for each filter may 

then be used to describe its comparative quality as a 'dual-filter' envelope 

detection system. 

The values of m 3  thus derived (and listed in tables 2,61 and 262) 

together with the minimum error probability characteristics derived in 

previous sections, now facilitate a theoretical comparison of the 

performance of dua1_filtrt envelope detection and discriminator detection 

of continuous-wave binary FSKO 

27 	The choice of detection technique (discriminator detection) 

It was shown in sect. 25 that the minimum error-probability characteristics 

for/ 



for 'dualfilter' envelope detection and discriminator detection of binary 

FSK have the same decaying exponential form {viz. P= 	(_ecSrT,] 

and may be compared by evaluating the parameter e 
C 
for both techniques. 

It follows from (2.633) and (2520) that e C  may be given by 

e = ea/cim3 

where the parameters ea,cl  and in 3  have been derived above for a range 

of filters applicable to both detection techniques. In particular, for 

the discriminator detection systems, the values of in and e 
C3 	a 

are listed in tables 26.1 and 26.2 respectively, whilst 

for the 'duaL-filter' envelope detection systems, ea  EFo.5[ cf0  (20S015) 

above] and the values of in are listed in table 262 The values of C3 	 1 

(applicable to both types of system) are listed in table 251. 

Accordingly, e   may now be evaluated and the resulting values are listed 

in table 27.1 for both detection techniques0  Some of the corresponding 

error-probability characteristics are also shown plotted in fig. 271. 

Two observations can be made from these results, viz. 

(1) 	that the error-reduction properties of the discriminator detection 

systems are better than those of the 'dual-filter' envelope detection 

systems [the worst P
e  characteristic obtained for discriminator 

detection with a critically-coupled tuned filter (denoted by CCT) 

being better than the best P 
e  characteristic obtained for envelope 

detection with a fourth-order Bessel filter (denoted by BFb)], and 

(ii) that,! 



1 

FILTER 
* 

e 	=e/cm c 	a 	lc3 
TYPE  

DISC. 
BET. 

ENV. 
DET. 

BF3 .407 .318 

BF4 .440 .322 

BF5 .430 .316 

BF6 - .412 .308 

CCT .360 .319 

Table 2.7.1 

I 

I---- 	 . 	10 	14 	 18 

ST/N (dB) 

Fig. 2.7.1 Probability of error P e  as a function of STT/N 

for 

(i) discriminator detection incorporating filter BF4, 

discriminator detection incorporating filter CCT, and 

'dual-filter' envelope detection incorporating 

filter BF4. 

* 
BPk denotes Bessel band-pass filter or order k 

CCT denotes critically-coupled tuned filter 



(ii) that, of the filters considered, the fourth-order Bessel filter is 

the best approximation to a 'matched' filter for both detection 

techniques (the best error-probability characteristic being 

provided by this filter in both cases). 

Observation (1) provides the theoretical justification for choosing 

discriminator detection as the receiver detection technique for the 

telemetry system being investigated 0  However, since the error-

probability characteristic derived for discriminator detection holds only 

for 'r> LdB (cf. sect. 23 above), we must investigate the practical 

significance of this limit before making a final choice of detection 

technique. 

From eqns© (2c.5o14) to (2520) it follows that 

Sr 	 a  T/N 	 eX./ec  

and a value of SrTIN corresponding to 	= )dB may therefore be 

defined for each of the detection systems considered here. In particular, 

for the best discriminator detection and 	 envelope detection 

systems [defined in (ii) above] , the corresponding values of SrT/N are 

5•6dB and 59dB respectively. From fig. 271, it can be seen that these 

values give P 
e  0'1 for both systems. Since accurate data retrieval 

is impossible by either detection technique at this level of error-

probability, 'r will be required to be greater than 4dB for useful 

operation. The results of table 2.7.1 and the observations of (i) 

- 	and (ii) will therefore hold for practical systems. Accordingly, 

discriminator detection is chosen as the receiver detection technique 

in this telemetry system. 

This/ 



This completes the definition of the proposed digital telemetry system. 

The remainder of this thesis is concerned with the design and 

experimental assessment of a prototype system. 



CHAPTER 3 

THE TRANSMITTER SYSTEM DESIGN 

3.1 General 

According to the brief specification of the proposed prototype 

transmitter source given in sect. 1.5, the digital telemetry 

system to be investigated can be described as a 5-data-channel 

PCM/continuous-wave FSK system. 

In the PUN part of the transmitter source, the five data channels 

are sampled sequentially (at a minimum frequency of 1KFL), each 

sample then being quantised to within the desired resolution (one 

per cent of the signal dynamic range), and the resulting quantised 

levels binary encoded for serial transmission. A 7-bit binary 

code allows 128 (= 2) possible combinations (normally referred 

to as data/code words) giving a possible resolution of 1/128 of 

the dynamic range. 

Corresponding to the signal levels set aside for synchronisation 

purposes in TDM/PAN systems (cf. sect. 1.2 above), however, some 

code combinations are set aside for synchronisation purposes in 

TDM/PCM systems. 	Specifically, code combinations are normally 

set aside for a frame synchronisation word (s word) and possibly 

also for a sub-frame synchronisation word. (sF5 word) if subcommutation 

is employed (which is not the case for this prototype system). 

One frame of information in this prototype TDM/PCN system therefore 

comprises five data words and an PS word. 



In many cases the signal statistics of the biological information 

to be transmitted will be unknown, with the result that the 

frequency distributions of each data word (and therefore of each 

binary digit) will also be unknown. What must be postulated, 

therefore, is that the average rate of occurence of each binary 

digit will vary continuously as a function of the data. Accordingly, 

if the PCM waveform modulates the transmitter oscillator directly 

(bearing in mind the effects of capacitive coupling discussed in 

sect. 1.4), the average rate of occurrence of the two P5K 

frequencies will be data-dependent. 	This feature will impair 

the performance of the possible receiver PSK detection techniques 

(considered in chapter 2 above) since automatic frequency control 

(c), which operates on information concerning average frequency, 

is required in the receiver system (cf.sect. 4.2 below). 

The problem is overcome, however, by arranging that the 7-bit 

data words are, in turn, encoded into data words having equal 

numbers of the two distinct binary symbols present. 	(such 

coding will be described as balanced.) 	The average value of the 

balanced-code waveform is constant, which results in the average 

value of the transmitter keying frequencies being constant (except 

possibly for oscillator drift effects). 	Accordingly, the 

performance of the receiver detection technique is not impaired, 

since the receiver AFC combats the effects of frequency drifts. 

In many systems, an extra encoding process is included at the 

output of the PCM encoder to allow the receiver system to detect 

54  (and possibly to correct) errors in the regenerated bit pattern. 



It should be noted that although an extra encoding process is 

included in this system (as described above), no specific attempt 

is made to implement an error detection/correction code as such. 

The reason for this is that in most biological research applications 

the redundancy in the transmitted data allows data-compression 

techniques to be used, thereby averaging out the effects of small 

error rates on the detected data words. 

A block diagram of the prototype digital transmitter system is 

given in fig. 3.1-1. 	The function and design of each block is 

considered in the following sections of this chapter. 

3.2 The balanced encoder 

A 7-bit binary code has 128 possible data words. Specifically, the 

problem is to relate these data words directly with a set of 

balanced-code words which have an equal number of each binary digit 

present. 

In this application, the minimum number of bits required per 

balanced-code word is found as the smallest even integer satisfying 

the inequality 

128 	 (3.2.1). 
(x/2).  

For x=8 there are 70 possible balanced code words, and for x=10 

there are 252 such. Accordingly, the minimal number of bits 

required is ten. 
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The implementation of an encoding process for this 10-bit code 

was investigated and found to be quite complex. An estimation 

of the required number of cos/Nos medium-scale--integration devices 

is similar to that required for the rest of the FCM system. 	At 

this level of complexity the implementation of this particular 

encoder becomes too expensive for further consideration either in 

the prototype system built with discrete MSI devices or in a final 

special-purpose microcircuit package suitable for implantation. 

The easiest code to implement is a 14-bit code generated from the 

7-bit binary code and its complement, which is obtained through 

simple logic inversion. 	Such a code is obviously obtained at the 

expense of a greater transmitted bit rate. 	However, since the 

minimisation of transmission bandwidth is not paramount, whilst 

the basic simplicity of the transmitter source is still a 

consideration, it was decided to implement a 14-bit balanced code 

in the present system. 	In particular, if a 7-bit binary code is 

represented as 'B1, B2 ... B7' (say), then the corresponding 

14-bit balanced code is represented as 'BI, Bi, B2 ... B6, 137, B?' 

This code structure is chosen since it provides a rapidly changing 

serial data stream which is a useful feature for receiver bit-

synchronisation purposes (cf. sect. 4.3 below). 

By way of compensating for the greater transmission bandwidth, the 

14-bit balanced code has two other features which can be used to 

advantage in the telemetry receiver system:- 
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(i) 	Such a 14-bit code provides 3432 (= 141/7 12 ) balanced- 

code words with which to encode the 128 data words of 

the 7-bit binary code. The redundancy in coding 

facilitates the implementation of a basically simple 

frame-synchronisation process through the selection of 

an PS word which is significantly different from all 

other possible data patterns (cf. sect. 4.4 below). If 

b0  represents the number of bit coincidences between a 

trial code word and any other pattern of 14-bits, then 

the cross-correlation coefficient r0  between the two 

14-bit patterns is defined by 

- (14 - b) = 2b - 14 	.....(3.2.2). 

The code word h111101100100001 was found to have the 

best cross-correlation coefficient pattern (given in 

fig. 3.2.1), the number of bit coincidences between this 

code word and any other possible bit pattern for 

transmission being at most ten. This code word was 

chosen as the PS word for the present system accordingly. 

(±±) Since the 14-bit code is generated from a combination 

of a 7-bit binary code and its complement, an error (or 

rather the possibility of an error) is detectable in any 

bit position of the final received 7-bit code by simply 

testing for complementation in the correct bit positions 

of the received 14-bit code. The use of this error-

detecting facility depends to a great extent on the further 

processing of the received data, but in general it 

provides a facility for rejecting badly corrupted data. 
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[i 1 1 1 0 1 	1 0 0 1 0 0 0 o] b r 
C C 

01 0 1 0 1 	1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 10 6 

11 0 1 01 01 01 01 0 E 9 4 

01 01 01 1 001 1 0 E 1 9 4 

11 0 1 0 1 	0 1 0 1 0 E 1 1 8 2 

01 01 01 1 001 [1 1 1 1 8 2 

11 0 1 01 00 1 [1 1 1 1 0 8 2 

01 0 1 01 1 0[1 1 1 1 01 8 2 

11 0 1 01 0 E 1 1 1 01 1 7 0 

01 0 1 0 1 	[1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 8 2 

11 0 1 0 E 1 1 1 0 1 1 00 8 2 

01 01 [1 1 	1 1 01 1 001 8 2 

10 1 [1 1 1 	1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 10 6 

01 [1 1 1 1 	0 1 1 00 1 00 7 0 

1 E 1 1 1 01 1 00 1 000 9 4 

[i 1 1 1 0 1 	1 0 0 1 0 0 0 01 14 14 

11 1 01 1 	001 000 0]0 9 4 

11 01 1 001 0000]01 7 0 

101 1 0 0 	1 0 0 0 0]0 1 0 10 6 

01 1 0 0 1 	00 0 0]0 1 0 1 8 2 

11 00 1 0 	00 0]1 0 1 0 0 8 2 

10 01 0 0 	0 o]o 1 0 1 0 1 8 2 

001 000 0]1 01 01 00 7 0 

01 0 0 0 o]i 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 8 2 

10 0 0010  1 1 0 1 01 0 0 8 2 

000 0]0 1 	1 001 01 01 8 2 

00 o]i 0 1 	01 0 1 0 1 0 0 8 2 

00]1 001 1 001 01 01 9 4 

0]1 01 01 01 01 01 00 9 4 

10 1 001 1 001 01 01 10 6 

Fig. 	3.2.1 The pattern of bit-coincidence coefficients b 	and 

cross-correlation coefficients rc(= 2b_14) of the 

FS word [iiiioiiooiccoo] with the worst -possible 

combinations of data bits. 
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In the present system, the desired 14-bit code can be obtained 

as a parallel output from the P0K encoder (cf. sect. 3.4 below). 

3.3 	The PCM encoder 

The process of PCM encoding is also referred to as A/D (analogue- 

to-digital) conversion. 	It is the process of generating the series 

of n bits (7  in this case) which quantise the value of an analogue 

signal sample to a desired resolution. 	Of the various techniques 

available for A/D conversion 	57 the successive approximation 

method was chosen since it was found to require the simplest 

analogue circuitry for implementation in the present system (cf. 

subsection 3.3.3 below). 

In principle, the successive approximation A/D convertor operates 

by making a feedback voltage V da 
 approximate an input voltage Vsh 

in a sequence of successive steps. 	For the first step, Vda  is 

made equal to V1J2, where V is some constant reference voltage. 

For each subsequent step, however, Vda  is changed in accordance 

with the result of a comparison between Vsh  and the previous value 

of V da 	 da . 	The amount by which V is increased or decreased is 

y1J2X 
where x defines the x-th step in the operation. 	Only one 

step per binary-code bit is therefore required for any conversion. 

A circuit/block diagram of the prototype A/D conversion system is 

given in fig. 3.3.1. 	The operation of this system is most simply 

described by firstly considering the operation of its two major 

logic elements, viz, the 7-bit ring counter (referred to here as 

BRa), and the 7-bit store (referred to here as FF). 



CO 
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The ring counter BRC is of standard form. (The design is considered 

later in subsection 3.3.2.) 	It is defined here, however, as 

having a single circulating bit. 	Specifically, a single '1 bit 

exists in the ring and appears at each output (denoted here by 

BROx, for x = 1 to 7)  in turn, the moves from stage to stage being 

made synchronously with the positive-pulse-edge transitions of a 

clock-input function (denoted here by BRCC). 

The store FF comprises seven parallel D-type flip-flops with a 

common data input (denoted here by PFD) and a common reset function 

(denoted here by FFR). 	Each  flip-flop, however, has a separate 

clock-input function (denoted here by FTCx, for x=1 to 7). 	Data 

held on FFD are stored separately at each FP output (denoted 

here by PFx, for x = 1 to 7) synchronously with the positive-pulse-

edge transitions of the corresponding clock-input functions. 

The input voltage Vsh  is obtained by a sample-and-hold device 

(described later in sect. 3.4) whilst the feedback voltage Vda 

is obtained at the output of a D/A convertor. A binary code, 

representing the value of Vda  derived after each trial voltage step 

in the approximation process, is stored in the parallel output-'of 

FF. 	With the outputs of Fl? being reset to 
( 1 0 for the start of 

each quantisation process, the successive trial voltage levels 

are obtained on the D/A conversion of a binary code generated by 

the addition of the parallel outputs from PP and BRC. 	Here, 

binary addition is equivalent to a simple OR function of the BRC 

and FF outputs. 	For fabrication with cos/MOS, however, a NAND 

function is more useful, so that in terms of bit position x the 

adder output Ax becomes 

Ax = BRCx . PFCx 	(x = 1 to 7) 	 (3.3.1). 



(The bar is used to denote the inverse logic function here.) 

Each trial voltage obtained by the D/A conversion of the adder 

binary output code is compared with Vsh. 	If the trial voltage 

is smaller than Vh,  the comparator output has the value M' 

which is then stored in the PP position corresponding to the 

approximation step number. On the other hand, if the trial 

voltage is greater than Vh  the comparator output has the value 

'0' . 	The storage of this bit value has no significance since 

each PP position is initially reset to '0' 

Consider now the operation of this A/D conversion process for an 

input voltage level Vsh = * V 
+C(ay),  where < V1/128. 

Initially, the PP outputs are reset to '0', and BRC output position 

one contains the circulating bit. 	These PP and BRC codes have 

the equivalent D/A conversion voltage levels of 0 and V1/2 

respectively, so that their summation gives a first-trial voltage 

level of V1J2. Now Vh>V1J2,  producing the comparator output 

'1' which is then stored in position FF1. 	?or step two, the FP 

and BRC output codes have the equivalent D/A conversion voltage 

levels of V1J2 and V1/4 respectively, so that their summation gives 

a second-trial voltage level value 3 V1/4. Now Vsh>3V1J4, 

producing the comparator output 11' which is then stored in position 

FF2. 	For step three, the PP and BRC output codes have the 

equivalent D/A conversion voltage levels of 3 V1/4 and V1J8 

respectively, so that their summation produces a third-trial voltage 

level of value 7V 
r/19. 

 Now V5 < 7V1J8, producing the comparator 

output '0' which is already stored in position FF3. 	This process 

continues through the required seven steps to generate the PP 

output code '1100000' which is the desired A/D conversion output 

for an input signal of value 3V1/4 +, 



The operation of the process thus described is dependent upon 

the generation of the relevant control functions for BRC and PP 

[as discussed respectively in (i) and (±i) above]. 	k timing 

diagram showing these control functions in relation to other 

system logic functions (shown in fig. 3.3.1) is given in fig. 

3.3.2. 	This timing diagram should therefore be used for 

reference purposes in the following discussion of these system 

logic control functions. 

From the example above, it is obvious that the seven steps of 

successive approximation are generated by clocking round the BRC 

stages. 	The pulse frequency of the clock-input function BRCC is 

therefore determined by the desired transmission rate for a 7-bit 

binary code. 	In this system, however, the clock generator (cf. 

subsection 3.3.1 below) output function C has a pulse frequency 

corresponding to the transmission rate for the chosen 14-bit 

balanced-code (cf. sect. 3.2 above). 	Consequently, the control 

function BRCC is obtained from the system clock function through 

the binary module shown in fig. 3.3.1. 	Two invertor stages are 

used before and after the binary stage to spread the capacitive 

loading on the various control functions. 

In view of a system design feature (to be discussed in some detail 

later in sect. 3.4) half the BRC clock-input period is allowed 

for the processes of addition, D/A conversion, and comparison. 

Accordingly, the comparator output is clocked into PP synchronously 

with the negative-pulse-edge transition of BRCC associated with 

the bit position being investigated. 	For cos/Nos implementation, 

therefore, the store clock input to stage x is given by 

PFCx=C2+BRCX 	(x=lto7) 	 (3.3.2)7 
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where 02 (as shown in fig. 3.3.1 ) is isolated from BRCC by two 

invertor stages. 

On receipt of the positive-pulse-edge transition of FF07, the 

A/D conversion of a particular sample is completed and held in 

the output stages of the store FF. 	Accordingly, there are three 

other control operations associated with the FF07 pulse, viz. 

(±) 	the parallel outputs of F]? are clocked synchronously 

with the positive-pulse-edge transition of C into an 

output buffer register for serial transmission (cf. 

sect. 3.5 below); 

the F]? outputs are reset to '0' before the start of 

the next sample approximation process, so that with 

the synchronous data transfer described in (i), the 

reset function FFR can be defined by the same pulse, 

specifically 

FFR = FF07 + CA 	 (3.3.3), 

where CA is isolated from C by two invertor stages; 

and 

the encoded signal sample is replaced by the next 

sample for encoding (cf. sect. 3.4 below). 

Some other design aspects are also worthy of consideration, viz. 

the clock generator design, 

the ring counter design, 

the D/A convertor design, and 

the comparator design. 

These items are considered in turn. 
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3.3.1 	The clock circuit 

The circuit diagram of the clock generator is given in fig. 3.3.3 

from which it can be seen to comprise an astable multivibrator 

circuit with a divide-by-two output stage. 	This type of 

multivibrator circuit has three basic operational features, viz. 

() 	that the frequency variation is less than one per 

cent for a one volt change in power-supply voltage, 

(ii) 	that the frequency stability is virtually independent 

of temperature (there being very little change in 

device parameters with temperature), and 

(±i) that the duty cycle of the output waveform is in 

general not 50 per cent and,'inoreover,it is not easily 

controlled. 

Since the clock output is used in a variety of system applications, 

it is desirable that the duty cycle should be easily reproduced. 

This is easily achieved by allowing the multivibrator to run at 

twice the desired frequency and then dividing by two (using the D-

type flip-flop as shown) to produce the desired frequency with a 

fixed 50 per-cent duty cycle. 

Since the largest clock frequency in this system is required for 

the serial transmission of the final 14-bit balanced-code words 

(cf. sect. 3.5 below), it is therefore specified by the corresponding 

frequency f(say) of the transmitted balanced-code bits. 	In 

particular, if n   is the number of bits per balanced-code word, 

n 
C 	 S 
is the number of channels per transmitted frame, and f is the 

channel sampling frequency, then f is simply given by 10911,12  

=b n c 
 f 
s 	 (3.3.4). 
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Q 

FIG. 3.3.3 Circuit diagram of the 100KHz clock generator. 

(i) 

 

 

20is 	 ,pI 

FIG. 3.3.4 	Oscilloscope traces showing the relationship between 

the niultivibrator output signal, 

the generated clock function C, and 

the ring counter clock input function BRCC. 
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To satisfy the transmission requirements of the prototype system, 

then,fb is required to be at least 84 KHz. 	For test purposes, 

is set at 100 KHz accordingly. 	The oscilloscope traces of 

fig. 3.3.4 illustrate the resulting divide-by--two relationship 

between the multivibrator output signal, the generated clock waveform, 

and the ring counter clock-input signal BRCC. 

This clock circuit is suitable for implantation. In particular, 

the two timing resistors will be conveniently produced on a thin-

film substrate whilst the capacitor will be bonded to the substrate 

at no great loss in thin-film area (n.b. very small chip capacitors 
58 

are now available for this purpose). 

3.3.2 The ring counter design 

In an application of this type it is particularly important that 

some form of self-correcting ring counter should be used. The 

circuit diagram of the standard self-correcting ring counter used 

here is shown in fig. 3.3.5. 	In general, n-i shift register 

outputs are decoded to correct an n-bit ring counter. 	If DS is 

the shift register serial-data input and Qx (x = 1 to 7)  defines 

the shift register output terminals, then decoding is achieved in 

this case simply by 

DS=Q1 +Q2+Q3+Q4±Q5+Q6 

although the combination of NAND and NOR gates (shown in fig. 3.3.5) 

is necessary for implementation with the existing COS/MOS devices. 
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OUTPUTS 1 2 3 4 5 5 7 

FIG. 3.3.5 Circuit diagram of ring counter BRC. 

(2) 

H 	
400iis 

FIG. 3.3.6 Oscilloscope traces showing the divide-by-seven relationship 

between 

the ring counter clock input function BRCC, and 

the shift register data input function DS. 
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A further advantage of this type of ring counter is that it requires 

no special starting circuitry, provided (as in this application) 

that time is available for the ring counter to correct the 

circulating bit pattern. 	The ring counter requires at most one 

complete cycle, or seven clock pulses, to insure that the correct 

bit pattern is circulating. 	This self-correcting process occurs 

in a post-switch-on transient period which is not usually monitored 

at the receiver. 

The oscilloscope traces of fig. 3.3.6 show the divide-by-seven 

relationship obtained in practice between BRCC and DS. 

3.3.3 The D/A convertor circuit 

The D/A conversion circuit converts a binary coded number into an 

analogue voltage which is directly proportional to the number to be 

decoded. 	Normally the binary code is arranged on parallel lines 

to control the switching of either a reference voltage or current 

source into a resistance network which produces the desired 

numerical solution. 	As shown in fig. 3.3.7, this system uses 

the controlled switching of a reference voltage source into a 

resistance (R-2R) ladder circuit. 	If Vãa  is the analogue 

representation of the binary code, then it can be shown, (by 

/ 	 55,56,57 successive use of Thevnin s theorem) that 

v/2X 
	

(3.3.6), 

where V has the value either V   or 0 volts (as the case may be) in 

the ideal case. 
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There are normally three main problems associated with the D/A 

conversion process:- 

Variations in temperature cause variations in the values 

of R and 2R in the resistance ladder. However, this will 

not be a major problem in an implanted environment 

(which can be considered to have a constant temperature). 

In fact, temperature effects can be neglected even in 

the trial system which uses a thick-film R-2R ladder 

that has a maximum output voltage error 59 of ± 0.0122 

per cent over the temperature range -55°C to125
0
C. 

This voltage error is about 100 times smaller than the 

desired signal resolution of one per cent. 

The output resistance R of the voltage source causes 

an error in the D/A conversion since the effective '2R' 

value becomes 2R + R0. 	In many cases this output 

resistance can be specified accurately so that the value 

of 2R can be reduced by H0  to compensate for the additive 

effect. This method of compensation is not possible 

in the system considered here in which the COS/NOS 

buffer amplifiers (providing the most suitable interfacing 

circuitry) have an output resistance that varies with logic 

level. 	To compensate in this case, the value of H is 

increased so that the value of 2R is much larger than the 

maximum value of H. 

Changes in the value of 2R effectively result in a variation 

of the quantisation step level. 	This type of error has 

been analysed 55  by supposing that in addition to the normal 

quantising noise there is also an additive noise due to 

the variations in quantising step level. 
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For small variations55  (within 5 per cent of the quantising 

step level), however, the resulting noise is negligible in 

comparison to the normal quantising noise. 	For the present 

system, an 'R' value of 50 K (so that  R0/2R0.1) has 

been shown 
60  by computer simulation to give variations in 

quantisation step level of less than 5 per cent. 	This 

value of R was therefore chosen to define the ladder 

network. 

(±±) Variations in the value of the reference voltage V  applied 

to the ladder network also cause the quantisation step 

level to change. 	It is normal practice, however, to 

ensure that any variations in V  are much less than the 

desired signal resolution. 	Unfortunately, this requires 

extra 'analogue' circuitry which is undesirable from the 

point of view of implantation. 	An alternative is to use 

the normal power supply voltage as Vr and, by monitoring 

this (utilising one of the telemetry data channels), to 

provide a receiver-based reference signal with which to 

make any necessary compensatory adjustments. 	Since the 

extra circuitry required to monitor V r is much less than 

that required to control V  the foregoing technique is 

more suitable for implantation. 	In the present system, 

the power supply voltage is used as V. accordingly. 

It should be noted here that the ladder network is essentially a 

voltage-level convertor so that, besides being used for D/A 

conversion, additional stages can be used to adjust both the D/A 

convertor dynamic range and offset voltage level for compatibility 

with the comparator circuit. 	For this prototype system, two extra 

stages are added thereby attenuating the dynamic range to V1/4 and 

giving zero D/A conversion offset voltage. 



In most A/D conversion systems, the output of the ladder network 

current drives some buffer amplifier which provides for faster 

operation by presenting a low output impedance to any capacitive 

load at the comparator input. 	However, the speed of operation 

is not of paramount importance here and is exchanged for simplicity 

in design. 	In particular, the D/A convertor output is connected 

directly to the comparator input. 	The output resistance of the 

ladder network55'56 '57  can be shown to be H so that with an expected 

maximum capacitive load C of 10pF in the present system, the 

resulting time constant RC is SOOns. Accurate D/A conversion 

here (i.e. to within 0.1 per cent of the convertor dynamic range) 

then requires 4is(= 8RC). 	[A practical point to note here is that 

this time of 4ps is added to the time delays of the comparator and 

logic elements in order to obtain the minimum A/D conversion-step 

time (c±'. subsection 3.3.4 below).] 

From the practical point of view of implantation, the important 

considerations are the D/A convertor size and power consumption. 

In this prototype system, a thick-film ladder network was used since 

it was the cheapest available. 	For implantation, however, a thin- 

film network has a much smaller size. Preliminary calculations 

show that a thin-film substrate of size 1cm by 1cm (which is 

acceptable for implantation 
25) 

 is more than adequate for the 50 - 

100KQ ladder network used here. 

The maximum power consumption of the ladder network can be approximated 

by considering that the reference voltage V r feeds eight '2R' resistors. 



For a maximum power supply voltage of 9 volts and a '2R' value of 

100KO,the current drain is 7201A and the corresponding power consumption 

is 6.3mW. 	This level of power consumption is significantly 

larger than that required by the COS/NOS logic circuitry but is not 

unacceptable on comparison with the power consumption of other 

implanted devices 
5,6,7,25. 
	The '50 - 100K' ladder network used 

here is therefore considered to be suitable for implantation as a 

thin-film circuit. 

3.3.4 The comparator circuit 

The comparator circuit designed for the prototype system is shown 

in fig. 3.3.8. 	Matched high frequency JFETS61  were used at the 
comparator inputs to provide a high load impedance for a sample- 

and-hold circuit (which is considered in the next section). 	A 

commercially available integrated circuit comparator was used to 

expedite the testing of the complete system. 	In particular, the 

Signetics NE518 voltage comparator 
62 
 device was chosen to suit a 

low-voltage power supply (9  volts) and thus be compatible with 

COS/NOS. 

It should be noted here that the current drain of such commercially 

available comparators is considerable (20mA in this case) so that 

their use in implantable systems is impractical. 	In general, 

however, these high current levels facilitate extremely fast 

operation which is not (as was shown in the previous subsection) 

a major design criterion in this system. For implantation, it 

should therefore be possible with a discrete component design to 

sacrifice comparator speed for a much lower current drain. 
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The specification of such a low speed comparator is given here as 

follows:- 

ij 	For compatibility with a following C0SM0S input stage 8 11 

the logic output levels should be at least 50 per cent of 

the supply voltage and, moreover, should be positioned 

symmetrically within the supply voltage range. 

(i±) 	In view of the characteristics of the D/A convertor ladder 

network (cf. subsection 3.3.3 above), the input conditions 

may be chosen freely. 

(i) The small-signal gain is defined with respect to (i) and 

(±) above; for a desired resolution of VJ512 and for an 

output voltage swing of Vr/2  (as in this case) then the 

required gain is of the order of 300. 

The current drain should be less than 500pA for practical 

implantation. 

For compatibility with the present system, the upper 

limit to the AID  conversion-step time upon implementing 

the low-speed comparator should be 10is [i.e. half the 

BRC clock-input period (cf. sect. 3.4 below)]. 

In view of (v) above, we conclude this discussion by noting that the 

present system (with a high speed comparator) has an A/D conversion-

step time of around Sjis, comprising 4ps for D/A conversion 

(cf. subsection 3.3.3 above) and an estimate of at most ips for 

accumulated time delays in the logic elements. 
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3.4 The multiplexer/sample-and-hold circuit 

A circuit/block diagram of the multiplexer/sample-and-hold system 

is given in fig. 3.4.1. 	We consider firstly the design of the 

sample-and-hold process. 

Sampling of the information signals is achieved by use of Cos/MOS 

transmission gates8. 	The transmission gate acts essentially as a 

switch which presents a low series impedance to the sample 'holding' 

device when interrogated and a high series impedance when not 

interrogated. 	In this system the 'holding' device is a capacitor 

situated in parallel with the inverting JFET comparator input. 

When a transmission gate is interrogated, the capacitor takes 

up the voltage appearing at the input terminal with a time constant 

defined by ROflCh;  where Csh is the capacitor value and R is on 

the sum of the transmission gate impedance and the output impedance 

of a previous transducer buffer stage. 	One design criterion, 

therefore, is that the capacitor should acquire the value of the 

input signal to within 0.1 per cent within the period of interrogation 

which is the case provided that 

7 Ron  0sh 	 (3.4.1). 

Except for comparatively minor leakage effects, the capacitor 

'holds' the value of the information signal present at the end of 

the interrogation period until the process of A/D conversion is 

completed. Leakage effects in the JFET input to the comparator 

predominate and can be as large 61 as lOnA. 	A second design criterion, 

therefore, is that the capacitor voltage should not change by more than 

10 per cent of the quantisation step height cr in the total time 

required for A/D conversion, i.e.! 
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Pig. 3.4.1 	A circuit/block diagram of the multiplexer/Sample 

and-hold system. 
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IdV 	I 
I shi -108/c fb/140 	 .....(3-4.2), IdtI 	- 	sh 
I 	Ina 

where Vh  is the capacitor 'hold' voltage and f is the bit 

frequency. 

The inequality (3.4.2) defines the acceptable minimum value of 

Csh. 	Thus, for the A/D conversion system considered in sect. 3.3 

above, with a minimum expected power supply voltage of 8 volts, 

(implying that cr= 8/512 volts) and a bit frequency of 100 KHz, 

the minimum value of C sh is 900pF. 

Fi'om the form of inequality (3.4.1),  it can be seen that the 

allowed value of Ron  can be maximised by minimising the value of 

C 	and by maximising the value of T.. 	The maximising of R sh 	 1 	 on 

is a particularly useful feature for implantation since it allows 

greater flexibility in the design of a transducer buffer stage. 

In view of this, the chosen value of Csh  is 1000pP, which is just 

greater than the minimum value of CSh  specified above. The choice 

of a maximum value for Ti.  on the other hand, entails a system 

design compromise (which is explained as follows). 

Referring back to the discussion in sect. 3.3, channel sampling 

occurs after the completion of the last step of A/D conversion and 

before the start of the next conversion process. 	Since each 

conversion step occurs during the corresponding BRC output pulse 

period, BRC7 therefore defines both the last step of A/D conversion 

and the channel sampling period. Accordingly, the maximum allowed 

value of T is found by subtracting the maximum time required for 

A/D conversion from the BRC7 output pulse period. 
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In the present system with a clock generator pulse frequency of 

100 KHz, the BRC clock-input pulse frequency is 50 KHz and each 

BRC output has a pulse period of 2015. 	Due to the effect of time 

delays (as illustrated in fig. 3.3.2), however, the effective pulse 

period may be reduced to 18ps. 	The time required for each A/D 

conversion step on the other hand is 5,ps (of. subsection 3.3.4 

above). The maximum time allowed for channel sampling is 13,ps, 

accordingly. 

To avoid the use of extra timing circuitry, however, the channel 

sampling period is conveniently isolated in the BRC7 pulse period 

by utilising the BRC clock-input function BRCC. 	In particular, 

the channel sampling-control function 0$ is given by 

GS = BRCC.BRC7 

and this restricts the sampling period to be in the second half of 

the BRC7 output pulse period. [Accordingly, the time allowed for 

each A/D conversion step is then equivalent to the first half of 

the corresponding BRC output pulse periods.] The allowed value of 

P. here is therefore 10,ps (i.e. half the BRC7 pulse period), which 

is just less than the maximum allowable as specified above. 

On substituting [in expression (3.4.01 the values of T and Csh  thus 

derived, the maximum allowed value for R on becomes 1400Q. Of 

this figure, 300 will be the maximum contribution8  of the 

transmission-gate 'on' resistance. 	Consequently, the safe maximum 

allowable output impedance of a previous driving stage is 10000. 

This is a useful impedance level allowing great flexibility in design. 
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The function of a driving stage is essentially to provide an interface 

between a biological transducer and the corresponding sampling gate. 

Since different driving stages are likely to be required for each 

tranducer, their design is best considered with respect to the 

individual tranducer circuits (which are not our concern in this 

thesis). 	It is sufficient here to specify 

(i) that the information signals have source impedances of 

at most iOOOc (as above), and 

() that the information signals have a dynamic range from 0 

to Vr/4  volts for compatibility with the A/D conversion 

system (cf. subsection 3.3.3 above). 

Having thus considered the design of the channel sample-and--hold 

process, we consider next the time-division-multiplexing arrangements. 

In this system, the TDM frame structure is defined by clocking 

round the stages of ring counter CRC which has a single circulating 

bit and is designed in the same way as BRC (cf. subsection 3.3.2 

above). Specifically, the channel sampling control function GS 

[defined in (3.4.3) above] is applied to each data channel in turn 

under the control of the CRC output functions (denoted here by 

CRCy, y = 1 to 6). 	If DSy denotes the resulting sampling functions 

for data input channel y, then for COS/MOS implementation in this 

system 

DSy = S + CRCy-1-1 (y = 1 to 5) 

[The unused ring-counter output CRC1 essentially provides for 

frame synchronisation.] 
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To obtain the correct channel sampling frequency CRC may be 

clocked by any BRC output position. 	The use of BRC1 , however, 

is to be avoided since, having regard to the channel sampling 

function GS [expression (3.4.3) above refers], this BRC output 

function causes a race condition which may produce spurious timing 

pulses to corrupt the sampling process. 	In this system, the 

CRC clock input control function chosen is BRC7 which is closest 

in phase (besides BRC1) to GS. 

The process thus described facilitates the sampling of five 

data-input channels. 	It remains, however, to discuss the 

processing of the extra channel required for synchronisation 

purposes. 	[This is considered in the next section.] 

35 The signal mixing gates and output buffer store 

The circuit diagram of the signal mixing gates and output buffer 

store is given in fig. 3.5.1. 	The output buffer store is a 

14-stage synchronous parallel-input/serial-output shift register. 

Parallel/serial (p/s) entry to the shift register is made synchronously 

with the positive-pulse-edge transitions of the clock-input 

function and is controlled by a /s input selection function PSC. 

The mixing gates essentially block the parallel output data from 

the balanced encoder and present the PS word (viz. '11110110010000' 

as discussed in sect. 3.2 above) to the parallel inputs of the 

output buffer store on command. 

In view of the previous discussion in sect. 3.3 and 3.4, the 

correct output procedure is that the synchronisation word should 

be clocked into the buffer shift register for output during the 

approximation process of the sample from the first data-input channel. 
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Fig. 3.5.1 	Circuit diagram of the signal-mixing gates and 

output-buffer store. 
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The control function for the mixing gates is therefore conveniently 

chosen as the CRC2 output pulse period which also defines the 

sampling of the first data-input channel (cf. sect. 3.4 above). 

If a general parallel input to the mixing gates is denoted by GI, 

then, on command a NAND function produces a logic '1' at the 

corresponding output GD as implemented by 

GD = GI.CRC2 
	

(3.5.1), 

whilst a NOR function produces a logic 10' at the corresponding output 

GR as implemented by 

GR = GI + CRC2 
	

(3.5.2). 

These NAND and NOR gates are arranged in sequence to produce the 

FS word on command. 	It should be noted here that the mixing gates 

cause an inversion such that GO = GI in both cases when the command 

function is not pulsed (i.e. when CRC2 is 'o'). 	To compensate, 

the output from the balanced encoder should also be inverted. 

In the present system, the 14-bit balanced-code words are obtained 

(along with the 7-bit binary code words) at the output of the A/D 

conversion store. FF by utilising both the non-inverted and inverted 

store outputs. 	In particular, the 14-bit balanced code structure 

'FF1 , FF1, -----FF7,FF7', is implemented according to the choice of 

code given previously. (Sect. 3.2 above refers.) It can be seen 

from fig. 3.5.1 that this code is suitably inverted at the input 

to the sampling gates. 

Since the A/D conversion process is completed and the resulting codes 

(both binary and balanced codes) are stored in the FF outputs on 

receipt of the positive-pulse-edge transition of control function 

FFC7 ,/ 
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this same function is conveniently used for P/S entry control to 

the output buffer. 	To avoid any 'race' conditions, the output 

buffer is then stored by C which has a single positive-pulse-edge 

transition occurring mid-way through the FFC7 pulse period 

( cf. fig. 3.3.2  above). 

The relationship between FFC7  and the output bit stream is 

illustrated by the oscilloscope traces of fig. 3.5.2. 	It can be 

seen from fig. 3.5.2a that the first bit of each word (in this case 

the FS word and 14-bit data words corresponding to the 7-bit binary 

code '1111111' ) is clocked out in the middle of each FFC7 pulse 

period. 	Pig. 3.5.2b shows the inclusion of the PS word every sixth 

FFC7 pulse, this being the desired channel commutation rate. 

The serial output of the buffer shift register provides the binary 

data for r.f. transmission. 	In view of this, the shift-register 

output drives a COS/MOS non-inverting buffer amplifier 
8 
 which then 

provides a suitable interface to the transmitter frequency controlling 

device. 	[This interface is considered in the next section.] 

3.6 The radio frequency transmitter circuit 

In chapter 1, bio-telemetry was defined as the science of transmission 

of biological information to accessible locations. 	The techniques 

described in the previous sections of This chapter change the 

biological information signals into a form suitable for r.f. 

transmission from one location to another. 	An r.f. transmission link 

intended for use with low-power, near-field, implanted telemetry 

5  sources has been previously developed for a PDM/FM telemetry system. 
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FIG. 3.5.2 Oscilloscope traces showing the relationship between 

the PIS control function, and 

the output bit stream with the maximum signal 

level applied to each data input channel. 
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The r.f. transmitter source of that system is fabricated as a thin-

film circuit and, in accordance with the proposal of sect. 1.5 

(viz, that this prototype transmitter source should be built using 

an existing thin-film transmitter circuit), it is considered here 

as a continuous-wave binary FSK source. 

The circuit diagram of the thin-film r.f. transmitter is given in 

fig. 3.6.1. 	In order to minimise the size of the larger discrete 

components required to be bonded to the thin-film substrate (viz. 

the varactor diode, the oscillator capacitance and inductance, and 

the antenna tuning capacitance) the carrier frequency is made as 

large as possible. 	The frequency chosen is 27IIHz which verges on 

the upper limit 24 (viz. 30MHz) of the allowed transmission band. 

Oscillator tuning is achieved by varying the d.c. bias on the 

varactor diode. 	The stability of the carrier frequency is directly 

dependent upon the quality of the power-supply voltage, since extra 

voltage-controlling circuitry is unsuitable for an implantable 

circuit ( of. subsection 3.3.3 above). 	For implantation, the 

power-supply comprises a series of mercury watch cells 63  which 

produce a one per cent reduction in carrier frequency corresponding 

to a well-defined ten per cent reduction in voltage level during 

their effective working life. However, since r.f. tuning and AFC 

are readily implemented in the receiver ( of. section 4.2 below), 

this amount of variation in carrier frequency is acceptable in 

practice. 

The accuracy of the frequency separation control is also dependent 

upon the variations in power-supply voltage. 
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Specifically, the difference in voltage level associated with the 

binary digits is defined by the output swing of a COS/MOS buffer 

amplifier ( cf. sect. 3.5 above) which is virtually the same as 

the power supply voltage8. Although the required modulating 

signal voltage level is approximately five per cent of the power 

supply voltage 5., the per-centage accuracy in the resulting frequency 

separation remains the same as the per-centage accuracy of the 

power supply voltage (viz, ten per cent as noted above). 	In 

anticipation of this, the desired frequency separation may be 

initially preset to a larger value thereby defining the per-centage 

accuracy to be within +5 per cent overall. Such a variation has 

been shown ( cf. sect. 2.5 above) to effectively reduce the 

performance of the telemetry system by at most 0.1 dB in 	( the 

received signal-to-noise ratio). 	Since this effective reduction 

in performance is negligible in comparison with an expected variation 

of 1dB in received signal power ( Cf. subsection 4.2.5 below), the 

+5 per cent accuracy of the frequency separation control is 

considered to be acceptable in the present system. 

Two practical points in the design of the frequency-separation control 

are worthy of comment here:- 

(i) 	The output impedance of the variable-resistance control and 

the capacitive load in the oscillator tank circuit have a low- 

pass filtering effect on the modulating waveform. 	In the 

present system, however, the output impedance of 1Kg and 

capacitive load of 80pF give a time constant of 80ns which is 

negligible in comparison with the transmitted bit period of 
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(±i) The output of the frequency-separation control is capacitively 

coupled to the oscillator tuning circuit. 	Bearing in mind 

that such capacitor coupling is to be avoided in situations 

where the average value of the binary data is likely to vary 

( cf. sect. 1.4 above), we note that it is acceptable in the 

present system since the balanced code to be transmitted 

ensures that each binary symbol occurs with the same relative 

frequency. 

In view of (±) above, the frequency-modulating waveform effectively 

retains a rectangular pulse profile and the spectrum of the resulting 

P5K signal may be calculated accordingly. 	Since the balanced-code 

data to be transmitted are essentially of a random nature, then an 

28 average-power spectral distribution can be defined 27, which gives 

the best indication of the minimum system transmission-bandwidth 

requirements. 	The average-power spectrum W6(w) of a continuous-wave 

binary P5K signal is given by 

MT 
= 	 [sa2f(w+w2)T/2j + Sa2f(u_w2)T/2} 

S 	 4 

+ Sa2L(wj)T/2I+ Sa2[(wj)T/21] 	 (3.6.1), 

where r is a dummy variable, T is the balanced-code bit period, 

and w2  are the binary keying frequencies and 

Sa(x) a sinx/x 	 (3.6.2). 

- 	 2 
[Appendix 3 refers.]By inspection, Sa (x)< 0.01 for x )-10. 
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Accordingly, the one per cent spectral bandwidth Br  (defined for 

may be given by 

Br  (40 + (w
2-w1 )T}/2itT 	( 2 > 1 ) 
	

(3.6.3). 

The choice of keying frequencies w1  and w2  is dependent upon the 

receiver filter implemented (cf. sect. 2.5 above). 	In this 

prototype system, a critically-coupled band-pass filter is 

implemented; for which (w2-w1  )T/2n = 1.26 (cf. subsection 4.2.1 

below), so that with T = 10)xs we have Br = 770KHz. 

In practice, however, the total required transmission bandwidth 

(comprising the spectral bandwidth component Br  and a component 

representing the expected drift in carrier frequency) is the 

important parameter in the design of the r.f. transmission and 

reception antennas. 	The transmitter antenna is of immediate 

interest, and (from fig. 3.6.0 it can be seen to be the inductance 

coil of a tuned-tank circuit. 	Obviously, the transmitter 

performance will be severly degraded if the carrier frequency drifts 

outwith the bandwith of the tank circuit. 

In anticipation of the one per cent reduction in carrier frequency 

(as discussed above), the carrier frequency may be set initially 

high thereby defining an overall drift in carrier frequency of 

within one per cent (= 270 KRz). Accordingly, the total required 

transmission bandwidth is 1.04 MHz [= (270 + 770)KHz ]. 	For the 

prototype system, a Q-value of 9 is chosen for the antenna circuit; 

this value being chosen since it defines a 3dB bandwidth of at least 

3MHz/ 
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3MHz and since, moreover, it ensures that the average power spectrum 

[defined above for W5(w) > 0.01] is attenuated by no more than 10 

per cent during the transmission process. 

The foregoing discussion demonstrates that the thin-film r.f. 

transmitter circuit of fig. 3.6.1 is suitable for the transmission 

of the continuous-wave binary FSK signal. 	The design analysis of 

the prototype telemetry source is thus completed. 
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CHAPTER 

THE DESIGN OF THE DIGITAL BlO-TELEMETRYRECEIVER SYSTI 

4.1 General 

In this digital-telemetry system, the receiver function is essentially 

to detect shifts in the transmitted frequency and to convert these 

shifts into a corresponding digital form which is acceptable for 

output to some data storage/compression device. 	A block diagram 

of the basic system isven in fig. 4.1.1. 	It comprises four main 

blocks of circuitry, viz. 

(i) 	the FS _to to detect shifts in the transmitted frequency, 

() the bit-schronisation circuit to isolate the transmitted 

bit rate for the synchronous regeneration of the received data 

from the detected shifts in frequency, 

the bit-decision circuit to regenerate the binary data from 

the detected shifts in frequency by deciding upon the 

presence of a particular bit at a time synchronised with the 

end of the hit period, and 

thefrase-nchronisation_circuit to isolate the PS word and 

synchronise the transfer of data to an output device for 

further processing. 

Before discussing the design of the telemetry receiver in detail, 

it is useful to reviethe two basic design criteria which are 

(a) that the cost of producing the receiver sbould not be excessive 

since it is to he expected that more than one message source will 

be monitored simultaneously (thereby requiring more than one 

receiver). 

and! 
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(b) that the receiver should be easy to operate since it will normally 

be used by personnel not skilled in electronics. 

The design of the telemetry receiver to meet these criteria is 

discussed in the following sections of this chapter. [Pig. 4.1 .1 

refers.] 

4.2 The PSK detector 

The discussion in chapter 2 has shown that a narrow-band filter with 

discriminator detection is to be preferred for the detection of 

continuous-wave binary-FSK data. However, in view of an expected 

drift in carrier frequency f r  of around 300KHz (cf. sect. 3.6 above), 

which is of the same order as the filter bandwidth required for a 

transmitted bit frequency of 100KHz in the present prototype system, 

practical implementation of this detection technique requires an r.f. 

tuner, narrow-band filtering then being achieved in the i.f. 

amplifier. 

An i.f. frequency f1  of 2.5MHz is chosen so as to satisfy the band-pass 

filter symmetry requirements discussed in sect. 2.4 (according to 

which f.> 10 B3). Do.rn-conversion of f r= 27rLHz) to 2.5MHz is 

achieved with a local oscillator frequency f 0  centred, in this case, 

on 29.5M11z. 	In view of design criterion (a) given in sect. 4.1 

however, the local oscillator tuning range is designed to be of the 

order ± 3MHZ, which facilitates time selective monitoring of any one 

of several message sources frequency multiplexed in the band. 24-30 

MHz for simultaneous r.f. transmission. 	The 6MH7. tuning range is 

obtained by utilining a self-excited L-C oscillator and the choice 

of high-side--heat frequency conversion (i.e. f = f 0-f 1 ), whilst 

introducing a frequency inversion, reduces the design constraints 

associated with such a wide tuning range. 
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At these telemetry frequencies, however, self--excited L-C oscillators 

are subject to drift and short-term frequency instability which could 

be particularly troublesome in the present narrow-band system, the 

frequency conversion process producing a greater percentage variation 

at the lower if. frequency. 	AFC (automatic-frequency-control) 

circuitry is incorporated to combat such unwanted variations in f.. 

[An analysis of the AFC is given in appendix 4.1 

A block diagram of the complete FSK detector is shown in fig. 4.2.1. 

It will be noticed that the structure of the FSK detector is essentially 

the same as that of a conventional FM receiver. 	Indeed, the 

specification of the two systems would be identical except for the 

i.f. and post-detection filters. 	For FM reception the i.f. filter 

must be wide enough to accept the FM spectrum and the post-detection 

filter must provide the major filtering effect, the requisite cut- 

off frequency being the highest expected modulation frequency. 	For 

the FSK detector, on the other hand, the predominant filtering 

action is from the i.f. filter, the post-detection filter being used 

to remove unwanted harmonics at the output of the phase-locked-loop 

demodulator (implemented in view of the discussion in sect. 2.3). 

The design and operation of the FSK detector is considered in the 

following sub-sections. 	[Fig. 4.2.1 refers.] 

4.2.1 The mixer, i.f. filter and nmplifier 

The circuit diagram of the mixer, i.f. filter and amplifier is given 

in fig. 4.2.2. 	The integrated circuit amplifiers CA3005 and CA3001 

are used reapectively for the mixer and the i.f. amplifier. 	These 

devices are chosen for three reasons, viz. 
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their suitability for operation at the r.f. and i.f, 

frequencies, 

their performance is well specified, and 

they provide common--mode rejection of unwanted signals when 

used differentially. 

In the operating mode shown, the CA3005  amplifer facilitates 

multiplicative mixing 
64 
 between the r.f. and local-oscillator 

frequencies, thereby producing signals at the sum and difference 

frequencies. 	Due to device nonlinearities, other spurious signals 

are produced, but these are of little consequence in the present 

system, since the i.f. filter rejects all frequency components 

except the required difference frequency. 

For test purposes, it was decided to implement a critically-coupled 

tuned i.1. filter. 	The 3dB bandwidth and keying frequency separation 

requirements for optimum discriminator detection of binary FSK with 

such a filter system have been derived previously (cf. chapter 2 

above). 	In particular, the 3dB bandwidth B3  is specified in terms 

of the transmitted bit period T by the relationship 

B 
3 
 T = 1.25 (=m 3 ) 	 (4.2.1) 

(table 2.6.1 above refers), whilst the frequency separation 2fd is 

specified with respect to B3  by the relationship 

2Afd/13 = 1.0 (= D0 ) 	 .....(4.2.2) 

(table 2.5.3 above refers). 	For the present system with rJ1015 

(cf. sect.  3.3 above), we have B3 	2f\f d = 1251flhz. 
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The filter thus specified is implemented by means of capacitive 

top coupling, this technique being chosen in preference to mutual-

inductive coupling so as to give a finer control over the value of 

coupling coefficient. 	A mathematical analysis of capacitive top- 

coupling is given in appendix 5 from which the relevant design 

equations, for critical coupling at the resonance frequency 	may 

be summarised as follows: 

= j +J(RR) = j/4 cCm  

r = Z= R/2 

Z 
0 	
=R 

S 
 /2 

B 	= f2 (2L L /R p, )12 
3 	C( 	S pS 

f 
C 	

= 1/2n 1L M.  (a + CA = 1/2 i s mL (a + a sj  )} 
ip  

(4.2.3), 

(4.2.4), 

(4.2.5), 

(4.2.6), 

(4.2.7); 

where the components R 
p S 
, R , L p , L S , C P , C s , C m 

 are as shown in fig. 

4.2.21  Z in is the filter input impedance, Z0  is the filter output 

impedance, and v5/i is the phasor representation of the filter 

forward transfer impedance. 

For this design R.  = R p , and, In view of the inverse proportionality 

relationship with 0.  [cf. with (4.2.3) above], the most convenient 

value of R is found to be 3.6KQ. 	The resulting filter input 

impedance of 1.BKQ (= R1/2), together with a localoscillator signal 

level of 2.5 volts peak-to-peak gives a mixer-stage gain of 15. 

[A local-oscillator signal of 2.5 volts pek-tc-pea1: minimises the 

mixer noise figure and may he obtained practically without screening.] 

In the operating mode sIorn the i.f. amplifier has a gain of 16 and 

thus defines a total voltage gain in the Lf. channel of 240 (= 16x1 5) 

or 47dB. 
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In view of possible future developments, such as the incorporation 

of AGC (automatic gain control) and a signal-strength meter, the 

maximum signal level at the output of the i.f. channel is specified 

as lOOmV r.m.s. to avoid saturating the input of the following 

limiter stage (cf. subsection 4.2.2 below). 	Accordingly, the 

maximum signal levels allowed at the i.f. amplifier and mixer inputs 

are then 6mV r.m.s. and 400iV r.m.s. respectively. 

4.2.2 The limiter and PLLD 

The circuit diagram of the limiter-demodulator is given in fig. 

4.2.3. 	The limiter comprises two RCA CA3001 integrated circuit 

amplifiers in cascade together with the differential amplifier input 

to the PLLD. 	In the operating mode shown, the voltage gain of the 

limiting amplifier is about 120 or 42dB. 

The minimum signal level at the input to the PLLD to ensure 

saturation 
65  is reciuired to be 10lnVr.m.s., which in turn defines 

the minimum signal level at the input to the limiting amplifier to be 

about lmV r.m.s. 	Accordingly, the lOOinV r.m.s. signal expected at 

the i.f. channel output (cf. subsection 4.2.1 above) is effectively 

hard-limited, by this arrangement. 

A SigneiicsNE562B general-purpose phase-locked-loop 1C is used as 

the demodulator. 	In this system (with hard limiting of the input 

signal), the PLL has two very useful features, viz. 

() 	the FIb open-loop gain is constant thus facilitating the 

specification of a set of fixed (i.e. signal-indenendent) 

closed-loop op:rational characteristics, and 

()/ 
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(ii) the loop phase detector has a linear transfer characterisbic 

thus providing for linear frequency demodulation. 

The desired PLLD operational characteristics have been discussed 

previously (cf. sect. 2.3 above) and are simply 

that the ratio of loop capture range to lock range should be 

approximately unity, thereby ensuring that the loop 'relocks' 

after an 'unlocking' transient 26, 36, and 

that the demodulator should be broad-band in comparison with 

the i.f. filter bandwith. 

Requirement (a) is achieved by designing the PLL to have a second-

order closed-loop transfer function with a damping factor greater36 

than 0. 5. 	For requirement (b), the PLLD is designed to have a 

lock range of ± 300K11z centred on the i.f. frequency of 2.5 MHz. 

It can be seen from fig. 4.2.3 that the PLLD provides both differential 

and single-ended demodulator outputs. 	The single-ended output 

(which has a sensitivity of 5V/MHz) is used as the normal demodulated 

output and drives the post-detection filter circuit whilst the 

differential output (which has a sensitivity of 0.68V/N11z) drives 

the AFC circuitry. 

4.2.3 The T)0~3t-d.etcction filter and squarer 

The circuit diagram of the post-detection filter and squarer is 

given in fig. 4.2.4. 	The function of the post-detection filter in 

this application is primarily to remove um:anted harmonics from the 

PLLD output. 	It as found that these distortion components could be 

successfully filtoied by the single-stage low-pass filter nho:n 

(cf./ 
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(c±. sect. 5.3 below). 	This filter has a time constant of 5ps 

and (in comparison to the i.f. filter) does not significantly filter 

the noise component in the demodulatc output. 

The output of the post-detection filter represents the detected 

FSK signal. 	This detected signal is squared for compatibility with 

the digital circuits required for further processing. 	A high 

speed integrated circuit comparator is used for squaring and a logic-

level conversion stage ensures compatibility with TTL (transistor-

transistor-logic) digital devices. 

It is worth noting here that there is an inversion between the 

TTL compatible output and the output of the PLLD. 	This arrangement 

compensates for the inversion in frequency deviation produced by 

the high-side-beat mixing of f. and f0. 	The effects of this 

inversion must also be bourne in mind in the design of the AFC 

loop. 

4.2.4 The AFC channel and local oscillator 

The circuit diagram of the AFC channel and local oscillator is 

given in fig. 4.2.5. 	The local oscillator basically consists of 

an r.f. amplifier with mutual-inductive feedback in a tank circuit. 

Two separate varactor diode stacks in the tank circuit provide for 

oscillator tuning and AFC, their respective control circuits being 

isolated from the oscillator by low-pass filters. 

In this systam, the AFC control voltage is derived at the PLLD 

differential output and amplified using a differential operational 

amplifier arrangement 66 which also accommodates the AFC low-pass 

filter! 
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filter (cf. appendix 4 below). 	In view of the extremely bad common- 

mode rejection properties of the operational amplifier at high 

frequencies, however, a low-pass filter was required to attenuate 

the high-frequency harmonic distortion in the FLLD output before 

amplification. 

The single-ended output of the differential amplifier arrangement 

provides the automatic-frequency-control voltage. Accordingly, it is 

the most suitable position for inserting a centred-balanced meter 

and an automatic-frequency-control ON/OFF switch which facilitate 

detector tuning. 	In normal operation, the switch is opened for 

rough tuning and closed for fine tuning with the aid of AFC, the 

value of the i.f. carrier frequency being displayed at all times on 

the centre-balanced meter. 

The relationshipobtained in practice between f and the differential 

amplifier input and output voltages are illustrated by the curves of 

fig. 4.2.6. 	It can be seen that the input voltage is linearly 

dependent upon f1  within the range 2.2 to 2.814Hz, which is the lock 

range of the PLLD (cf. subsection 4.2.2 above). 	The output 

voltage is also linearly dependent upon f1, but with a negative 

gradient and for the narrower tracking range 2.35 to 2.651TUz. 	[The 

negative gradient is required for AFC operation with high-side-heat 

mixing.] Accordingly, the AFC-loop lock range may be defined to be 

± 150KHz with respect to the nominal i.f. centre frequency of 2.5MHz. 

It is also useful to specify the AFC lock runge with respect to 

This characteristic is found from the AFC closed--loop gain 

characteristic which is shown in fig. 4.2.7. 	It can be seen that 

the total lock range is around 9MHz but, due to the nonlinear capacitance-

-voltage/ 
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Fig. 4.2.7 	Closed-loop AFO transfer characteristic. 
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voltage law of the varactor diodes, the variation about 27MHz is 

asymmetrical. 	However, for the expected drift in f of the order 

of ± 150KHz (Cf. sect. 3.6 above), the characteristic is essentially 

linear and the analysis of AFC (given in appendix 4) holds 

accordingly. 

4.2.5 The receiver antenna and r.f. amplifier 

A receiver antenna and broad-band r.f. amplifier system have been 

developed previously for use in low-power, near-field telemetry 

from an implanted source. Accordingly, this circuit was used to 

establish that the FSK detector would operate in an operational 

environment. 	[The operation of the FSK detector in an experimental 

environment is discussed later (in sect. 5.4 below).] 

The circuit diagram of the existing antenna and r.f. amplifier is 

given in fig. 4.2.8. 	The antenna comprises a coil of wire 

encircling the cage of the animal being monitored. 	[Since the 

r.f. source is also a coil of wire (cf. sect. 3.6 above) the r.f. 

transmission path is essentially between the loosely coupled 

primary and secondary coils of an r.f. transformer.] The antenna 

coil is arranged for maximum signal pick-up which is estimated 25 

to be at most 15.iV r.m.s. in the present transmission link. 	It 

should be noted, however, that due to the animal's movement within 

the cage, the received signal power may be reduced by as much as 

20 per cent or equivalently 1dB. 	The noise component in the 

received signal, on the other hand, remains constant and has an 

25 	
2 r.m.s. level estimated 	to be about 0.008iY.Hz. 
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The r.f. amplifier is a single-stage transistor amplifier which 

gives an r.f. stage gain of 25. 	This gain gives a maximum signal 

level at the mixer input of around 380pV r.m.s. which is less than 

the limit of 400iiV r.m.s. set for normal operation (cf. subsection 

4.2.1 above). 	The r.f. filter has a 3dB bandwidth of 1.5MHz which 

is broad enough to cope with the expected drifts in carrier frequency 

and also ensures that 1.1. filtering is predominant. 	It should 

be noted, however, that this bandwidth is much less than the desired 

6MHz receiver tuning range. 	The design of a more suitable r.f. 

stage is therefore required for the practical implementation of this 

receiver system. 

From the received signal and noise levels specified above, the 

existing r.f. link is estimated to provide a received signal-to-- 

noise ratio in the i.f. bandwidth of around 13dB. 	[This is a good 

estimate in practice since, at the telemetry frequency utilised 

here, the space radiation noise picked up by the antenna is 

significantly larger than the noise contributions of the active 

devices used in this receiver amplifier system 
67]  We conclude 

this discussion of the P5K detector by noting that the signal-to- 

noise ratio of 13dB is significantly larger than the 7dB threshold value 

derived experimentally for the complete receiver system. 	[Sect. 

5.5. below refers.] 

4.3 The bit-synchronisation and bit-regeneration - Systems 

The transmitted data consist of a series of balanced-code bits 

occurring at some bit rate which is constant (or approximately so). 

For the detection and further processing of the transmitted bits, 

it is necessary to have a receiver-based clock generator that is 

coherent with the bit rate. This clock must be derived from the 

transmitted data. 
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The average spectral density wd(w)  of the transmitted balanced 

code data (assumed to be random for analysis purposes) is derived 

in appendix 6 and is rewritten here, as 

urn 1 •j 
wd(0) = N co N+1 T T_ ( w 2  T 4  Sa 4 (wT/2)} 

From eqn. (4.3.1),  it can be seen that there are no discrete 

frequency components present in wd(w). 	Specifically, there is no 

component at the bit rate and, moreover, Wd(w)  can be seen to have 

a null at the bit rate [i.e. substituting for the bit rate f = l/T 

gives sin(27tfbT/2)= 0, and consequently we have Wd(2-rcfb)=  0]. 

Such a null in the spectrum of the transmitted data implies that 

the desired coherent clock waveform cannot be obtained by simply 

filtering the waveform of the received data. 

In practice, the statistical properties of the transmitted data will 

be for the most part unknown (cf. sect. 3.1 above). 	However, since 

there is no definite indication that the data will not be random, 

we must assume here that it will be random and, accordingly, make 

provision for generating the required coherent clock from data whose 

spectrum has a null at the desired clock frequency. 

In particular, we note that timing information in such a data 

signal is carried in the transitions between the binary digit 

levels, the times of transitions marking the boundaries of bit 

intervals. 	Transitions can have either positive or negative 

direction, but both polarities have the same meaning for timing 

recovery. 	If a series of unidirectional pulses is generated to mark 

transition times, there will be a discrete component of the bit 

frequency in this pulse train. 
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Accordingly, the received signal is first differentiated to mark 

the data transitions. 	The pulses of opposite polarity (obtained 

for positive and negative transitions) are then full-wave rectified 

to form pulses of the same polarity. These rectified pulses will 

have a discrete spectral component at the bit frequency which can 

be isolated by one of two methods:- 

(i) By feeding the rectified pulse train into a tank circuit 

tuned to the bit frequency, the tank will resonate at this 

frequency and (provided the tank Q-factor is large enough) 

continue to resonate when no timing information is available. 

(i±) By feeding the rectified pulse train into a PLL circuit 

centred on the bit frequency, the PLL will'lock on' and 

(provided the loop bandwidth is small enough) maintain a signal 

with this frequency in the absence of timing information. 

The bit-synchronisation process is complete when the coherent 

signal [obtained by either (i) or (ii)] is squared and phase-

adjusted so that one edge of each pulse coincides with the end of 

the corresponding bit period in the detected FSK signal. 

It has been noted (in subsection 3.3.1 above) that a variation of 

± 1 per cent in the bit-rate is to be expected. 	The filter 

technique of () must therefore be broad-band enough to prevent 

such a variation causing compartively large phase deviations (from 

the nominally tuned condition) of the clock-pulse waveform. 	The 

PLL technique 
26

of 11), on the other hand, has an extra facility 

that allows the tracking of slow drifts in the bit frequency whilst 

providing a narrow bandwidth. 	Accordingly, it is used in this 

application. 
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The circuit diagram of the complete bit-synchronisation process 

is given in fig. 4.3.1. 	The signal input is derived at the 

squarer output in the FSK detection system. 	[Fig. 4.2.4 refers.] 

Differentiation is achieved by the coupling capacitor C   in the 

first amplifier stage and produces hi-directional pulses of constant 

amplitude defined by the amplifier gain and the separation in 

voltage levels at the squarer output. 	The two diode-resistor 

combinations at the output of the amplifier produce parallel 

half-wave rectified pulses of opposite polarity which are then 

effectively combined to give pulses of the same polarity. 	This is 

achieved by the differential-input stage of the PLL integrated 

circuit device used here (viz, a signetics 65 NE562B). 

The relationships between the signals thus discussed (viz, the 

squarer, differentiator, and full-wave rectifier output signals) 

are illustrated by the oscilloscope traces of fig. 4.3.2 for the 

frame-synchronisation bit pattern appearing at the squarer output. 

It should be noted that data extraction will eventually depend 

upon how well this system remains synchronised to the received 

data. Of particular importance in this connection are the PLL 

filter 'unlock' characteristics. 	It has been shown that rapid 

'relock' (after an extraneous perturbation has caused the loop 

36,39,40 
to become 'unlocked') is achieved 	when the ratio of loop 

capture range to lock range is approximately unity. 	The PLL 

filter is designed to meet this criterion, accordingly. 

In particular, the PLL functions of tracking and filtering are 

implemented in this system by two distinct feedback loops. 	The 

feedback/ 
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FIG. 4.3.2 Oscilloscope traces showing the relationship of 

the squared demodulated signal, 

the differentiated signal, and 

the full-wave rectified signal (PLL input signal). 
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FIG. 4.3.3 Oscilloscope traces showing the relationship of 

the PLL input signal, 

the PLL output signal, and 

the monostable output signal. 
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feedback-loop normally utilised 
65 
 (in the NF,562B device) provides 

for a narrow-band filter with a lock range to capture range ratio 

of unity. 	The lock range of this loop is chosen to be ± 1 per 

cent of the bit frequency f b 
 since at lower values voltage drifts 

within the PLL device will reduce its operating performance 
65 

A second loop, specifically via the differential amplifier circuit, 

facilitates the tracking of slow drifts in bit rate. 	In comparison 

with the previous loop described, this loop has an extremely narrow 

bandwidth and a much wider lock range (Viz. ± 10 per cent of 	so 

that the maximum expected drift of ± 1 per cent in the transmitted 

bit-rate effectively produces only a ± 10 per cent change in the 

phase of the PLL output signal. 

Initial tuning of this PLL circuit is most easily achieved by 

monitoring the tuning meter with the additional loop open- 

circuited. 	Once tuned, the additional loop is closed and the 

normal functions of filtering and tracking can then take place. 

The operation of this arrangement is the same as that of the 

discriminator-aided acquisition of lock described by Gardner 26 

The comparatively broad-band loop acts as a discriminator with a 

capture range of ± 1 per cent of f b whilst the narrow-band loop 

acts as a conventional tracking filter. 	Essentially, the 

discriminator action ensures that whereas loss of lock is never 

permanent, it is achieved at the expense of a greater noise output 

power. 
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This PLL circuit provides a square-wave output signal, thus 

obviating the need for a special squaring device. 	On the other 

hand, it requires a logic level conversion stage to drive the TTL 

retriggerable monostable 
68  used here for final phase adjustments 

of the regenerated clock waveform. 	In particular, the monostable 

output pulse period is synchronised with the end of the corresponding 

bit-period of the detected P3K signal. 	The oscilloscope traces 

of fig. 4.3.3 show the relationships obtained in practice between 

the PLL input signal, the PLL output signal, and the regenerated 

clock waveform appearing at the monostable output. 

By using the monostable output signal to clock the value of the 

squared detected signal into a storage device, a decision on the 

presence of a certain bit is made at the point of maximum demodulated 

signal strength. The storage device can be considered to be part 

of the frame-synchronisation process (to be considered in the next 

section). 

4.4 The frame-synchronisation system 

A pulse communication receiver must perform two synchronisation 

functions before the data received can yield information 69,70 

Firstly, it must provide (as discussed in the previous section) a 

time base which can be used to determine the end of an individual bit 

period. 	Secondly, it must indicate the occurrence of a distinct 

pattern of bits inserted in the waveform at the transmitter for 

sorting' the various channels of data within a frame. 	This latter 

function is knovm as frame (or group) srnchronisation. 
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In terms of modern information theory 69,  the ideal frame 

synchronisation process is 

(i) to store any number of complete frames of regenerated data, 

(n) to compute (from these stored data and also from the prior 

knowledge available about the IFS word) the probability that 

the PS word is inserted at each bit position of the most 

recently received frame, and 

(iii) to select on this basis the most probable position in which 

the PS word was inserted. 

No amount of processing can do better. 	The ideal frame synchronisation 

process thus consists of a number of computations of probability 

made in parallel (as many as there are bit—positions within the 

frame) followed by a selection of the position whose probability is 

greatest. 

The implementation of this ideal process was costed and found to 

be excessively expensive (mainly in consequence of the price of 

the large storage element required). 	It was decided, therefore, 

to adopt a more conventional frame synchronisation process. 

The conventional approach to frame synchronisation is to set some 

threshold criterion on which to base the 'sync' decision and then 

to search serially through successive regenerated bit positions 

for a sequence of bits that meet this criterion. 	The bit 

position corresponding to the first sequence of bits to satisfy the 

criterion is then declared to be the sync position sought and the 

synchronisation process locks into that position. 	To aid this 

process, the PS word is usually constructed (as shown in sect. 3.2) 

in such a way as to minimize the probability that some other sequence 

of b ts might be zis taken for this word. 
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A flow chart of the basic process adopted here is given in 

fig. 4.4.1. 	It can be seen that two operating modes can be 

defined, viz. 

the search mode, and 

the sync mode. 

A transition between these operating modes is controlled by 

comparing the relevant coincidencecounts (denoted here by cc) with 

a coincidence count threshold level (denoted here by CCT), each 

coincidence count being obtained by a comparison of the known PS 

word with the most recent 14 bits of regenerated data. 

In the search mode, the value of CCT is set to Ti (say) and values 

of CC are obtained for each bit position of the data until the 

condition 

CC 	CCT 

is satisfied. Once this condition is satisfied the operation 

transfers to the sync mode. 

In the sync mode, 84 data bits (i.e. one frame of data in the 

present trial system) are allowed to pass between obtaining values 

of CC and testing the condition (4.4.1). 	If such a sync-mode 

test is successful, the process continues to operate in the sync 

mode for another 84-bit period. 	The previous 84 data bits are 

then known to exist between two groups of bits satisfying the 

coincidence-count threshold and are transferred to an output- 

buffer store accordingly. 	Also, the value of CCT is reduced to T2 

(say)for continuing operation in the sync mode. 
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Fig. 4.4.1 Flow chart of the frame-synchronisation process. 



If a sync-mode test is unsuccessful, on the other hand, the 

operation is returned to the search mode, no data are transferred 

to the output buffer store, and CCT is reset to TI. 

The performance of this process is clearly dependent upon the 

choice of threshold settings for the search and sync modes. 	If 

the threshold values are set too high, a sync decision (i.e. the 

outcome of a successful sync test) may be delayed for an indefinite 

period of time during which all the data are lost. 	If the 

threshold values are set too low, then false sync decisions will 

occur at a high rate, and again all the data are lost. 

It is shown experimentally (sect. 5.5 above refers) that a threshold 

value of 1r (the received signal-to-noise ratio), above which there 

is no significant loss of frame synchronisation, can be defined for 

particular values of Ti and T2. 	Since the transmitted signal power 

is not at a premium in this telemetry system, it was decided that 

the particular threshold value of I., corresponding to the choice 

of TI and T2, should define the minimum received signal strength. 

In the present system s  therefore, the values of Ti and T2 are 

chosen (bearing in mind the foregoing discussion) to combat the 

more practical problem of comparatively short-term increases in 

the eriur-rate of the recovered data caused by spurious noise sources 

(other than Gaussian) not considered in the theoretical analysis. 

For the 14-bit transmission code of this system, the values of 

Ti and T2 are chosen as 13 and 11 respectively after consideration 

of the worst-cese-data cross-correlation coefficients (listed in 

fig. 3.2.1 above). 	The value of 13 for the search-mode threshold 

level/ 
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level Ti requires that at least three errors occur successively 

in the same worst-possible data word before a wrong sync decision 

is made. 	This choice also allows one error to be made in 

each correct FS word thus ensuring rapid synchronisation for 

normal operation. 	The choice of ii for the sync-mode threshold 

T2 means that four errors must be made before an FS word is not 

acceptable, thus avoiding loss of lock except with extremely high 

error-rates. 	Moreover, this choice of T2 requires that at least 

one error be made in the same worst-possible data word continuously 

for a false synchronisation condition to be retained. 	False 

synchronisation is therefore unlikely to be prolonged in normal 

operation. 

The frame-synchronisation process under discussion (fig. 4.4.1 

refers) was built using TTL devices to make use of the variety of 

68,71 	 / 
MSI-circuit modules now available 	. A circuit/block 

diagram of the system implemented is given in fig. 4.4.2. 	An 

explanation of the operation of this system follows. 

The regenerated data are clocked into a 16-stage serial-in/parallel- 

out shift register. 	In accordance with the discussion in sect. 

4.3 above, the first stage of this shift register performs the bit-

decision-making process since the binary value present at the data 

input Is stored by a positive-pulse-edge transition of the synchronised 

clock waveforn (denoted here by c). 	The first fourteen parallel 

outputs then represent the most reccntl.y recovered data and are 

compared with the PS word in the coincidence counter (to be discussed 

later). 	The last two-parallel outputs are compared in an 

EXCLUS IVE-iTOR/ 
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EXCLUSIVE-NOR logic gate whose output (denoted here bythe logic 

function PB) indicates the occurrence of the possible bit-error 

patterns 'iii and'OO' in the recovered data. [Sect. 3.2 above 

refers.] 	Accordingly, the output DB is utilised (as discussed 

later) to define errors in the regenerated data. 

Once every bit period, the 4-bit binary comparator device compares 

the coincidence count with the coincidence-count threshold value, 

either Ti or T2 (as -the case may be). 	The output of the comparator 

(denoted here by the logic function MCD) is clocked into a D-type 

flip-flop (I4CF) whose output then represents the sync/search mode 

control function (denoted here by MC). 	If MC is 	the system 

is considered to be in the search mode and each bit position is 

interrogated to find the synchronisation pattern. 	If MC is '1' 

the sync mode is operational and in this case, 84 bit positions 

are allowed to pass between tests for the synchronisation pattern. 

The 84 clock pulses are counted in three stages:- 

() 	A divide-by-t:o stage is clocked by the input timing waveform C. 

The output of this stage (denoted here by the logic function 

0D2) is used for clocking the regenerated data from the 16-

bit shift register into a 34.-bit shift register be-fore 

being passed to the buffer store (-to be discussed later). 

This divide-by-two process decodes the serial 14-bit balanced-

code words into the corresponding 7-bit binary-code words 

before output processing, and thus saves storage capacity. 

(ii) A self-starting ring counter divide-by-seven stage (referred 

to here cs ic) is cioshed by CD2. 
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(tit) A self-starting ring counter divide-by-six stage (referred 

to here as cc) is clocked by BEC, the first stage output 

of BRC. 

This technique of counting simplifies the generation of three 

logic functions which depend on count position:- 

The clock-input function of flip-flop NCR (denoted here by MCC) 

is given simply by 

MCC = CRCI.BRCI.CD2.C2 	 (4.4.2), 

where CRCI and CRCI are the decoded inputs to CRC and BRC 

respectively, and C2 is a logic function generated in the 

coincidence counter. 	Essentially, the function CRCI.BRCI.CD2 

defines the occurrence of the 84th bit position in each 

regenerated frame of data, whilst the function C2 ensures that 

the coincidence count is complete. 	An interesting design 

feature to note here is that if NC is '0' (thus indicating 

the search mode), the 'bit-counting' mechanism is constrained 

in the 84th bit position thereby allowing each regenerated 

bit position to be interrogated until the synchronisation pattern 

is found. 

The control function (denoted here by ST) for data transfer 

to the output buffer is given simply by 

SI = MCC.NCD.CCC 

where the logic function CCC (the output of flip-flop CIF) 

is '0' in the search mode and '1' for the continuation of the 

sync mode. 

(3)/ 
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(3) The function (denoted here by RI) indicating errors in the 

regenerated bit stream is given simply by 

RI = CRC1.CD2.NC.DB 

where CRY denotes the first stage output of CRC. 	Essentially, 

the function CR01 .CD2.MC ensures that the hit-error patterns 

indicated by the function LB (as discussed above) are restricted 

(a) to operation in the sync mode, (b) to the regenerated data 

words (i.e. the PS word is not monitored), and (c) to the 

correct phase position (i.e. after every two data-clock pulses). 

Although this function is not used here, it could be used as an 

extra control function (cf. sect. 3.2 above) in possible later 

systems. 

The logic functions MC and CCC also control the coincidence count 

threshold value, either Ti or T2 (as the case may be). 	In the 

search mode, MC is ¶QI and the threshold-controlling flip-flop 

TOP is reset in order to define the binary equivalent of Ti with 

its parallel outputs N and T. 	In the sync mode, MC is '1' 

and the reset on TOP is lifted. 	If the sync mode is maintained 

CCC becomes '1 which is then clocked into TOP (by CRC1) thereby 

interchanging the values stored at its parallel outputs to define 

the binary equivalent of T2. 

To conclude this discussion of the frame synchronisation process, 

the special devices, viz. 

the coincidence counter, and 

the output buffer store, 

are consiclerad in turn. 
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4.4.1 The coincidence counter 

The circuit diagram of the coincidence counter is given in fig. .4,4.3. 

This circuit has three basic operations,viz. 

() 	the generation of a coincidence pattern by presenting the 14- 

bit data input and the 14-bit FS word as the parallel-

inputs to fourteen 2-input EXCLUSIVE-NOR gates, 

(±) the storing of the coincidence pattern in a parallel-

input/serial-output shift register, and 

(iii) the clocking of the shift-register output into a 4-bit 

binary ripple counter thereby producing a binary representation 

of the coincidence count. 

A gated astable multivibrator provides the high-frequency pulse 

waveform to clock the shift register. 	The minimum clocking 

frequency is obtained by considering the following design features:- 

() At the start of each bit period, time must be allowed for the 

propagation delays to be expected in the generation and storage 

of the coincidence pattern. 	The time allowed for this 

process is governed by Cl which is derived from the clock 

input C by means of a retriggerable monostable. 	This same 

function is used to reset the 4-bit binary ripple counter in 

anticipation of the next count. 

(ii) At the end of each bit period, time must be allound for the 

comparison of the ripple counter output and the coincidence-

count threshold value before the ripple counter is reset. The 

time allowed for this process is governed by C2 whiek, (like Cl ) 

is derived from C by means of a rctriggerable mcnostable. 
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FIG. 4.4.4 Timing diagram of the coincidence count control functions. 
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FIG. 4.4 	Oscilloscope traces showing the relationships obtained in 

practice for some of the coincidence count control 

Functions. 
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The time period defined as C1.C2 is therefore used for counting the 

serial output pulses of the shift register. 	Since the bit period 

is lOps in the present system, speed is not of great importance, 

and the only design criterion is that the frequency of the multi-

vibrator should be large enough to allow at least fifteen timing 

pulses within the Cl .C2 pulse period. 

A timing diagram of these control functions is given in fig. 4.4.4. 

The astable multivibrator is gated by 02 and the resulting timing 

function is termed C2.CX, where CX can be considered to be a free-

running multivibrator output synchronised to the input clock. 	The 

oscilloscope traces of fig. 4.4.5 illustrate the relationships 

obtained in practice between some of these control functions. 

4.4.2 The output-buffer store and chJmltilex 

The regenerated data, held at the serial-input and in the parallel-

output stages of the 34-stage  output shift register (shown in fig. 

4.4.2), are transferred to an output-buffer register on receipt of 

the negative-pulse-edge transitions of the logic function SI 

[defined in eqn. (4.4.3)]. 	Normally the outputs of the buffer 

register could be grouped for separate channel outputs. 	In this 

case, however, these groups are multiplexed for output to a single 

processing unit, e.g. a computer. 

The circuit diagram of the output buffer store and multiplexer 

is shown in fig. 4.4.6. 	A channel selected for output is isolated 

by means of the logic functions CSx (x = 1 to 5). 	In particular, 

a 	on the channel select function corrosponding to the data of 

interest/ 
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interest transfers that data to the input of a 7-stage shift 

register. 	These data are then stored in the shift register on 

receipt of the negative-pulse-edge transition of the clock-input 

control function (denoted here by DC). 

Other techniques of multiplexing the various data channels are, 

of course, available by making use of the frame-synchronisation 

timing mechanism. 	In this system, however, the computer (or 

other processing device) may select and accept data at its own 

command. 

This completes a discussion of the analysis and design of the trial 

telemetry system. 	It remains, now, to investigate the performance 

of the system. 
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CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF THE TRIAL TELEMETRY SYSTEM 

5.1 General 

The choice and design of a prototype digital Mo-telemetry system 

has been considered in detail in the previous chapters. 	In order 

to assess the performance of this telemetry system, however, it 

must be investigated experimentally. 

In particular, the experimental work to be described in this chapter 

investigates four topics, viz. 

() 	the transmission characteristics of the TDM/PCN system, 

() the i.f. filter transient response to a continuous-wave 

binary FEK input signal, 

(t) the receiver error-probability/error-rate performance, and 

(iv) the noise performance of the receiver frame synchronisation 

process. 

These topics represent the major points of issue in the selection 

and design of the present system and are considered in turn. 

5.2 The transmission characteristics of the trial TD/PCMsvstem 

A detailed analysis of the implementation of the prototype TDM/ 

PCM systcm has been given in chapter V. 	According to this 

analysis the system operations can he summarised as 

(t) 	the sampling of five data-input channels at a frequency 

f 	1.6S KR, 
S 
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(ii) the quantising and encoding of these samples (A/D conversion) 

into 7-bit binary code words by a process of successive 

approximation, 

(jì) the further encoding of these 7-bit binary code words into 

14-bit balanced code words, and 

(iv) the serial output of these five 14.-bit  data words together 

with an extra 14-bit code word for receiver synchronisation 

purposes 

The quality of the TDM/PCI1 system information transmission capability 

is directly dependent on the initial sampling and A/D conversion 

processes. 	Since these processes occur in sequence and their 

individual actions are not readily isolated, it is expedient to 

examine their combined actions. 	Specifically, the TDM/PCN 

output characteristics examined are 

the overall linearity in sampling and quantising a continuous-

wave signal, and 

the variations in quantisation-step heights. 

The system arranged for investigating the linearity of the TDN/ 

PCM sampling and quantising processes is illustrated in fig. 5.2.1 

An oscilloscope time-base ramp signal (with a specified 72 non-

linearity of less than ± 1 per cent) is used as the test signal. 

The oscilloscope is interfaced with the TDIqj/PCM system via a resistive 

attenuator which ensures 

(i) that the maximum voltage level of the test signal just 

saturates (overloads) the TDM/PCH system ixput stage, and 

()/ 
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OSCILLOSCOPE 
TIME-BASE 
RAMP 
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SI 

_________ 	LOGIC LEVEL 
CLOCK CONVERTOR AND 

7R, 	TDIVVPCM LTA SYNCHRONISATION SYSTEM 	PROCESS 

D/A 
CONVERTOR 

FIG. 5.2.1 	System block diagram for testing the linearity of the 

TDM/PCM sampling and quantising processes. 

FIG, 5.2.2 Oscilloscope trace of the 1J/A convertor output for a 

ramp test signal with critical slope (3V5/64T) applied 

simultaneously to the five data inputs of the TDIVPCM 

system. 
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(ii) that the output impedance of the interface [= R1 R/(R1  ± R2)] 

is less than 1KQ (cf. sect. 3.4 above). 

The receiver frame-synchronisation process (described in sect. 

4.4 above) is utilised in order to isolate the serial-data 

output for each channel of the TDM/PCM system. 	The decoded data 

for each channel are reconstructed in turn by a D/A convertor at 

the output of the frame-synchronisation circuit. 	Continuous 

monitoring of the D/A convertor output on the oscilloscope screen 

is made possible by triggering the oscilloscope time-base externally 

with a signal derived from the frame-synchronisation circuit. 

[In practice, the logic function SI is used. Sect. 4.4 above 

refers.] 

The oscilloscope trace of fig. 5.2.2 illustrates the D/A  convertor 

output with the ramp test-input signal applied simultaneously to 

the five data-inputs of the trial TBN/PCM system. 	If 

represents the dynamic range of the PCN encoder (cf. subsection 

3.3.3 above) and T 
C 
(= 1/f5) represents the channel sampling 

period of the TDM system, the slope 5r  of the ramp input signal is 

chosen to be 

3V5/64 T0 	 (5.2.1) 

= 6 -/T 	 (5.2.2), 

where (a '/i 28) is the quantisation-step hoight. 	It can be 

seen that the D/A convertor output incresacs continuously at the 

desired rate of one quantisation--step per channel data word until 

the ramp-input signal overloads the PCIi encoier. 	[TIn occurrence 

of zero volts at every sixth stop indicates the decoding of the 

frame-syiichrouisation data words.] 	The overall lineciity of the 

TDN/PCN/ 
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TD1\1/PCM system sampling and quantising processes is thus verified 

experimentally. 

In order to investigate the variations between quantisation-step 

heights, on the other hand, the ramp generator utilised in the 

test system described above is replaced by a variable voltage 

source and a digital voltmeter. 	Accurately measured test input 

voltage levels are applied simultaneously to the five data inputs 

of the TDN/PCM system and the corresponding response of each 

transmitted data channel is monitored at the D/A convertor 

output. 	Two significant results were observed, viz. 

(1) that the variation in the measured quantisation-step heights 

for the individual channels is within five per cent ( and 

therefore meets the design specifications discussed in 

subsection 3.3.3 above), and 

(ii) that, between channels, there is a small variation in the level 

of each quantisation step, these variations being found to be 

within ten per cent of the desired step height. 

[The second type of variation could be troublesome in supercormnutated 

systems in which one information signal feeds more than one data 

input.] 

Except for the variation in step height between different channels, 

the experimental investigation has shown that the quality of the 

TDN/PCM system information transmission capability meets the 

standard specified by the design criteria discussed in chapter 3. 

Such a variation between channels was not anticipated but, in view 

of the amount of variation (viz. ten per cent of the desired step 

height) , it m ght reasonably be assumed to have an in;igrii ficant 

effect in the present system. 

* This is equivalent to a d.c. offset of 0.1 per cent of the 
dynamic range. 
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5.3 The i.f. filter transient response to a hinary-FSK int signal 

The bandwidth requirements of several band--pass filters, for use 

with both discriminator detection and 'dual-filter' envelope 

detection of a continuous-wave binary FSK signal, have been derived 

theoretically (in sect. 2.6 above). 	As these results lead 

eventually to the selection of discriminator detection for the 

telemetry system being investigated, their validity is examined 

here with respect to the filter implemented in the present receiver 

system (viz, the critically-coupled tuned band-pass filter). 

The bandwidth requirements for discriminator detection filter 

systems were obtained by examining two components in the filter 

response to a simulated continuous-wave binary-FSK signal, viz. 

(±) the envelope response function, and 

(±) the time derivative of the excess-phase response function. 

[Sect. 2.6 above refers.] These two response functions are therefore 

investigated, experimentally. 

A block diagram of the experimental system is given in fig. 5.3.1 

An FSK test signal is obtained by using the signal output of 

a square-wave generator as the control-input signal to a 27-MHz 

voltage-controlled oscillator. 	In order to investigate the 

transient responses of interest, however, the square-wave amplitude 

is varied to give the desired FSK frequency separation of 125Khz 

(cf. subsection 4.2.1 above). Moreover, the square-wave frequency 

is chosen to give an effective bit-period of 20,s, this value 

being significantly greater than the bit period (viz. 10s) for 

which the receiver filter is designed. 
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System block diagram for examining the i.f. filter 
bandwidth requirements. 
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FIG. 5,3.2 	Oscilloscope trace of the i.f, filter output to 
the FSK test signal with bit period 20 s o  

H 2Ops 

FIG. 5.3.3 Oscilloscope trace of the PLL discriminator response to 
the FSK test signal with bit period 20 

2Ois 

FIG. 5.3.4 Oscilloscope trace of the post-detector filter response 
to the FSK test signal with period 20 )u 
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The FSK test signal thus specified is applied to the mixer 

input terminals A and. B of the FSK detector (cf. fig. 4.2.2 

above) through a resistive attenuator. 	The desired response 

signals are then obtained by monitoring the FSK detector terminals 

C and G. 	[As shown in fig. 4.2.3, terminal C is a single-ended 

low-impedance output of the i.f. amplifier whilst terminal G is 

the single-ended output of the phase-locked-loop demodulator.] 

The oscilloscope trace of fig. 5.3.2 illustrates the i.f. filter 

response to a test FSK signal with a bit period of 20iis. 	Of 

particular interest is the envelope response function which appears 

as the amplitude profile of the high-frequency sinusoidal component 

in the filter response. 

The PLLD response to the same FSK test signal is illustrated by 

the oscilloscope trace of fig. 5.3.3. 	This signal is essentially 

the desired time derivative of the filter excess-phase response 

function together with the low-pass filtering effect of the PLLD 

transfer function. 	In accordance with the discussion in sect. 

2.3, however, the PLLD transfer function has been designed so that 

there is virtually no filtering of the desired response function 

(cf. subsection 4.2.2 above). 

The need for a post-detection filter is made manifest by the level 

of high-frequency harmonic distortion superimposed on the PLLD 

output signal. 	One stage of simple RC low-pass post-detection 

filtering has been implemented (cf. subsection 4.2.3 above) in 

the P5K detector after terminal G accordingly. 	The pc; t- 

detect-ion filter output signal for the same 	test art gnal is 

illuatrated/ 
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illustrated by the oscilloscope trace of fig. 5.3.4. 	In comparison 

with the PLLD output, it can be seen that the level of distortion 

is significantly reduced with virtually no additional shaping of 

the desired. response function. 

A comparison of the experimental response functions of figs. 5.3.2 

and 5.3.3 with the corresponding theoretical response functions of 

fig. 2.6.1 reveals no significant differences. 	The bandwidth 

requirement of this discriminator detection filter system is thus 

verified. 	Moreover, the close similarity between the theoretical 

and practical waveforms tends to substantiate the theoretical 

waveforms derived for the other filter systems considered (cf. sect. 

2.6 above). 

5.4 The receiver error-probability performance 

In chapter 2, the choice of receiver PSK detection technique is 

made afterconsideration of the stems most suitable in this 

application (viz. 'dual-filters  envelope detection and discriminator 

detection). 	Specifically, discriminator detection is chosen since 

its error-reduction performance is expected to be best for the range 

of signal-to-noise ratio associated with practical information 

retrieval. 	In order to justify this choice, the error- 

probability of the discriminator detection system implemented is 

investigated experimentally. 

A circuit/block diagram of the experimental system is given in 

fig. 5.4.1 . 	An FSK test siguil is obtained (as in the previous 

cxiimeiit) by allowing a 	re-nave signs.l to frenuency modulate 

a 27-idT-iz voltage-controlled oscillator. 	The square-wave amplitude 

is/ 
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is set to give the optimum FSK frequency separation of 125KHz 

for the present i.f. filter (cf. subsection 4.2.1 above), whilst 

the square-wave frequency is set to give the desired bit period 

of 1Ow (cf. subsection 3.3.1 above). 	Together with the 	output  

signal of a Gaussian noise generator, the P5K test signal is 

applied to the mixer input terminals A and B of the FSK receiver 

system (of. fig. 4.2.2 above). 	[The design of the noise 

generator is described in appendix 7 below.] A broad-band tuned 

filter at the same terminals simulates the effect of r.f. filtering 

and also restricts the Gaussian noise spectrum to the reception 

band of specific interest. 	The received-bit pattern (denoted 

here by DR) is constructed by clocking the squared P5K detector 

output signal from receiver terminal H (of. fig. 4.2.4 above) 

into a D-type flip-flop, the clock-input function being the 

regenerated clock appearing at receiver terminal J (cf. fig. 4.3.1 

above). 

For error detection, the received-bit pattern is compared with 

the transmitted--bit pattern. 	It should be noted that, in 

comparison with the transmitted-bit pattern, the regenerated-bit 

pattern is delayed in time (by approximately half a bit-period). 

This feature, together with the fact that the transmitted-bit 

pattern is a combination of alternate '1' and 'O bits, makes the 

error-detection system relatively simple. 

Specifically, the transmitted-bit pattern (denoted here by DT) 

is used to define two test patterns of short duration pulses 

(the pulse 'on' periods being less than 1 is). 	One test pattern 

PP/ 
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PP (say) is obtained from a positive-edge-triggered monostable, 

whilst the other pattern PN (say) is obtained from a negative-edge- 

triggered monostable (cf. fig. 5.4.1). 	In view of the time 

displacements between the transmitted- and received-bit patterns, 

the functions PP and PDT are then used to test for errors in 

transmitted IQI  and 11t bits respectively. 	The error function 

ER is given by 

ER = PP.DR + pr.5ii 	 (5.4.1). 

A timing diagram of these various functions is given in fig. 5.4.2, 

the function ER being defined for a hypothetical error condition 

in DR as shown. 

The error-rate fe(Le. the total number of errors per second) is 

found in this system by taking the output function ER to a tinier 

counter which then counts the error pulses in a given time period. 

Since the transmitted bit-rate f is known accurately (viz. 1001GIz), 

the error probability P e 
 for a given noise level in the receiver 

i.f. filter is obtained experimentally as the ratio 

Noise measurements in the receiver i.f. system are made at the i.f. 

amplifier output terminal C (cf. fig. 4.2.2 above) with the aid of 

a true-r.m.s. wide-band voltmeter and a d.c. digital voltmeter. 

In particular, measurement accuracy is increased by taking the 

output signal of the r.m. a. meter to the digital voltmeter. 	The 

output of the digital voltmeter represents the measured r.m.s.- 

value scaled by a constant factor. 	Evaluation of this scale factor 

is not necessary, horever, since the desired experrnEmtal Va nos are 

obtained as ratios of carrier parer to noise parer. 
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With the noise generator and square-wave generator switched 'out 

of circuit' , the r.m.s.-carrier amplitude A   is measured. With 

the noise generator switched 'in circuit, the r.m.s. amplitude 

A+n is measured. 	Accordingly, the r.m.s. noise amplitude A 11  

at the i.f. filter output can be found from 10, 11, 12  

(K)2  =A r+n)2  - 	r)2 
	

(5.4.2), 

and the i.f. carrier-to--noise power ratio y is then obtained 

from 

= r)2/ n)2  

The corresponding value of error-rate is obtained with the square-

wave generator switched 'in circuit' 

The error-probability characteristic thus obtained is given in 

fig. 5.4.3 together with a plot of the theoretical characteristic 

for the present discriminator detection system (as derived in 

sect. 2.5). 	It can be seen that there is excellent agreement 

between the theoretical and experimental results for values of 

in the range 4 to 10 dB. 

For values of 	larger bhau 10 dB, however, the experimental points 

are not so closely grouped about the theoretical curve. 	This is 

due to the fact that, for large values of signal-to-noise ratio, the 

noise power becomes progressively smaller and more difficult to 

measure accurately. [Ejuation (4-5.2) refers.] The experi-mental 

error in measuring x increases accordingly. 
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For values of yr  below 4-dB, on the other hand, the experimental 

data diverge from the theoretical curve. 	In particular, the 

measured experimental values of error probability are larger than 

the theoretical values. 	Since the experimental error in measuring 

Yr is very small in this range, the divergence must be taken as 

characteristic of the practical system. 

An increase in the value of error probability at low values of 

received signal-to-noise ratio is to be expected in practical 

systems for two reasons, viz. 

the operation of the circuit to provide the phase-coherent 

receiver-based clock becomes progressively more unstable 

(cf. sect. 4.3 above), and 

the performance of the phase-locked-loop discriminator is 

reduced for input signal-to-noise ratios which fall below its 

particular threshold value (cf. sect. 2.3 above). 

In the present design, the clock regeneration circuit is found 

to be stable 
for  '>2dB, 	

Accordingly, we conclude that 	4dB 

corresponds to the threshold value of signal-to-noise ratio associated 

with the PLLD. 	This value corresponds to the value of PLLD 

threshold level derived by Gagiiard.i44. 

From this analysis of the experimental results, we see that no 

unexpected effects are obtained. 	Indeed, there is excellent 

agreement between the theoretical and experimental values for 

error probability, thus justifying the choice of discriminator 

detection as the FSX, reception technique. 
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5.5 The noisJlerforuane of 

Qces3 

Referring to the discussion in sect. 4.4, the specification of a 

minimum received-signal strength is facilitated by experimental 

evidence that the receiver frame-synchronisation process is not 

significantly effected by Gaussian noise effects provided the 

received signal-to-noise ratio is above a certain value. 	The 

relevant experimental study is described in this section. 

A circuit/block diagram of the experimental system is given in 

fig. 5.5-1. 	The test FSK signal is obtained by allowing the 

output of the prototype TDM/FCN transmitter system to modulate a 

27-MHz carrier, taking care (as described in the previous two 

sections) that the amplitude of the modulating waveform defines the 

optimum frequency separation (=125KHz) for this P8K receiver system. 

The interface circuitry between the 27-MHz voltage-controlled 

oscillator, the Gaussian-noise generator, and the input to the P8K 

receiver is the same as that described in the previous section and 

is not therefore discussed here. 

The procedure for investigating the TDN/PCN system (of. sect. 5.2 

above) is used again here, since it facilitates the continuous 

monitoring of the recovered test signal at the output of the D/A 

convertor. 

Noise measurements are made at the receiver i.f. amplifier 

output terminal C (cf. fig. 4.2.2 above) according to the technique 

described in the previous section. 
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In practice, the recovery of a discrete frame of information is 

indicated in the receiver by the generation of a pulse denoted by 

the logic function SI. 	[Fig. 4.4.2 refers.] 	Accordingly, a 

measure of the effect of a particular noise level on the performance 

of the receiver frame-synchronisation process is found from the 

pulse rate f (say) associated with the logic function SI. 

Although there is some finite probability that each pulse may 

define a false synchronisation condition, it is impracticable to 

distinguish between this state and true synchronisation; no attempt 

is made to distinguish between correct and incorrect pulses 

accordingly. 

Since the normal pulse-rate associated with the logic function SI 

will be the same as the system channel-sampling frequency fS(= f/84), 

it is convenient to show the effect of Gaussian noise on the 

frame-synchronisation process by plotting the ratio f/f5  as a 

function of the signal-to-noise ratio 
o 
' r obtained, at the i.f. 

amplifier output. 	The curve obtained for the present system is 

shown in fig. 5.5.2. 	It can he seen to have two significant 

features:- 

() 	For 'r> ?0 
the effect of Gaussian noise causes virtually 

no loss of frame synchronisation. [IL should be noted, 

ho-,,,,ever, that there is always some finite probability (albeit 

small for Xr>7 	that frame synchronisation can be lost due 

to Gaussian noise effects.] 

(ii) For yr< 4dB, there is a reduction in the rate of decrease 

of the measured value of 	Since this characteristic 

OCCUrS at low viues of 	and therefore at high error rates, 

the implication is that false synchronisation decisions are made 

and/ 
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1.0 

2 	4 	 6 	8 	 10 

Fig. 5.52 Curve of f/f5  vs. 1,  for the receiver 
frame--synchronisation process. 

FILTER TYPE 	 COT 	BF3 	BF4 	B111 5 	BF6 

THRESHOLD 	 7 L6.4 6.0 5.9 5,8 
OF ' (dL) 

Table 5.5.1 

* BER denotes Bessel filter of order h 

OCT denotes critically coupled tuned filter 
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and retained at an increasing rate. 	In the present system, 

however, this feature is of no practical importance. 

Accordingly ,it is not considered further. 

From (i) above, it is apparent that 	= 7dB is essentially a 

threshold level below which useful data retrieval with the present 

receiver system is not possible. 	The operational threshold 

of the receiver frame-synchronisation process, however, is more 

suitably defined with respect to error-rate or error-probability, 

its performance being directly related to errors in the recovered 

bit pattern. 	For the present system, the error-probability 

threshold is deemed to be 0.04, the value of error-probability 

corresponding to yr  = 7dB (cf. fig. 5.4.3 above). 

Since different receiver filter systems may produce different 

error rates for the same basic transmission parameters (cf. sect. 

2.5 above), the threshold level of yr  is filter dependent. The 

error-probability threshold, on the other hand, describes the operational 

capability of only the receiver frame-synchronisation process and 

is therefore independent of filter type. 	Accordingly, it may be 

utilised to determine the threshold values of y associated with 

other possible receiver filter systems, the relevant values of 

being specified with respect to the error probability value of 0.04. 

For example, the threshold values of Xr corresponding to the range 

of filter systems examined in chapter 2 are listed in table 5.5.1. 

The foregoing oxperi1nent:i :cesiUs are best suhaLeatia bed by 

illustrating the foateres of det.a recovery for reception conJiLions 

exisilng above and below the threshold level. [The test arrangement 

of/ 
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FIG. 5.5.3 Oscilloscope trace showing the effect of noise on the 

recovered ramp test signal for 
'r  9dB. 

FIG. 5.5.4 Oscilloscope trace showing the effect of noise on 

the recovered ramp test signal for 'r 	5dB. 
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of fig. 5.5.1 facilitates the continuous monitoring of the recovered 

ramp test signal which is corrupted by Gaussian noise during 

transmission.] Accordingly, the recovery of the ramp Lest signal 

is illustrated in figs. 5.5.3 and 5.5.4 for Xr9d.B  and. '5dB 

respectively (tbcsc values of 'r  being respectively larger and 

smaller than the threshold value of 7dB specified for the present 

system). 

For 
r9' 

 it can be seen that there is no loss of frame 

synchronisation and only sporadic decoding errors appear in the 

recovered data. 	For X5dB,  on the other hand., the recovered 

databadly corrupted by a great number of decoding errors 

and also by the loss of frame synchronisation. 	[The loss of 

frame synchronisation is indicated in the oscilloscope trace of 

fig. 5.5.4 by the recovered, signal assuming the value of zero 

volts along with the frame synchronisation word data.] 

This concludes the experimental analysis of the present trial 

telemetry system. 
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CO N CL US ION 

In chapter one, a multi-channel TDM/PCM continuous-wave FSK 

system was shown to provide the digital-telemetry technique most 

suitable for the low-power, near-field radio transmission of 

several channels of biological data from an implanted source. 

A prototype system has been investigated (in chapters 2 to 5 

inclusive) in order to assess the operational characteristics of 

this telemetry technique, an essential precursor to the costly 

design and fabrication of a hybrid LSI/ihin-film micro-circuit 

suitable for implantation as the transmitter source. 	The five 

items considered to be of major importance in such an assessment 

are discussed briefly here:- 

The original concept of utilising COS/NOS digital techniques  

in a TDN/PCJ4 system has been substantiated practically by 

examining the transmission characteristics of the trial system 

fabricated using commercially available NSI devices (cf. sect. 

5.2 above). 	Since the discrete medium-scale-integrated 

cos/MOS devices interface directly, no problems are therefore 

anticipated in the design and fabrication 73 of a corresponding 

large-scale--integrated device necessary for implantation. 

As demonstrated in chapter 3, the prototype TDN/PCM system 

is designed with the special requirements of an implantable 

system very much in mind. 	Of particular significance in 

this objective is the implementation of a successive approximation 

A/B convertor which allows simpler analogue circuitry (the 

basic reuireudni for all thin-film implantable systems 5). 

Notably, iee iproictype system ollows for a transducer output 

impedance level of up to 1K0 (cf. sect. 3.4 above) and, 

moreover ,/ 
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moreover, avoids the use of a buffer stage between the system 

D/A convertor and comparator circuits (cf. sect. 3.3 above). 

The performance of the prototype TIDN/FCM system incorporating 

these design features has been verified experimentally (c-f. 

sect. 5.2 above). 

(t) The major problem of any telemetry system with an implanted 

source is in coping with a slow reduction in poier supply 

voltage as the power cells discharge, the implementation of 

extra voltage-controlling circuitry being undesirable from 

the point of view of implantation. 	In the prototype digital.- 

telemetry system, two major effects are observed due to a 

variation in supply voltage, viz. 

the dynamic range of the system AID convertor changes in 

direct proportion (of. subsection 3.3.3 above), and 

the r.f. carrier frequency drifts (cf. sect. 3.6 above). 

To cope with effect (a), a receiver-based reference signal, 

obtained by monitoring the transmitter power supply voltage, 

could be used to make compensatory adjustments. 	From the 

point of view of implantation, the proposed digital telemetry 

system is particularly suitable for the inclusion of such an 

extra data channel since it would effectively require only 

a simple voltage-monitoring circuit, the extra digital 

control and sampling circuits being provided on an LSI micro- 

circuit. 

To cope with effect (b), on the other hand, an r.f. tuner 

incorporating an AFC circuit is implemented in the receiver 

FSK detector (of. sect. 4.2 above). 	The operation of this 

ci -suit has teen found t o be satisfactory for received signal- 

to--noise :icH os as ion as 2d731. 	1T -is was the lowest value 

of/ 
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of signal-to-noise ratio at which the performance of the 

P8K detector was investigated experimentally (cf. sect. 5.4 

above).] 

(iv) The selection of discriminator detection as the receiver 

PSK detection technique for the proposed telemetry system 

has been justified experimentally. 	In particular, the 

results obtained from an experimental determination of 

the system i.f. filter transient response functions 

(cf. sect. 5.3 above), and 

the system error-probability characteristic (cf. sect. 

5.4 above) 

confirm the corresponding theoretical predictions for the 

discriminator detection technique implemented. 

(v) The noise performance of the complete prototype receiver 

system has also been investigated (cf. sect. 5.5 above). 

From the results obtained, it is possible to specify a 

threshold level of received signal-to-noise ratio below 

which the present system is not capable of useful data 

retrieval. 	Practically, this feature implies that the r.f. 

link should he designed so as to produce a minimum received 

signal-to-noise ratio which is greater than the threshold 

level. 

In conclusion, the operation of the prototype system demonstrates 

that the multi-channel digital telemetry system proposed in this 

thesis is suitable for the low-power, near-field radio transmission 

of se\rcsal channels of biological data from an implanted source. 

The inpiementation of a practical transmitter source with the special 

sisu and power requirenent;s for implon Lttion is made 1ossit10 nith 

moicrn micro-electronic techniques. 
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APPENDIX 1 

COMPUTATION OF TEE BMTD-PASS FILTER FARM'IETERS B AND B S 

The band--pass filter parameters of interest (B and B8) have been 

defined (in sect. 2.3 above) with respect to the filter attenuation 

characteristic llb(w) 1 
2 
and centre frequency 	by the formulae 

B a 	
fTHb( 2 dw 

 

and 	 Ba 	f frib(w) 2  ( 	(j)2 du)  

The filter transfer function Hb(w)  may be written 46 

1. W) 
Hb(w) 	k 	 ---- 	 (A1.3), 

fl ( 	

G J

O()(JW 
°r 

r 1 

where G is the filter gain, k is the filter order, andor,  together 

with the complex conjugate 	, are roots of the 2k-th order 

denominator polynomial. 

A computer program was developed to expedite the computation 74 75 

of expressions (Al .1), (A1.2) and (Al .3) for the filters of interest 

(as specified in sect. 2.5 above), 	In particular, the integrals 

of expressions (A1.1) and (A1.2) are evaluated using the Trapezium 

76,77 Rule 	according to which they may be written respectively as 

B = 	 ]:Ib(u) 	
2 	I T,b( 

i )) 2 Au) 	 (Al .4) 5  
J)1 

and/ 
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and 
N 

1 	\' 2 
B 	= 	 (w )1 2 (w 	w ) + )Hb( 	)) (w 	)' 	w 	. (Al .5), b n 	ii c n+1J 	n-i-i 	cJ 

where N—i is the number of A steps in the integration range of 

interest, aMw is the frequency value associated with the n-th 

step. 

A statement listing of the program (in Fortran iv language 78) 

is given below. 
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c 
C 
C 	DETERMINATION 'QF FILTER PARAMETERS BY NUMERICAL INTEGRATIDt 
C 
C 

IMPLICIT REAL8(4-H 2 O-Z) 
DIMENSION WW(2),WX(2) 
COMPLEX*16 CBPRT(20),DEN 1Cw,NtJM 
DATA P 1/3,141592653589793/ 

C 
C 

100 FORMAT(12) 
300 FORMAT( 2022 .15) 
400 F0PMAT(2F10,7) 
500 FORMAT(' 1' ,7XF',12X,'ww',11x,'wx',9x,SuMBo' ,8X,'SUMB2) 

1000 FORMAT('O' ,5D13.5) 
1100 FORMAT('O' , 'FC1=',F8.4,':FC2=',F8.4,':BF=,F8.4) 
1.300 FORMAT(' 2 712 12D24.15) 
1400 FORMAT( 1 0' ,2D24.15) 
1600 FORMAT('-','G FACTOR CONSTANT =',013,5) 
1700 FORMAT(214) 

C 
C 

READ (5,100) MB P 
READ (5 ,300) GA INBP 
DO 200 J1,MBP 

200 READ(5 9300)CBPRT(J) 
READ(51400)FC1 1FC2 

C 
C 

WC=(FC2+FC1)PI 
BW=2,OD0*PI (FC2-FC1) 
FC=WC/2.000/PI 
BF=BW/2 .0[)O/P I 

C 
C 

DO 1200 J=i ,MBP 
1200 WRITE(6,1300 )J ,CBPRT(J) 

WRITE(6 ,1400)GA INBP 
WR1TE(61).00)FC1,Fc2,BF 

C 
C 
C 	INITIALIZATION OF VARIABLES 
C 
C 

READ(5,1700)NNB'! 
1) W= 2 N BW;BW/ (N- I 
t'= NC- NB WB'Al 
S UMB00 000 
SUMB2=0 QODO 
NRITE(6,500) 



C 
C 

DO 600 J1,N 
F=W/2.ODO/PI 
CWDCMPLX (Oe000 ,W) 
DEN= (1.OD0,O0DO) 
DO 700 I=l,MBP 

700 DEN;:DEN*(CW...CBPRT(I)) 
ARGDEN=CDABS (DEN) 
NUM=GA INBP*CW**(MBP/2) 
ARGNuM=CDABS (NUM) 

C 
C 	WW IS ATTENUATION VALUE 
C 	WX IS SECOND MOMENT VALUE 
C 

WW(1)=(ARGNUM/ARGDEN)**2 
WX(1)=wW(1)*(w—wc)*2 
IF(J.EQ.1) GO TO 900 

C 
C 	TRAPEZIUM RULE INTEGRATION OF WW AND WX 
C 

SUMB2 SUMB2+((WX(1)±WX(2))DW/2.ODO)/2.ODO,pI 
IF(JJ*2*100/(N-1).NE1) GO TO 1500 

900 WRITE(6,1000)F ?WW (1),WX(1),SUMBO,SUMB2 
JJO 

1500 WW(2)=WW(1) 
WX (2) =WX(1) 
JJ=JJ+1 

600 W=W+DW 

FACTOR=DSQRT (SUMBO/SUMB2) 
WRITE(6v1600)FACTOR 
STOP 
END 

C 

C 
C 
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APPE1DIX 2 

OTONOLBkND-PASS FILTER RTuPONSFUNCTIONS 

In sect. 2.6 above, the band-pass filter response v0(t) was 

derived, for a binary ISK input signal. 	The expression obtained 

for v(t) may he written in the form 

v0(t) = e 0  (t) cos [2(t - t) + e 2  ± 0(t)J 	.....(A2.1), 

in which the functions e0(t) and 1(t) (representing the envelope 

and excess-phase response functions respectively), together with 

are of particular interest. 

The expressions obtained for e0  (t), 0(t) and 0(t) are extremely 

complicated. (cf. sect. 2.6 above). 	[They are not therefore 

reproduced here.] 	Accordingly, a computer program was developed 

to expedite the computation of these response functions for the 

range of filters and corresponding filter input signals of interest 

(as specified in sect. 2.6 above). 

A statement listing of the program. (in Fortran IV language 18) 

is given below, 
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UP FILTER RESPONSE BY THE METHOD LW RESIDUES 

IMPLICIT REAL*K(A—H,[j—Z ) 
C(PLEX* 16 CLPRT (10), ARC (10), CBPRT (22), DEN, LOP, NUMC,NUMS, 

/DLPRi (10) ,LCL(22) ,CSL(22),CH(p2),CSH(22),}<pp,RESp3,cUMVR2, 
/SRCL, SRSL, 5CC H SNSH, VAR, VU, CEACT, CHECK (20), SCCLT 
O UMPLF.X* 1 6 LEC (2), HER (22) 
DIMENSION IW(7) 
DIMENSION CL (2,22 ),SL(2,22),CH(2, 22),SH(2,22) 
DIMENSION HL(222),RH(2,22) 
DIMENSION AMPCL(1 I ),ANPSL(1 I ),PHICL(1 1 )PHISL(1 1) 
DIMENSION AN1PCH(1 1 ),AMPS}-{(1 1 ),PHIC}-{(1 1 ),PHISH(1 1) 
DIMENSION  ALPHL (11), ALPHH (11), BETAL (11), BE. TAH (11) 
EQUIVALENCE (CCL(1 ),CL(1, 1)), (CSL(1 ),SL(1, 1)) 
EQUIVALENCE (CCH(1),CH(1,1)),(CSH(I),SH(1,1)) 
EOU I VALENCE  
LOGICAL LA,LC 
DATA 21/3. 1415926535C9793/ 
DATA IYES/'YES'/ 

10 F[JRMAT(12,1012) 
30 FURMAT(2D22.15) 
40 F[JRMAT(4F10.7,2D14.7) 
SO F[cRMA14D14.7 
60 FORMAT( '-', '  J', • CLPRT'/) 
80 FORMAT( ' ', 12, 2024- 15) 
90 F[IRMAT( -, J, 	VALUE OF CLPRT AFTER TRANSFORMATION FACTOR' 

110 F[MAT,( 	', ' J1,1  CBPPT= (CLPRT+SORT ) /2 'I) 
130 FURMAT 	', 12, 2D2. 15, 1 2X, 21)24. 15/ • ', 62X,2D24, 15) 
190 FtRMA1 ('1 , • J , 3X, CCL , 28X CSL ',28X, 'CCH ,28X, 'CSH') 
210 F[jRMAT( 	,I24(1X,2D15.7)) 
220 F[IRMAT( 1 ', TIME RESPONSE OF VO'/) 
290 FLWMAT( 	'D13.7,5(D15.ui, FS. 4)) 
310 FLIRMAT(—',o LL1P',2D24.15,: DEN=,2D24.15/) 
320 F[ItAT( ' 	, CFACT=,2D24. 15,': DEN= 2D24.15) 
330 FLIRMAT ( '- , 	j -, • CHECK '/) 
350 
360 FORMAT( 0,4F1O.4,2D16.7) 
370 
320 FORMAT( '0 , GAINBP= ',D24. 15) 
404 FORMAT( '- ',J ' 3M, 'CLERTS ,25X, 'CHECTS ) 
500 FORMAT (iF 1 3 • 7 ) 
501 FUiMAi C'—', 'iL,I2, ':IH=',12) 
502 	FORMAT ( '-', siX, AMPCL', CX, 'AMPSL '. CX, 'ALPH L', 

/ 	 CX, 'FIETAL ', 8X *PHI CL ', CX, 'PH ISL • ) 
504 F['RMAI (' '.' 6E13.7 ) 
505 FORMAT C - ', 4X, IAMPCH 1, CX 'AMPSH ' CX, ALPHH '.' 

/ 	 CX, BETAH',UX, 'PHICH, 8X 'PHISH') 
507 FLnMAT('—', '41 = ',F!3.7,  'W2,E137) 
3/2 FORMAT C '- ', ' RESET VALUES liE CRPCTS ) 
344 ELuMAT('Q',2D14,7) 
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352 FOR MAT ( 'O', RESE1 GAINOP = ',Dl 4.7) 
670 Wk iTF (6,720) 
720 FURMAI( WHICH DATA GROUPS?') 

READ(S, 721 )ISW 
721 iLiRMAT(7l1) 

DO 800 1=1,7 
ISWLJ= I S W (I )+1 
GO TLi (1300, 801 1302, 803 1304 805, 806k 807), ISWU 

801 WITE(6,700) 
700 FL1RMAT( 	IPASS,NPASS? ') 

READ, U'ASS,NPASS 
GO TO 800 

802 WRITE(6,701) 
701 F[IRMAT( ' MLP? ') 

READ,MLP 
MBP=2*MLP 
GO TD 800 

803 WRITE(6i702) 
702 FURMAT(' CLPRT, MLP TIMES? ') 

DO 730 J=1,MLP 
READ, DLPRT (J) 

730 CONTINUE 
GO TO 1300 

804 WRITE(6703) 
703 FLRMAI(' FC1,FC2F1,F2? ') 

READ, EC 1, 8C2, El, E2 
GO TO 800 

805 WrUTE(6,704) 
70/1 FDRMAT(' PTS1,PTS2,WTSI,WTS2,DELAYI,DELAY2? #) 

READ,PTSI,PTS2,WTSI,WTS2,DELAY1,DELAY2 
GO TO $00 

806 WRITE(6,705) 
705 F0,RMAT ( TAW1,TAW2 TIME, DELI\Y3, DELT? ') 

READ, TAM 1, TAW2, TI ME, DELAY3, DELT 
GUT TO 800 

807 W}<ITE(6,706) 
706 EDRMAT(' CN[JRM,CSTLP? ') 

READ, CN[JRM, C S T L P 
800 CONTINUE 

ILl=l0 
WRITE (iLl, 350) FC 1, FC2, El, F2 
WXITE(10,360)PTS1,PTS2,WTS1,WTS2,DELAY1,DELAY2 
WRITE (I LI 370) TA'Al  I , TAW2, TI ME, DELAY3 
WRITE(IL),370)CNURM 
WRII'E( I[i370)CSTLP 
DELI=I.ODO/E1/PTS1*WTS1+DELAy1 
DEL2=1 .0D0/}2/PTS2*WTS2+DELAY2 
Ml =2. 01)OP I *F1 
W2=2. ODO*PI*F2 
BW=2.0U0*PI*('C2-FCl ) 
M[=2.0D0*PI*DSORT(FC2 *FCI ) 
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PHASE= W1 *TAW I 
)1 I FE (I [i, 60) 
DL' 70 J=1,MLP 
Wi ITE (10 80 )J DLPRT (J ) 

70 CLPT(JDLP1T(J/DCMPLX(CNDRM,00D0) 
GA INLP=CSJ LP/CNLiNM**MLP 
')h I TE (ID, 90) 
DC' 100 J=1,MLP 
CLP}T (J ) =CLPFT (J )*BW 

100  
GA INBP= GA I NLP*BW**MLP 
W1ITE(I[J,380)GAINBP 
WRITE(I[], 110) 
DO 120 J1MLP 
JD=2*J 
J[}=JD- I 
AIG (J ) =C050RT (CLPF<T (J )**2-4. 0D0*'.JLiS0) 
CBPT(JU)=(CLPRT(J)+ARG(J))/2.oDQ 
CE3PRT (JD ) = (CLPNT (J) -AJG (J) ) /2 • 000 
CHECK (JO) =CBPT (JO )**2-CLPI ...(J )*CBPRT (JO) +DS0 
CHECK(JD)=C0P}T(JD)**2-CLPRT(J)*CBP8T(JD)+WOS0 

120 W1'ITE(I[1,130)J,AiG(J),CBpRT(J[j),CBpRT(jD) 
WRITE TE (I (1, 330 ) 
DO 3110  J=1,MBP 

340 WRITE (ID,8O)J, CHECK (J) 
IF(NPASS.NE .0) GE) TO 351 
READ(5, 50)GAINRF 
WRITE( I[i,352)GAINRP 

351 IF(IF'ASS.NE.0) GO TO 341 
WRI1E( ID, 342) 
DO 343 J=1,MBP 
READ( 5 30 ) CBPT (U) 
W ITE (I 0,344 )CBPRT (U) 

313 CONTINUE 
341 MSM=MI3P+2 

LIMEGA=')2 
180 CBPRT(MBP+1)=DCMPLX(O.ODO,LJMEGA) 

CBP1'T (MHP+2 )=DCMPLX (0. ODO, -OMEGA) 
IF([IMEGA.E0.i1) G[1 TO 400 
DO 401 J1,MSM 

40 F HF(J)=CBPFT(J) 

GE] TO /:02 
400 DD 403 J=1MSM 
403 LF(J)=0F3PFT(J) 
402 CONTINUE 

DC] 140 I=I,MSM 
DEN=(1 .UD00•0DQ) 
L[P=CPPHT( 1) 
NUMC=GAINE]p*L[Jp< (MLP+ 1) 
NUNS = GA IN 08* [IMEGA*LL1P** VLP 
W} I TE (IC], 31 0 )LUP, DEN 
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DL) 150 J=1MSM 
IF(J. EQ. I) GD TO 150 
CFAC I =LL1P-CBPRT (3) 
DEN DEN * C F ACT 
WR ITE (I Li 320 )CFACT, DEN 

150 CLINTINUE 
IF(LIMEGA.E0.Wl) GO TO 160 
CCH( I )=NUMC/DEN 
CSH ( I ) =NLJMS/DEN 
CLI Iii 140 

160 CCL(I)-NUMC/DEN 
CSL(I)=NUMS/DEN 

140 CONTINUE 
IF(L1ME(3A.E0.W1) GO TO 170 
OMEGAWI 
CCI TO 180 

170 WRITE(I Li, 190) 
DU 200 J=1,MSM 

200 '.JRITE(IO,21 0)J,CCL(J),CSL(J),CCH(J),CSH(J) 
WRITE(IO, 40 4) 
DO 405 J=1,MSM 

405 WRITE(IO,21 0)J,LFR(J)HFR(J) 
1L0 
IH=0 
MSMN1=MSM- 1 
DO 406 J1MSMM 
JJ=J+ 
DO 407 1=JJ,MSM 
IF(RL(1,J).NE. RL(1, I).AND. 

RL(2J).NE.-RL(2,I)) GO TO 407 
1LIL+1 
AMPCL( IL ) =2. 000*CDABS (CCL (J) ) 
AMPSL(IL)=2.0D0*CDABS(CSL(J)) 
ALPHL( IL)=RL (1, J) 
IF(RL(2,J).GT.0.0) GO TO 450 
RL (2, J ) =-RL (2, J) 
CL (2, J• ) =-CL (2, J) 
SL(2J)=-SL(2,J) 

450 BETAL(IL)=RL(2J) 
PHICL(IL)=DATAN2(CL(2,J),CL(1,J)) 
PH I SL (IL) =DATAN2 (SL (2,3), SL (1,3)) 
GO TO 408 

407 CONTINUE 
408 DO 409 R=JJMSM 

I F (RH (1,3) • NE. RH (1, K) • AND. 
/ 	RH(2J).NE.-RH(2,K)) GU TO 409 

I H= I H+ 1 
AMPCH(IH)=2.000*CDAE3SCCHJ)) 
AMPSH(IH)=2;000*CDABS(CSH(J)) 
ALPHH(I}-)=RH(1,J) 
IF(RH(2,J).CT.Q.fl) GO TO 460 
RH (2, J) =-RR (2,3) 
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CH(2,J)—CH(2,J) 
SH(2, J)=—SH(2J) 

460 BEFAH(1H)H(2J) 
PHICH( 10) =DATAN2 (CO (2,J ), CH( 1, J) ) 
PH1SH(IH)Dc\1AN2(SO(2,J)SH(1,J)) 
GO T[i 406 

409 CONTINUE 
406 CONTINUE 

I0ITE( 111,501) IL, 10 
ON I TE (10,507)01,02 
iJNITE(IL'502) 
DO 503 J=l,IL 
WNITE(I[1,504)AMPCL(j),AMPSL(J),ALPHL(J) ,  

/I3ETAL(J),PHICL(J),PHISL(J) 
503 CONTINUE 

ONITE( ILl, 505) 
DO 506 J=1IH 
ON ITE( ICr, 504 )AMPCH(J ), MPSH(J ), ALPHH(J) 

/BET,H(J),PHICH(J),PHISH(J) 
506 CONTINUE 

LA=TA'.J2. LT. TAO I 
SST=DSIN(W1*TAOI ) 
CST=DCOS(W1 *TAW 1 ) 
WNITE(1 Li, 651) 
WNTTE(6, 651) 

651 FLrRMAT(3X 'TIME2X, #ENVRT,2X, 'EPHRT,4X 'CNI ,4X, 'SRi', 
I4X'CR2 ', 4X, 'SR2 ',4X, 'CO3 ',4X, 'SF<3 ',2X, 'EPHDT') 

640 CHI=0.0 
SRI =0.0 
CO2=0.0 
S<2=0-0 
CO3=0.0 
503=0.0 
COD =0.0 
SRD=0.0 
LC=TIME.LT. TAW 1 
IF(TIME.GT .JAW2) CL] TO 650 
PHR=BETAH(IL)*TIME 
PHADD=BETAH (I 1-i )*TAW I 
DO 600 I=i,IL 
PHL=E3ETAL( I )*TIME 
ATL=DEXP(ALPHL(I)*TIME) 
EFC=PHL—PHN±PHICL(I)—PH100(IL)+PHADD 
CTNMC=ATL*AMPCL (I )*DC[JS (EPC) 
STOMC=ATL*AMPCL (I )*DS IN (EPC) 
CR I =CR1 +CTj')C 
Si<i =SR l +SJRMC 
EXF0=8ETAL.(I)—BETAH(IH) 
CRD=CRD-+-ALPHL( I )*CiRMC—EXiR04STRMC 
SOD=SOD+ALPHL (I )*STOMC+EXFN0*CTRNC 

600 CONTINUE 
1F(LC) GO TO 610 
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TIM  =TIME -TAWI 
PHHF3ETAH( IL)*TIMI 
DO 620 1=1, IL 
PHL=3EiAL( I )*TIM1 
ATL=DEXP(ALF'HL(I)*TIMl ) 
EFCrHL-pH+F'HI CL( I)-PHI CH( IL) 
EPS=PHL-PHR+PHISL(I)-PHICH(IL) 
CTHMC=ATL*CST*AMPCL (I )*DCOS (EPC) 
CT! 1STL*SST+AN1PsL (I )*DCOS (EPS) 
STHMC=AFL*CST*AMPCL (I )*DS IN (EPC) 
SfRMSATL*SST*AMPSL( I )*DSIN(EPS) 
CR2 =CR2+CTHMS-CTHMC 
S H 2= S H 2+ ST } MS - 5TH MC 
EXFRGI=RETAL(I )-BETAH(IH) 
CRD=CHD+ALPHL(I)*(CTRMS-CTHMC)-EXFRQ*(STRMS-STRMC) 
SRD=SHD+ALPL (I )* (STRMS-STRMC )+EXFRQ* (CTRMS-CTRMC) 

620 CONTINUE 
DO 630 I=1,IH 
PHH=BETH(I)*TIM1 
ATH=DEXP(ALPI-{H( I )*TIMI) 
EPC=PHH-PHR+FHICH(I)-PHICH(IH) 
EPSPHH-PHH+PHISH(I)-PHICH(IH) 
CTRMC=ATH*CST*AMPCH (I )*DCUS (EPC) 
CTRMS=4TH*SST*cMPSH (I )*DCLiS (EPS) 
STRMC=ATH*CST*AMPCH( I )*DS IN (EPC) 
STkMSATH*SST*iMPSH (I )*DS IN (EPS) 
CR3 C H 3+ CT H Ni C - CT H MS 
SR3 =SR3+STRMC-STRNiS 
EXH0=BETAH( I )-BETAH( IH) 
CHD=CRD+ ALP HH( I)* (CTR.G-CTRMS ) -EXFRQ* (STRMC-STRMS) 
SHD=SH[)+ALPHH( I )* (STHNIC-STRMS)+EXFR@* (CTRMC-CTRMS) 

630 CONTINUE 
610 CONTINUE 

CHT=CR 1+CR2+CR3 
SHT=SR 1 +SR2+S3 
ENVRT=DS@XT (CHT*CRT+SHT*SRT) 
EPHNT=ft4TN2(SRTCRT) 
EPHDT (CRT*SHD-SRT*CHD ) / (SRT*SRT+CRT*CXT) 
T)R ITE ( ID, 621) TIME, EN VRT, EPHRT, CR1, SRi, CR2, SR2, CR3, SR3, EPHDT 
'.)RITE(6 621 )TIME, ENVRT,EPHRT,CRI,SR1,CR2,SR2,CIR3,SR3,EPHDT 
T IME=T IVjE+DELT 
GO 10 6z10 

621 VL'RMAT( ' ', 1 0F7 • Li) 

650 WRITE(6,710) 
710 i"LI'MAT (' DC] YOU WISH TO CONTINUE?') 

READ (5,711) IANS 
711 F[!HMAT(A/4) 

I!( IANS-IYES)660, 670,660 
660 SlOP 

END 
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APPENDIX 3 

THE AVERAGE SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE P5K SIGNAL 

If it is assumed that over a transmission link all possible 

messages will be sent, and that at any chosen time it is equally 

likely that any one of all the possible messages will be sent, 

then a frequency distribution can be defined which is based on 

the average over all these possible messages. 	Although a 

message may deviate considerably from the average, it would appear 

reasonable that the average should be used as one basis for 

formulating the bandwidth requirement of any particular transmission 

system 27,28  

In the present r.f. link, information is transmitted by switching 

between two frequencies H and m2  (say) representing the binary 

digits 	and 'l respectively. 	The rate of occurrence of each 

frequency is known to be the same since the data have a balanced- 

code format for transmission (cf. sect. 3.2 above). 	Specifically, 

the binary-code digits '1' and 1? are transmitted as the balanced-

code combinations 110' and'Ol' respectively. 

The spectrum of the transmitted FC signal X5(w) (say) may be 

obtained by a summation  of the spectra associated with the 

transmission of the individual binary-coded digits of period 21, (say). 

Thus 

I"! 

x () 	1a F (w)exp (-jw2rT) + (1-a r ) or (m)exp(.-jw2rT) .....(A3.1) 
s 	irir 

where! 
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where a  takes the value 0 or 1 representing the value of the r-th 

binary-coded digit, and 

F () 
fDT 

sin(w t + )exp(-jwt)dt 1 r 

+f2T 	-'I) -(") ~;_ 	 I tl (.2), 

F or(W)  m fsin(wi t + 

f2Ti(c.  

in which 	Oo + r(w1 + w2)T 	 (A3.4). 

For the purpose of analysis, it is assumed 

that the binary-coded data are random, which in turn implies 

that ar + 

The average power spectral distribution W5(w) of the transmitted 

28 	 \ 
signal is defined 27, 	in terms of X5i 1 w) by the expression 

W () = 1 urn 	x ()I2 	 (A3.5) s 	TN->N-i-1 is I 

The determining function X5(w)) 2 has been analysed in the 

literature 
27928 or a random binary-coded data stream and may be 

written/ 



written 

N 

1x ()12 = 	41F1r 	- For(co) 
 )2 

I s 	I'o 

+ 	 + F (w)1 
t 
F *(w) + F* (w)J 

 exp [jw2(r_x)T} 
NO X=O 	

or i 	ix 	ox  
.(A3.6) 

where x is a dummy variable and * denotes the complex conjugate 

function. 	Further simplification of expression (A3.6) depends 

on isolating and suri.n the terms containing the phase component 

From expressions (A3.2) and (A3.3), it can be shown that 

F () 	cos 	F (u) + sin 	F (w) 	 (A3.7), 

	

ir 	ir is 	'r ic 

F () 

	

or 	
= cos 0.F Os  (w) + sin ir  F  oc  (w) 	

.....(A3.8), 

where 

P 

p(W)= J  
5(w
Cos 

2t)exp(-jwt)dt 
+JT sin(,  

 T cos1
t ±  

ic 	
(A3.9), 

F 
Os 

	

IT sin 	 (2T sin 	 - 
F 	io cos 	

exp -wt cit +JT 	w2t + w1 T - 	 'tt 

(A3.lo). 

The form of Fir(w) and Fr(w) [given by eqns. (A3.7) and (A3.8) 

respectively] implies that the evaluation of X5(w) 
2 
 requires 

theSliT 	c terms composed of the products and cross-products 

of sin 	and cos 
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Cos 	cos 	=0 (x 	r) 

=+(x=r) 

	

E sin 	sin 	= 0 (x r) 

(x r) 

and 	 cos 	sin 5/) = 0 	 . (A3.11). 

TT 

L_ 	signifying lin 	--i-- 	It follows 27 that in general 
N-co N+lr=0 

- F05(w)12 + \F10(w) - -S 	8T 	ls

. 

 oc 

.....(A3.12) 

+ I F OSM 2 + p1 (w) 2 + 
lgrr~l 

ls 

.....(A3.13). 

80 Evaluating 79, the integrals defined by expressions (A3.9) 

and (A3.10), we find that 

	

15) 
2 	

IF, c (w 	
2 	

(A3.14) 

= 2[Sw + w2)T/2+ St(w - w2)T/2 

+ w1 ) T/23 + s at w - w1 ) 	 (A3.1 5), 

where 	 Sa(x)==sin(x)/x 	 - 	 (A3.16). 

27- Accordingly, certain discrete frequencies excepted, - 

I.." s W- ) "W 	 [S a 	+ w2 )T/2} + 	- c)T/2} 

+ S 
2t 

W + 	) T/21 + 	- 	 ) T/2 	 ( 	1 
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APPENDIX 4 

ANALYSIS OF AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL* 

The FSK detector/FM receiver is schematically represented in fig. 

A4.1 and may be regarded as a conventional (open-loop) receiver or 

an AFC receiver depending on whether the switch S is open or closed. 

Two channels may be defined, viz. 

the i.f. channel which starts at the mixer output and ends at 

the discriminator input, and 

the feedback channel which starts at the discriminator 

output and ends at the voltage-controlled oscillator input. 

A useful analogue34'35  of such a receiver is the 'phase-function 

analogue'. 	This analogue deals with the excess-phase (i.e. phase 

in excess of the carrier phase) of the system waveforms. 	In 

such an analogue, the mixer may be regarded as a conventional 

summing device with a negative-input terminal. 	This is shown in 

fig. A4.2. 	[In this figure r' 	
and h(s) represent the 

Laplace transforms of the excess-phase functions r(t) Ø(t) and 

,Ø'0(0 respectively and Vd(s) represents the Laplace transform of 

the discriminator output voltage vd(t).] 

The summing property of the mixer may be derived quite simply by 

writing the total instantaneous phases Or(t) 00  (t)and 

of the r.f.,local oscillator, and i.f. waves respectively in the 

form/ 

*The analysis presented in this appendix is adapted from an analysis 

of FN feedback given by Subaran 34 



 

[H 
I—I 

I—I 

I-H 
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'r 
eo = o t+ 

/0
(t) 

r 	r  

and e.(t) = w.t + 
1 	1 	/1 

(A4.1). 

The total instantaneous phase of each wave may be regarded as 

comprising a linearly-varying 'carriers term and an 'information' 

excess-phase term. 	In the present receiver system with high- 

side-beat mixing, the instantaneous frequency e(t) of the i.f. 

wave is the difference between the instantaneous frequencies e0(t) 

and er(t) of the local oscillator and r.f. waves. 	Thus 

+ 	= U)0 - U)1, + 0(t) 
- r(t) 	 (A4.2)9 

and soon setting 	U). = to - , 
1 0 T 

~iw = 	 - 	 (A4.3). (t) = 	(t) 

Accordingly, the mixer is seen to produce an i.f. excess phase 

which is the difference between the excess phases 0(t) and 

r(t) of the local oscillator and r.f. waves respectively. 

Voltage amplification and voltage limiting in the i.f. channel 

will not directly manifest themselves in the excess-phase analogue 

of the receiver. 	This may be demonstrated by writing the i.f. 

wave v(t) at the output of the mixer in the complex form 

v.(t) = 
1 	

A. exp[j [wit + 	(t)] ] 	 (A4.4), 

where A1 is the amplitude of the i.f. wave at the output of the 

mixer. 	After broad-band amplification, filtering and limiting in 

the i.f. channel, the wave v(t) at the input to the discriminator 

is/ 
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is given by 

v1(t) = A1 exp[j {wt + 	(t)} ] 	 . ( 4.5), 

where A1  is the output level produced by the limiter and is constant 

in practice, and 	(t) is determined by the i.f. filtering. 

In the present design, the phase-locked-loop discriminator 

transfer gain K   is independent of the input signal amplitude Al, 

provided that A1>lOOmV [which is always the case for practical 

reception (cf. subsection 4.2.2 above)]. 	Accordingly, the PLLD 

essentially acts as a balanced phase differentiator which produces 

at its output the derivative of the input excess-phase function. 

[The PLLD transfer function is broad-band and produces no significant 

filtering effect in comparison with thei.f. filter (of. sect. 

4.2 above).] 

In the discriminator, the excess-phase function is converted to 

an output voltage function vd(t) which, in an open loop system, 

is delivered to some output circuit. 	In the feedback receiver, 

this circuit is placed outside the loop and need not be regarded 

as part of the analogue. 

The feedback channel provides conventional amplification and 

filtering of the discriminator output voltage. 	The broad-band 

feedback-gain control unit regulates the amount of feedback 

applied, and the low-pass filter Hf(s) represents all the feedback 

control filtering. 	[We note here that a gain inversion is required 

for operation with high-side-beat mixing.] 
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The voltage-controlled oscillator essentially acts as an PM 

generator. 	If the input to the oscillator is v0(t), the excess- 

phase function 	at the output and v(t)  are related through 

(t) = KJt v(t)dt 
	

(A4.6), 

where K is the transfer gain of the voltage-controlled-oscillator. 

In the phase-function analogue of the receiver, the voltage- 

controlled oscillator performs the function of an integrator and 

may therefore be represented as a device having a transfer function 

Ky/s. 

To determine the effect of the i.f. filter on the phase-function 

analogue, we express the filter input v.(t) and output v(t) in 

the form 

v.(t) = r1(t) exp(w ir t) ; r
1  (t) a exp j 1(t)} 	.....(A4.7); 

V / (t) = r'(t) exp(jw1t) ; r(t) 	exp Lj :i 	1 	 (t)j 	.....(A4.8); 

where we have omitted the amplitudes of the v1(t) and v(t) 

waves. 	If Vi  (s), V(s), R
1(s) and R(s) are the Laplace transforms 

of v(t) v'(t), r(t) and r(t) respectively, then it can be shown 

that 50, 51, 52, 53 

Vi  (s) = R. (s - jw 
	Vi(s) = R.(s - 	 (A4.9); 

where R1  (s - 	and R(s - jw  are the Laplace transforms of Rjs) 

and R(s) shifted upwards along the frequency axis by amount w. 

V1(s) and V(s) are related through the transfer function HbP(s) of 

the i.f. filter. 	Thus 

- jw) = IL(s - i 	 bp 
(114.10) 

and/ 
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and replacing the variable (s - 	by the variable s gives 

R(s) = R.(s) Hb(s + 	= R. (s) 111 (s) 

Hb(s + jW 	 Hi (s)] is the transfer function RbP(s)  of the 

i.f. filter shifted downwards along the frequency axis by amount 

W  
(i.e. it is the transfer function of the low-pass analogue of the 

i.f. filter). 

In general, the relationship in eqn. (A4.7) between the the phase 

function Ø.(t) and r1(t) is nonlinear, and it is not possible 

to relate the Laplace transform i(s) of .(t) to the Laplace 

transform R1(s) of r(t)  through a linear transfer function. Similar 

remarks must, of course, apply to 4(t), ?(t),  R(s) and 

Accordingly, the effect of the i.f. filter or the phase-function 

analogue can only be taken into account by the inclusion of two 

'function generators' Gi and G2. 	This is shown in fig. A4.2 

where G1 having input 	(s) produces output R.(s). 	G2 may be 

regarded as performing the inverse operation of producing an output 

/ 

-i for an input R i(s). 

The two nonlinear elements 0-1 and 0-2 make the phase-function 

analogue unsuitable for analysis with the usual techniques. However, 

it may be simplified for specific applications. 

In particular, the requirements for AC are that the feedback 

channel should block all modulation effects and pass only a signal 

indicating a slovr change in the i.f. frequency. 	Accordingly, the 

i.f. channel (the bandwidth of which is chosen to pass all modulation 

effects)/ 
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effects) can be considered to be broad-band in comparison with the 

feedback channel. 	For AFC analysis, therefore, we assume that 

= v.'(t) (i.e. the i.f. filter input and output signals are 

the same). 	In turn, this implies that .(s) = 

The simplified phase-function analogue for AFC analysis is given 

in fig. A4.3. 	The individual gains Kã, K  and K (of the 

discriminator, feedback control, and voltage-controlled oscillator 

respectively) may be lumped as a single loop gain Ga(= KdKfK). 

The following closed-loop transfer functions may be written 

= -1/ [i + GHf(S)] 
	

(A4.12), 

and 	 (s)/(s) = G  Hf(s)/ [i + GHf(s)  

Stable closed-loop operation is ensured49  by making Hf(s) a single- 

pole low-pass filter of the form 

Hf(s) = 1/0 + s) 
	

(A4.14) 

[i.e. the open-loop gain G Hf(s) crosses the 0dB axis at -6dB 

per octave]. 	Substituting for Hf(s) in equation (A4.12) gives 

= 	

-1 	(i + 	 (A4.15), 

Pr (s) 	
(i + G) {i + s/(1 + G ) a 	 aJ 

from which it is evident that in the steady state a variation 

in 	(t) produces a variation in .(t) of magnitude 	. = 1/ + Ga 

Accordingly, a drift in r.f. frequency of magnitude Lis 

reduced by a factor 1 + G and appears as a drift in i.f, frequency 

of magnitude A71  =-A/(i + Ga) 
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Variations in the local-oscillator frequency are also reduced by 

the closed-loop operation. 	In fig. A4.3, a change in the excess- 

phase function of the local-oscillator waveform is represented 

by the additional input '(s) to the summer. 	The closed-loop 

transfer functions corresponding to equations (A4.12) and (A4.13) 

may be written 

= i/ti + G a  Hf  (s)1 -, 
(A4.16) 

and 	 (s)/'(s) = _Ga Hf(s)/1 + GaHf(5)i 	
(A4.17). 

Substituting for Hf(s) in eqn. (A4.16) according to eqn. (A4.14) 

gives 

1 	(1 + 	
(A4.1 8N) 

-'- 	

, 

1'0 (s) 	a + 1) 	[1 + s/(1 + G)J 

from which it is evident that in the steady-state a variation 

ini(t) produces a variation in .(t) of magnitude 	= 

Ga 	Accordingly, a drift in local-oscillator frequency 

of magnitude A 	is reduced by a factor 1 ± Ga 
 and appears as a 

drift in the i.f. frequency of magnitude AO, 	/(i + 
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Pig. A4.3 'Phase—function' analogue for AFC analysis. 

is  

Fig. A5.1 The capacitor top-coup1ed tuned circuit. 
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P E N D I 

ANALYSIS OF CAPACITOR TOP-COUPLED CIRCUITS 

The capacitor top-coupled circuit is illustrated in fig. A5.1 

[The symbolic notation x denotes that the variable x is a phasor.] 

We consider the analysis of this circuit as follows: 

The circuit equations may be written 

= 	p (.; + 	(L) (A5.1), 

o = v Q- ± + 	 (A5.2), 

jwC 	+ - v)iwC 	 (A5.3) 9  
= p 

=jwC + - (A5.4), p)WCm 

\  
Equations '. / A5.5i and A5.4 imply that the coupling coefficient 

81,82  

k of this circuit is given by 

k2  = c2/(c + 	c )(C + c ) 	 (A5.5). 
m m p m s 

Substituting for i p and i in equations (A5.1) and (A5.2) 

according to-equations (A5.3) and (A5.4) gives 

= v[ -  + 	i(C + C) - 	- Vs WCm  

and o = 	[- + i {w(C5 + Cm) - 	I - piWCm 	 .. . .. (J.7). 
s P"

In order to simplify equations (A5.6) and (A5.7) we postulate that 

the primary and secondary timed circuits have the common resonance 

frequency W ' hcre/ 
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where 

2 	1 	 1 
= 	 .(A5.8). = 

L p 	M. (C +c p ) 	L 
S In (C +c S) 

The Q-factors Q and Q, associated respectively with the primary 

and secondary parallel-timed circuits at resonance, may then be 

written 

=

QS 
= (LcL 

 

Accordingly, equations (A5.6) and (A5.7) may be rewritten respectively 

in the form 

= 	(i 
+ 

jQ 	
- 
YsWIn 	 (A5.10)1 

and 	0 
= 	

(1-i- i%S.,) 
— 
vjwCM. 	

(A5.11), 

in which 	5 -—-- 	 (A5.12). 
to  

C 

Equations (A5.10) and (A.11) may be solved for the circuit transfer 

gain v.1L
. 

and input impedance v p'r• Thus 

+ (i + jQ)(1 

Xsr =C. 	 (A5.13) 5 

to C 
22 

R R 	J sips 

Y / i = 	 • 	-t- 	 • ' '-i- i. 

/ (1 - Q 	
22 RR

5 	j 

At the common tuned frequency w 
'

~
Co 

= 0 and equation (A5.13) 

reduces to 

Ys/ 	 cCm1 
+ 2C2RRj 
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If all the quantities with the exception of C M.  are kept constant, 

it can easily be shown that the maximum value of the transfer gain 

is achieved when 

2 2 R R = 1 
cm S p 

(A5.16). 

This is the condition for optimum coupling. By substituting 

from equation (A5.5), therefore, the optimum coupling coefficient 

k0  is given by 

= k2  = hR R w2 (a + c )(c + a ) 	.....(A5.17). 
o 	 s p c m 	s m 	p 

Further manipulation of equations (A5.17), (A5.8) and (A5.9) 

reveals that k0  may also be expressed in terms of the Q-factors 

and Q as 

k = h/Q5Q 

For critical coupling, equations (A5.13) and (A5.14) may be 

rewritten respectively as 

2 
W 	C 	± (i + jQ5)(1 + 3QbSw
c m  fW 

2 )} 

R(1 + 
and 	v p Ai r = 	

+ (i + jQ5)(1 + iQSW) 
Ci) 

(A5.19), 

(A5.2o). 

Equation (A5.20) defines the circuit input impedance z [= Xp4r 

The circuit output impedance Z0  can be derived in a similar manner 

with the rcference current source r feeding the secondary tank. 

Thus/ 
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Thus 

R(1 	+ iQ 12 
 ) 
	

(A5.21). zo 	
to  2 + (i ± jQ5 )(1 + iQ)} 
W

C  

Equation (A5.19), on the other hand, defines the band-pass 

characteristic of the capacitor top-coupled circuit with critical 

coupling. The 3dB (or half-power) bandwidth B3  for critical 

coupling can be obtained simply [from equation (A5.19)] 	
as 811,82  

B3 	k f 	= 	f//(Q5  Q) (B3 	f) .....(A5.22). 

The approximation of (A5.22) holds for the present design in 

which the selectivity d/B > 10 (cf. subsection 4.2.1 above). 
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APPENDIX 6 

THE AVERAGE SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE BALANCED-CODE DATA 

The average spectral distribution of the balanced-code data is 

derived in the same way as the average spectral distribution of the 

transmitted FSK data. 	[Appendix 3 refers.] 

The balanced-code data have been shown (in sect. 3.2 above) 

to be comprised of a series of '10' and 101' code combinations 

representing the equivalent binary-code data bits '1' and '0' 

respectively. 	If the '1' and '0' bits of the balanced-code data 

are transmitted as +1 volt and -1 volt respectively and, 

furthermore, if the bit period of the equivalent binary-code data 

is 2T, then the transmitted balanced-code combination d(t) 

corresponding to the equivalent i4h binary-code bit can be written 

d c 	r (t) = (2a - i) fu(t) -- 2u(t - T)} 	(0t2T) 	.....(A6.1), 

where a takes the value 0 or 1 corresponding to the value of the 

binary-code bits '0' and '1' respectively. 

The spectrum xd(w) of the transmitted balanced-code data is found 

by summing the individual spectra associated with each code 

combination d0(t) given by equation (A6.1). 	Thus 

N 

xd(w) = 	fa r F  1 (w) + (i - ar)Po(w)1 exp(-jw2rT) .....(A6.2) 
]rØ  

where/  
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where 

F1  M = fT exp(-jw)dt -1 2Texp(-jwt)dt 

1 
 f 

2 
3;- 

expi.-jwT)j 

(A6.3) 

=T2j sa.Z (wT/2)exp(-jT) 

in which sa(x) = (sin Wx 

(A6.5), 

(A6.6); 

and. 	F(w) = - F'1(w) 	 (A6.7). 

The average spectral distribution Wd(w)  of the balanced-code 

data is defined 27, 28 in terms of Xd(w)  by 

1 lim 	1 
wd(w) = T N-*o iT xd(Ü)) 2 (A6.8). 

It is required, therefore, to evaluate Xd( 
	2
w) 	and then average. 

The general technique for evaluating 	2 has been described 

previously 27.,28 and, assuming that the data are random (which 

implies that 	= - fl, may be written here 

= 	+jF1(w) - 	
2 

+ 	F1(w) ± 	2 exp [_jw(r - s)TI 	
(A6.9), 

O
M 

rro So 

where a is a dummy variable. This expression may be simplified 

by substituting for F
1 
 (W)and F0 ) according to equations (A6.5) 

and (A6.7). 	En turn, by substuting for X(w) 2  in equation 

(A6.8), the average spectral density of the balanced-code data 

becomes 

={23 sa(wT/2)} 	 (A6.10). 
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APPENDIX 7 

THE NOISE GENERATOR DESIGN* 

An RCA 931A photo-multiplier tube 83 (referred to here as PM) is 

used as the noise source since such tubes are known 
84,85  to be 

capable of producing high-level wide-band noise. 	[A high level 

of noise is required for test purposes so that any system noise 

signals will be small in comparison.] 

The spectrum of PM noise has been shown 84 to be flat to within 

± - dB up to 200 MHz. 	In this range, the mean-square shot-noise 

current . 2 a the anode of the PM is given approximately by 

.22 e m+1
i B(g 	- 1)/(g -1) 	 (A7.1), 

/ 
where e is the electronic charge = 1.6 x 10

-19  coulomb), 1a is 

the d.c. anode current, g is the gain per multiplier stage, in is 

the number of multiplier stages, and B is the system-bandwidth in 

Hertz. Accordingly, for narrow system bandwidths within the 

200 MHz range, the PM may be considered to produce noise with a 

Gaussian distribution. 

A circuit diagram of the PM noise generator is given in fig. A7.1. 

For maximum noise current, it is required that the PM be ran at 

maximum d.c. anode current and maximum gain [equation (A7.1) refers], 

the latter being dependent upon the anode-to-cathode voltage 83. 

In the present design, the d.c. anode current is chosen to be 100 VA 

(=1/10 of the maximum rated value), this value being considered to 

give a good compromise between a high output noise level and longevity 

of the tube. 

*The design analysis of this appendix is obtained, in part, from 

the design of a Gaubsian noise generator given by Subaran3. 
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E  R 1 

MM 

Fig. A7.1 Circuit diagram of the noise generator. 

R1  

Fig. jr 	Eouivaient circuit of the noise generator. 
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The photo cathode of the PM is illuminated by a small 24-volt  bulb. 

Since the light intensity produced by the bulb was found to be more 

than that required to give a d.c. anode current of 100 pA at the 

recommended supply voltage of - 1KV, a substantial area of the 

photo cathode is therefore masked and the bulb is run at a lower 

voltage (viz, approximately 12 volts). 

For this application, the PM dynode voltages are required to be 

independent of the fluctuations in anode current. 	This is achieved 

(as shown) by a.c. decoupling the last two dynode stages where 

the fluctuations are likely to be large. 

The a.c. equivalent circuit of the noise generator is shown in 

fig. A7.2. 	The thermal noise voltages produced by the anode 

resistance R and the load resistance R, are omitted since they 

are very much smaller than the equivalent noise voltage produced by 

the PM. 	The anode-to-earth capacitance Ca together with R  and 

H1  form a transfer characteristic which is low-pass in nature. 

However, for frequencies up to about 200 NEz, Ca  was found to 

produce no appreciable shunting effect and may be neglected in this 

application accordingly. 

For the RCA 931A device 83 used here, the overall gain of the 10-

stage tube for a supply voltage of - 1KV is typically 8 x 10 

giving a stage gain of 3.9. 	Consequently, with ia  = 100 pA, 

the expected mean square noise current per unit bandwidth is found 

[from equation (A7.1)] to be 
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=
10_17 	[A]2.H1  

For an r.f. noise bandwidth of about 1.5 MHz as in the experimental 

system (cf. chapter 5 below), then 

= 	5.1 x 10 -11 	[A]2  

so that 	/F3~2 	10 6 	[A] 
n 

Accordingly, with R  = 1K2 and 11 = 10KQ, then the r.m.s. noise 

voltage,/(v) appearing at the output of the noise generatoris given 

approximately by 

J(v 	7.2 x 0.91 x 	6.5 	[mV] 	 (A7.5) 

This is the typical level of noise voltage found at the output 

of the P14 noise generator. 	For experimental purposes, however, 

the noise-voltage level is readily controlled in two ways, viz. 

() 	by varying the voltage on the light source in order to change 

the d.c. anode current of the PM, and 

() by varying the h.t. supply voltage in order to change the gain 

of the PM. 

[Equation (A7.1) refers.] 
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